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FOREWORD

This new volume in the Agricult,ura:
Development
Paper series is
intended prima.rily for agricultural
officers and others responsible for
the immediate supervision of hides and skins improvement
programs,
and, in particular,
of rnral tanneries using local raw materials. It is
hoped that t.he information
here presented will reach rural craftsmen
through
national
extension
services and, in order to make t,he
book as useful as possible for training purposes, it is fully illustrated.
Rwal Taming Techniqtces gives a broad outline of selected met)hods
and processes, and describes the tools and equipment
required by
rural tanneries; it indicates how improvements
can be made step
by sbep. It is hoped that even rural tanneries which have bezn
&ablished
for centuries may benefit from the information
given here.
Since research is always going on, new tanning methods will undoubtedly he applied in the fut,ure.
However,
those described in the
following pages are proven ones and are used to advantage ill subtropical and t,ropical regions.
Some chapters may be of value only
for the more advanced rural tanners, but tliey have been included
because they make the publication
more suitabl6 for the training
courses organized by FAO. A glossary of technical terms is given,
and a list of selected references to articles and books from which
specialized information
may be obtained.
One point. regarding the use of’ this volume should be emphasized.
Development
programs in hides and skins often do not make a clear
distinction
between flay,.lg and curing on the one hand and tanning
program for tanning alone can be
on the ot,her. An improvement
successful only when improved practices and techniques for flaying
a.nd curing have given positive results.
Such methods are described and illustrated
in FAO Agricultural
Development
Paper No. 49, Flayhg
and Curing 01 Hides and Skin-s

u.s u Rural Industry
(Rome, 1965). The present paper. therefore,
should be used together with t&he earlier oue.
The following have cotttributed
ittforutatiott.
sketches attd plto~ographs. and their co-operat,iott is gratefully
acknowledged:
Mr. R. Faraday Iuttes. former FAO (?ottsultaut and tttetttber of the
FAO tuissiott in Libpa on hides attd skins itttprovetttettt
attd tattttittg
Dr. F. Olga Flint,
Uuited Kingdom

Department

of Leaalter Industries,

Mr. C. F. Hatxlittg. forttt4y
with
on hides attd skitts impovemettt

FAO tttissiott
and tattttittg

Leeds Uttiversity,

itt Libya

attd Iraq

Mr. F. H. Hoek. FAO missiott in Ittdia ott hides attd skitts itttyrovetnettt. carca.ss and by-products
tttilizatiott.
tattttittg
and leather
utilizzation
Mr. E. Kttew. formerly FAO C’ottsulttlttt. ttow with FAO tttissiott in
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INTRODUCTION

Leather, which has been used by. man for man)’ l)urposeti for
thousands of years, is remarkable
for possessing a combination
of
properties to be found in no other natural or man-made material.
It can be so hard and tough t,hat it, requires working with a saw
or lathe; Set it can also be as soft, and flexible as a fine textile, a tit
material for the needlewoman.
Leather is not onI>* strong, durable
(when properly prepared, it will resist’ decay for centuries) and flexible:
it has a unique porous structure
which enables it to “ breathe. ”
that is, to permit the passage through it of air and water vapor.
It can be easily worked, cut, joined, stitched, embossed, dyed and
gilded.
When cut. the edge does not fray - a characteristic
which
for some purposes makes it superior t,o woven materials.
In t,he
hands of a craftsman, leather will yield articles of use and ornament
which camlot be produced in any other way.
Leather has been used for clothing for at least i.000 years.
In
addition, its has for millenia been made into all kinds of tackle and
gear - into ropes and reins. saddles, shields and armor: it has been
used for tents. beds and carpets; it l.as been shaped and molded
into cups, bottles. all kinds of water. $1 and wine carriers: it has
provided boats. sails, writing materials, decoration and ornaments:
lanterns have been made of leather: even the floors of ancient
Egyptian
chariots were ma.de of interlaced leather thongs.
To produce this rarsatile
material,
the craft of the tanner is
required.
How-, when and where early man learned to make strong.
flexible leather out, of dry skins is not known.
Nor is the origin of
the preserving processes which use the chemical properties of tannirlg
materials.
Primitive
hunters, killing wild animals for food, must
soon have discovered that. animal hides and skins gave protection
1

against cold. rain and thorns.
They must also have found that dry
hides rot when they get wet..
This would have led to &tempts
at preservation
b?- scraping
off the meat and rubbing in fat, brain and marrow to make the skins
softer. Evidence of oil treatment
has been found in the t,ombs of
ancient. Egypt.
True tanning
may have been accidentally
discovered
by the
immersion of raw skins in forest pools where the soaked leaves, twigs,
fruit and bark would have given a tannin solution.
Or it might
have happened that, a hide hung over a particular tree became tanned
where it touched the bark; thus that part of the hide would have
acquired new proper%ies which made it. more rssistant to decay after
In this way vegetable tanning mat.erials were
subsequent wetting.
no doubt discovered.
Another
primitive
method of preservation,
the use of smoke,
w1t8 known in China, South America and the extreme north of Europe
in prehist,oric times, and was later invariably
practiced hy t,he North
The virtue of salt as a preservative
has been
American Indians.
known for thousands of years, and since some salts contain alum,
t’he value of this mineral, too, as a tanning material was also probably
discovered accidentally.
Using primitive tanning methods, anyone c&n produce some kind
But only an, expert tanner can transform
dry, harsh
of leather.
hides and skins int.0 fine quality leather, a beautiful material, pleasant
and attractive
in use and appearance.
During the present century many attempts hsve been made to
produce substitutes for ler >her. such as impregnated
textiles, rubber
Although
these
products
have
found wide
and plastic materials.
use in the manufacture
of footwear and other articles of everyday
use, they have not been able to reproduce the part,icular properties
The leather trade has taken special measures to popularize
of leather.
leather by disseminating
information
about the scientific reasons
for its individual
characteristics;
thus, it has been pointed out that
the superior insulating
qualities of leather, its great capacity
to
and its thermostatic
properties
cannot
be
absorb perspiration
duplicated
by synthetic
products.
Rural tanners, employing family labor and using local raw materials
should be able to produce leather cheaply, at prices which will make
leather articles available to the poorer classes; they ran popularize
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the use of leat,her as a mat.erial which is not only cheap, but also
durable and beautiful,
a material of which both producer and user
of cheaper leather in
will be proud (Figure
1). The production
villages (Figure 2) will, in turn, encourage a secondary industry
Handbags,
purses,
manufacturing
leather goods of many kinds.
sandals, slippers, belts, school satchels, cushions and other articles
4

can be sold not only in the rural community,
but also to tourists
and on esport markets (Figure 3). Such a pair of linked industries
will provide a living for many families and thus partly remove their
dependence upon agriculture.
In many countries, rural tanning does not exist, even though
the necessary raw materials - the hides and skins, lime and vegetable
tanning substances -- are locally available.
This situation
is not
In such areas it, should be possible to introduce
without. advctntages.
the industry
in a satisfactory
manner, free from the shackles of
inherited
habits. and using improved methods from the beginning.
In other countries where a traditional
tanning industry
exists,
the tanners are often very conservative.
However, once a technique
has been shown to be better t,han traditional
methods, and? above
all, if t,he resultant product is cheaper and of bett,er cllality than
that previously obtained, the tanners will be willing to adopt the
new technique.
The craft of leather making as practiced by rural
t,anners is frequently
an inherited
one, and sometimes ccnfiisc! to
castes, as in India.
The tanners of Northern
Sudan and Nigeria
are also t’ypical examples of the way in which the family secrets of
the t.rade have been passed on from generation t,o generation for
From recent observations
it is clear that the methods
centuries.
and thk indigenous materials employed by the rural tanners have
varied very little since ancient times, particularly
in some of the
less advanced Near East countries.
This static condition of the rural tanner is due t,o poverty, illiteracy,
poor communications
and lack of contact with modern scientific
tanning methods which, if adopted with appropriate
modifications,
would greatly improve the rural tanner’s working
conditions,
his
position in local affairs and the reward for his labor.
The craft of tanning,
inherited
from generation
to generation,
has been based on experience gained by trial and error, although
certain phenomena have not always been correctly interpreted.
The
modern approach is to trace, step by st’ep, the conversion of hides
and skins into leather and to understand all t.he physical a.nd chemical
changes involved in tanning.
Many factors influence the final quality
of the leat’her, such as the type and quality of the raw materials,
the methods and processes employed, the skill of the worker, as
well as environment,al
factors like temperature
and climate.
A
fact’or of great import,ance in all t,annery processes is Ihe ql*ty
5
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of the water used. Hard water is unsuita*ble because it interferes
Impure water may
with the processes and precipitates
dyestuffs.
cont,ain gelatine-liquefying
bacteria and is detrimental
t*o leather
manufacture.
Without some knowledge of such factors. disappointFailure should not., however. lead to
ment a#nd losses may occur.
but.
to
investigation
aimed a.t improvement
and
discouragement.
better control of the various processes.
The purpose of this volume is not to give instruction in the manufacture of every kind of leather, but to teach rural tanners t’he fundamental principles and processes of tanning, so that the!- may be
Once the
able to find out the reasons for mistakes and failures.
basic knowledge has been acquired, other methods ma?* be learned
from the many publications
which exist,. Some are included in the
list of selected references given in this book.
It must always be borne in mind, however, that to master the
cr& of leather making, it, is not enough to study books.
To acquire
skill, the tanner must make a thorough study of the processes involved,
by repeated experiment(s and careful observation.
He requires. above
all, paGence? practice, ha,rd work and experience.

6

R.4U’ M4TJZRIAL

- HIDES

.4W

SKINS

Hides and sl&~s are she raw material of leather.
The?- are tissues
of animal body made up of once living cells and their products.
A
The production
of leather involves
hide or skin has, many tissues.
the removal of those tissues which cannot be converted into leather
and the treatment of the others in such a way that the final product
has the desired properties.
The hide or skin of animals has a very complex a.nd intricate
structure.
Knowledge
of its construction
and the complicated
chemical and physical reactions and biological changes which occur
within the skin before and during the process of leather manufacture
enables the rural tanner to view his work with greater understanding
and appreciation.
.
From the histological
viewpoint,
a.11mammalian hides and &ins
They consist of three
are’ more or less similar in their structure.
sharply defined layers which are distinct both in structure a$nd origin
(Figure 4). The t#hree layers are:
{a)

the epidermis;

(b)

the corium

(c:

the hypodermis
or subcutaneous
known as flesh or adipose layer.

THE

EPIDERMIS

or derma;
tissue,

which

is commonly

The epidermis is the outer layer of ahe skin.
It is cellular in
structure: and it has several distinct layers of self-reproducing
epithelial
cells. It has no blood vessels of its own, and the nourishment
for
7

4. - Enlarged diagrammatic cross section showing main layers of a hide:
(A) Epidermis; (B) Corittm. or derma; (C) Gypodermis.
(1) Hair; (2) Hair follicle; (3) Grease gland; (4) Hair bulb; (5) Sweat ‘yland.
(6) Fat cells: (7) Blood vessel; (8) IVen*e: (9) Collagen
fibers; (10) Fat tissue:
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th? cells is drawn from the blood and lymph of the derma, upon
which it rests. The epithelial cells develop not, only the epidermis,
but also the hair, the sudoriferous
and the sebaceous glands,
The
epidermis is composed of the protein keratin.
It belongs to the
same group of keratinous
substances as nails, claws, hooves, scales
and feathers.
The cells of the innermost layer of t,he epidermis are at all times
reproducing
new cells. They constantly
grow outward
and push
the older cells in the upper layer.
Since the upper layer is deprived
of nourishment,
it becomes flatt,ened and hardened by dehydrat,ion.
8

IIn consequence, it dries up iu the form of scurf or dandruff, which
is
more often observed OH the scaly.
The cells of the innermost layer of the epidermis contain pigment
0nranules which give color to the hairs and the skin.

THE

CORIUX

OR DERMA

The corium or derma - corium is t0he Latin for ii true skin” is the main portion of the integument
- the natural covering The derma is composed
which is subsequently converted into leaiher.
Three different types of connecmainly of connective tissue fibers.
tive tissues - collagenous tissue, or collagen; elastic tissue, or
elastin and reticular tissue, or reticulin - are found in the derma.
Collagen constitutes
the bulk, and it is the chief leather-forming
constituent.
The corium may be further
subdivided
into two layers: the
thermostat,,
or grain layer; and the reticular
layer, or corium
proper.
The grain layer Is the upper portion of the corium, and it contains
hair roots, glands and muscles. It constitutes only a small portion
of the corium i~8 a whole.
None the less, it varies with the type
As a rule, it is greater ou skins aud less on the heavier hides.
of skin.
In the grain layer the connective tissue fibers are quite small and fine.
They are very compactly
felted together without
any apparent
orderly arrangement.
The grain stidace pattern produced by the arrangement
of hair
The distinction is shown
pores is distinct for each species of animals.
on the outer surface of leather.
Thus, the pattern provides an easy
means of identifying
leather made from such different skins or hides
as goatskin,
calfskin,
cowhide,
homehide,
pigakiu
and dogskin
(Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10).
The reticular layer is composed mainly of interwoven
collagen
The fiber bundles
fibers which are arranged in well-defined bundles.
The
of this layer nre relatively much larger than those of the grain.
collagen fibers are straight or wavy threads and they are held in
They are supposed to
bundles by sheaths made of retiicular tissue.
be coated with a cement-like
substance of interfibrillary
proteins
which encase the fiber bundles in dry hides. The reticular layer,
9
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or corium proper, covers about 75 to 80 percent
of the total
thickness of a hide, and about 45 to 50 percent of the total thickness
of a skin.

THE

HYPODERMIS

The hypodermis,
or subcutaneous
tissue, is the loose connective
tissue which joins the corium to the underlying
parts of the body.
It consists mainly of collagen and elastin fibers.
These are loosely
arranged, and they contain the adipose tissue which is the seat of
Together, these tissues are what the tanner calls the
fat deposits.
flesh. It is removed mechanically
in the fleshing operation before
tanning.
A twitch muscle is often appended to this layer.
Fat can be found with the adipose tissue on the flesh side, and
the pieces can be large if the flaying has been badly done. It can
also be distributed
in the center of the corium in discreet fat cells.
Then its extent and location depend on the breed of animal, its age
and health, the season and the pasturage.
In merino sheep, for
example, the fat may be 20 percent of the skin weight; in steer hides
When the quantities of fat are large,
it may be only 0.75 percent.
they cause the skins to be objectionably
greasy after tanning.
The
fat cells may be so numerous - for example, in sheep - that
they disorganize the corium fiber structure and cause a weakness or
When such a skin is cured by drying or dry
splitting of the leather.
salting, the fat may melt and permeate it, particularly
in a hot climate.
It becomes difficult to wet the skin back.
Then the cure is ineffective.
Water accounts for more than half the weight of a freshly flayed
skin, whereas a tanned or a dried skin contains only 14 percent of
This aqueous phase includes blood and lymph.
water.

Factors influencing

quality

ANany believe that the tanning process can conceal the defects
of raw hides and skins to such an extent that their original quality
has no influence on the leather.
This is not true.
A good leather
On the contrary,
cannot be made from a bad’hide or from a bad skin.
-tanning may well accentuate the tiniest blemish in some startling
12

way. The smallest pockmark can produce a hole. A scarcely visible
gouge mark can cause the tearing of the entire skin.
Ev*ery care
must always be taken to produce and to select for tanning a raw
material which is as free from defects as possible.
Even though dyes and pigments succeed in hiding some blemishes
OL the surf&e of the leather, they may accentuate others; or defects
may appear once the leather has been used.
Many factors influence the growth and quality of the integument
of any animal, whether wild or domestic.
The breed and origin
of the animal, its mode of life and its food, its general condition, its
age and sex and the purpose for which it is bred affect the growth
and the properties of the skin during the animal’s lifetime.
A cow
bred for high milk production
or a sheep bred for long wool, for
instance, will yield a thin hide or skin; for the nutrimental
food value
has been absorbed by the milk or the wool.
Different types of raw materials are needed for different types
While a calf skin produces a high quality upper leather
of leathers.
with a fine feel, a healthy ox or heifer hide produces only the
firmest sole leather for which thickness and a high fiber weave are
essential.
Thus the tanner must select his raw hides and skins according
He has, unforto the type of leather which he wishes to produce.
tunately, little power to control the various defects which influence
the quality of raw hides and skins.
These defects are classified

these are damages caused on the living

(a)

ante-mortem
animal;

(b)

post-mortem defects - these are damages caused during
curing, storage and transportation.

ANTE-NORTE~

defects -

into two groups:

flaying,

DEFECTS

The damages may be caused by (i) parasites; (ii) diseases; (iii) old
age; and (iv) mechanical means.
The parasites, like the sarceptic mange or the common demodex
or demodectic
mange (preferably
termed demo&co&e),
ticks, lice
and warble larvae, produce a pitted and scarred grain surface with
13

pinpoint holes. depressioris. scars and warble hole.;;. These clefects
greatly reduce the value of t,he leather.
Any prolonged
febrile disease .-- for example. rinderpest
and
hypanosemiasis
has a substantial
damaging and weakening effect
upon the fiber structure of the hide.
This resu!ts in lent,her of poor
qualit’y .
Ot,her diseases caused by bacteria, fungi or virus; can produce
serious local defects, for heavy lesions bring about irreparable damage.
They can be coupled with streptothricosis,
ringworm and pox, Some
seasonal diseases and nnt.ritional
faults severely damage hide and
skin.
The hide or skin of any animal which has died of old age, disease
or malnutrition.
starvation
or drought. p,ssesses many defects which
lower its qua.lity.
AU animal which is flayed many hours after the
carcass has lain on the ground - for example. a ” fallen hide ” may have the underside damaged by putrefact,ion:
the hide may
show the discolored pat,ches which are due t’o congealed blood in
the veins. Flaying of a cold carcass and of fallen animals is exceedingly difficult: and, unless esceptional
care is taken. there will be
many knife cuts. Fallen hides are often of inferior quality,
This
will be due to poor flaying or to the st,ate of t.he carcass, which is full
of blood because it has not been bled.
Among mechanical damages, the hot iron branding causes irreparable losses. Millions of t,he world’s hides and skins are damaged
in this manner.
Branding,
whether for identification
or curative
purposes, scars and hardens the corium and renders it quite useless
to the tanner.
Scratches from thorns, barbed wire or horns. whether healed or
still open, are a very common type of the damage which is visible
after tanning.
The disfiguration
greatly reduces the value of the
leather and the extent of its uses. Grain-scratched
sheep- and goatskins, for instance. are generally
used for suedes. The damaged
grain of cattle hides is sprayed and mechanically
treated to cover
up and eliminate the blemishes,
This is sold as ” corrected grain ”
sides. Its commercial
value is greatly reduced.
Other mechanical damages are caused by poke mark. goad mark,
yoke mark and wounds.
Casting or hitting
the animal shortly before death bruises the
meat and causes an accumulation
of blood over the bruised area.
14

The smaller blood vessels become ruptured
and t,he flesh side of
ti_e fresh hide or skin appears red. This tnay involve putrefaction
during drying or curing.

POST-MORTEM

DEFECTS

These defect,s may be caused by (i) bad handling: (ii) bad flaying;
(iii) inefficient
cluing:
(iv) micro-organisms:
(v) salt, stains: and
(vi) insects.
Man-made damage during slaughtering or curiug has a pronounced
influence on bhe quality of hides and skins. If carcasses are not
blood remains in the
bled out properly at the tim 9 of slaughtering.
Bacteria then develop
vessels and capillaries of the hides and skins.
and there is putrefaction
along the blood vessels.
more rapidly.
Moreover,#iF~?S1~~ealed
blood in the veins may show up clearly
on the&rain
surface uf the leather in an unsightly way.
Rubbed or dragged @rain. The dragging of a slaughtered animal
over rough ground ‘causes abrasion of the grain surface.
Bad patterrr or ir~egulctr shape. When the carcass is not, opened
up correctly. the shape of t.he hide or skiu becomes unsymmetrical.
The tanner requires square hides and skins, and these a.re produced
when correct. ripping
lines are used.
Flay cuts. gwye marks and RCOES. The use of sharp pointed
knives invariably
causes this type of damage.
It can be avoided
and entirely eliminated
by the careful use of an improved type of
knife which has a curved, convex cutting edge with a rounded tip.
rlhe back edge should be concave and bhmt.
Drying.
This Is the simplest method of preserving hides and
skins, but improper
drying may destroy valuable material.
Any
delay in drying, either by suspension or on the ground. may cause
“ hair slip,” or even putrefaction.
Hair slip represents relatively mild forms of putrefactive
damage,
but they map affect the surface of the hide aud skin.
Ground drying, however, produces the worst raw material; for then hides and
skins are usunll~- baked on the outside, while the center is still wet.
This provides a ready mediutn for bacterial action, which invariably
is geucauses putrefaction
(Pigure 11). This type of putrefaction
erally termed *’ sun blister.”

FIGURE

11. - Skins

dntnnged during

flaying

Courtesy

and curing

Kenya

Information

by ground drying.
Office,

Nairobi

Uverdrying
of skins may lead to grain cracking, especially when
A very long exposure to the sun
skins are allowed to crumple.
causes the fat in the adipose layer of the skin t’o escape from its cells
into the corium fibers.
This makes its removal rather difficult during
the process of leather manufacture,
and it causes greasy stains.
The shrinkage temperature is 600 CI. Raw hide suffers an irreversible shrinkage and damage when it is subjected to this temperature
It will suffer the same damage
of 600 C for two or three minutes.
if it is kept under wet conditions and temperatures
above 400 C. for
Once the skin is dried - that is,
longer periods of several hours.
below 14 percent moisture content
it will stand these high
temperatures
much better.
These temperatures,
it should be remembered, refer to the skin
itself.
They may be different from the temperature of the surrounding
air. When the skin is wet, evaporation
occurs; it cools the skin
and gives it a lower temperature
than the air. A wet bulb ther-
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mometer reading will give an approximate
idea of the skin t.ennperature.
No matt,er how well the hide or skin has been prepared during
damage may still be done during
flaying and curing, irreparable
storage.
Once hide beetles - and, in particular,
their larvae and whit*e antIs have obtained access to the gT3ods they can destroy
them.
A very good protection against the ravages of these insects,
however, is the use of insecticides.
These may be applied either
in liquid or powder form.
Recently,
a successful preservation
of
dried hides and skins against attacks of beetles, moths and other
insects has been achieved by spraying with a 5 percent, suspension
of sodium silicofluoride,
or dusting with 0.5 percent gammexane
powder, or spraying with 0.25 percent solution of sodium arsenite.
Rats and ot.her vermin are also attracted
by the fatty nature
of hides and skins. They can cause substantial damage by gnawing
holes, especially on folds.
Even transport
has a bearing on the quality of raw hides and
Hides
and
skins
are often loaded singly on to lorry t,ransport,
skins.
and bullock cart,, or they are tied in loose bundles.
In consequence,
any movement makes the surfaces rub together and causes damage,
especially to grain, folded edges and corners.
The rubbing damage
during transportation,
the use of baling wire and - worst of all the wetting from exposure to rain, ruin the goods before they reach
the t,anner.
Prolonged retention of raw hides and skins in a smoky store leads
to the so-called “ smoked ” goods. Smoking during drying will partly
or wholly
cause a tanning effect.
This tightens
the hair and
creates difficulties
in the liming and tanning
processes.
8moke
contamination
on exposed grain where the hair has slipped before
drying may cause discoloration and coarseness aft,er vegetable tanning.
Hides and skins cured by salt may be spoiled if the techniques
It is useless to salt goods which are already dry
are inadequate.
or partly dry, for t.he salt will not penetrate into the material.
Neither
can salt be properly absorbed by uncleaned hides and skins which
have an excess of flesh. When too little salt is used, hair slip, or
Storage of salted skins in the
even putrefaction,
may develop.
wet skate - for long periods during hot weather and in air with
a high humidity
- is dangerous because putrefact*ion bacteria can
become salt tolerant.
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Full information
on t.he techniques
of salt-curing
is found in
FAO’s Agricultural
Development
Paper No.49, Flaying and Curing
of Hides and Skins as a Rural Indwtry.
Common salt. it must be
emphasized. has definite limitations
as a hide-curing
agent.
For one
thing, put$refaction is not, wholly arrested if salted skins are kept
in wet conditions both for some lengt,h of time a,nd simultaneously
at an elevated temperature
of 270 C. to 390 c’. If t,he preservation
is to be complet.e, the salt should be mixed with some type of antiseptic, such as sodium fluoride or sodium pentachlorophenate.
“ Red
heat,“ i discoloration
of salted hides and skins caused by bacteria,
may lead to putrefa&ion.
Marine salt is likely t.o be contaminated
with salt-loving
bacteria which develop ‘* red heat.”
The presence of substances, like iron, in the curing salt is harmful.
They may lead to indelible stains during curing or in the processes of
tanning.
In certain parts of t,he world so-called curing salts contain
but little tme salt; the main components are insoluble earthy materials.
Although exact figures we not available, the total losses caused by
avoidable damage to hides and skins in the course of flaying, curing
and preservation must amount - even at a conserva.ti\-e estimat,e to millions of dollars a. year throughout
the world.
Damaged stock - the tanner, actual or potential. must realize produces poor leather.
“ Good k&her,”
as the old saying goes,
“ is made only from good hides and skins.”
In all probability
tanning
projects will be a complete failure, and all efforts and funds invested
in them will be wasted, unless there is, first of all. a forceful dri\-e
coward improving
the raw hides and skins.
FAO’s Agricultural
Development
Paper No. 49 shows clearly
how serious are the losses which can occur during flaying, curing
Scheme ”
and handling.
Its chapter on “ Proposed Development,
emphasizes t,he Ned for continuous
guidance b? governments.

TlUltig
The art or technique of converting
hides and skins into leather
is called tanning.
Leather is animal hide or skin so trea.ted that
it becomes more permanently
resistant to decomposition
when wet,,
By tanning, the easily pntrescible hide suband supple when dry.
stance is ,made resistant
to micro-orga.nismz.
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There are many different ways of tanning. and a large variety
of materials of vegetable or mineral origin possesses the property
The prospect.ive tanner. therefore. should
of being able to -’ tan.”
make a survey of the local indigenous
tanning mat.erials, whether
it. be bark. wood. pods. tubers or leaves, a,nd so est,imate future supplies.
It is necessa,ry to make sure that the essential tanning mat.erials are
availa.ble: otherwise failure of supply may well seal t.he fat,e of a
projecbed rural industrv.
Man!- vegeta.ble t8a.nnins are known.
New mate&Is.
both mineral
and synthetic.
are const,antly discovered and manufactured.
It is
reasonable to expect. however. that a sunable vegetable tanning
mate&l
can be found in the. neighborhood
and is well known to
the inha bitants.
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XI.

LOCAL TANNING EQUIPMENT

Local tanning

AND BASIC PROCESS OPERATIONS

equipnma

The conversion of hides and skins into leather looks like magic
to a layman, and it is difficult for a novice to appreciate its comare needed; nor is a
plexity.
Yet no costly tools nor machinery
high standard of general education
necessary.
Successful t,an.ning
is’ based on knowledge, skill and experience; a start, could be made
on a small scale in, perhaps, a backyard, or in t,he open air (Figure l2),
or preferably in a. small building (Figure 13’).

\

SKINS

For Lhe beginner, sheepskins are preferable t40 goatskins; cattle
hides should not be used. To avoid loss it is wise to start with
damaged skins, preferably small pieces which have little or no commercial value.

TOOLS
The tools and implements
needed are described in the chapters
Most
of them can be made by the tanner
on the particular processes.
himself or by rural carpenters and blacksmiths.

BUILDING

At first any shed which protects the worker
and allows him enough light, will do.

from

the weather

1% - Gmeral

FIGURE

WATER,

LIME

lnformation
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AND- TANNING

small rural tannery.

.iiiqerio.

MATERIALS

on these subjects

is given

in later

chapters.

VESSELS

Iron vessels cannot be used because iron, when in contact with
vegetable tanning infusions, gives an “ ink ” which produces bluishblack spots and stains on the leather.
Tin cans quickly become
rusty at the seams or wherever there are scratches and dents: and
iron is exposed.
Vessels made of wood are best, if cheap, for they
are long-lasting. ” Whenever possible, small wooden casks should
be used. Larger casks can be cut, in half and thus provide two
very useful vessels.
Glazed earthenware
pots, if they have sufficient capacity and a
large mouth, are excellent.
Unglazed pots leak and thus they lose
much of their contents, but they are improved by a coat of paint
containing
linseed oil. Pots should not be sunk into the ground.
Although this is done in some regions, the practice makes them difficult
to clean.
An example of excellent earthenware
pots are the magoors used

I\‘urctf

Tattrtiag

Terhniquea

FIGURE 13. - Rural training
center, Bakshi-ka-Talab,
Uttar Pradesh, India.
In
foreground, flesh.ing and unhairing
of hides; in background, lime pits.

by the Sudanese tanners.
They are about 90 centimet,ers both in
diameter and in height.
Similar pots are used by the Nigerian tanners
(Figure 14) and also in certain regions in the Far East.
At first, aluminium
pots may be used, but the cost is prohibitive
when more than a few skins have to be handled.

UNHAIRING

.~ND FLEW-NG

KNIVES

In the experimental stage, even a kitchen knife will do, but specially
made tools are preferred (Figures 15 and 16).
A BEAM
A log, which has a diameter of about 40 to 50 centimeters and
which is made smooth and set at the groper angle, will do for a start.
Instead of a beam, a board which is about 40 to 50 centimeters wide
and rounded up on the sides can be used. Fleshing, unhairing and
scudding can dso be done on beams made out of stone.
ADDITIONAL

EQUIPMENT

Gradually, when the beginner has mastered the technique and is
sure of I+imself, he can acquire additional equipment, such as draining
“ horses,” a drum, finishing and oiling tables; and he can construct
brick, cement or stone vats. More detailed information
is given
in later chapters.

14. - (Glazed earthenpots such. as these
magoors are profitably used
and
by tanners in Nigericr
INURE

mare
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Basic process operations

Hides and skins of various animals, such as elephant, horse,
buflalo, cow, calf, sheep, goat, pig, reptiles, birds and fish, differ
in thickness and grain (Figures 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10). Some have hair
All are products of the epidermis.
or fur, and others have feathers.
The procedure of converting
them into leather remains the same.
These are the principal
processes:
1.

The removal of undesirable parts - for example, the epidermis
and hypodermis
by processes called soaking, liming, unhairing,
scudding and fleshing.

2.

The preparation
processes called
or drenching.

of the derma, or “ true skin: ” for tanning by
soaking, liming, deliming, bating and pickling,

These processes free the derma from epidermis and hypodermis and
They are both chemical and mechanical. The
condition the derma.
liming which helps to soften the epidermis and prepare the derma
is a chemical process; the removal of the softened epidermis with a
knife is mechanical.
3.

Tanning - the absorption
which convert the hides

of the tanning infusions
and skins into leather.
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FIGURE
15. - Sketch oj uot
very sharp unhairing knife
with two h,andles.
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FIGURE
16. - Sketch oj fEeshi.ng knije
with two FLandles. O?aeedge is concave
and used for scraping; the other, convex.
is very sharp and ,used for cuttin.q.
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Finishing
operations,
such as oiling and drying,
stretching,
dyeing, rolling and staking, which are intended to improve the
quality and appearance of the leather.

There is no fhort cut in the tanning processes; nor are there any
Bad soaking, insufficient
liming, incomplete tanning
compromises.
and any other neglect become exposed in the finished leather.
Its
quality suffers greatly if any stage is missed or imperfectly carried out.
The goods pass from one process to the next.
It is necessary,
The right receptacles
therefore, to have a prepared program of work.
and chemicals and the right amount of space must be on hand before
Even with the smallest skin, thought must
the operations begin.
be given to each operation.
If the operator has not had any previous experience and wishes
to avoid heavy losses, he should experiment
with a small piece of
hide or skin in a glass jar or any other available receptacle.
This
will often give him more useful experience than experimenting
on
Each process can be carried out on
a full vat of hides and skins.
a small scale before proceeding with proper tanning.
In this way
losses and disappointment
will be avoided, and the basic principles
of tanning will be mastered in a reasonably short time.
Since lime, sulphide, wood ash and all tanning materials may
lead to dermatitis,
the tanner should accustom himself to wearing
The rinsing of the hands is
Lime is very alkaline.
rubber gloves.
an elementary
hygienic rule.

3. c
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III.

PREPARATION

OF HIDES

AND SKINS FOR TANNING

P

Soaking

Figure 15 shows schema.tically the processes of first converting
hides int$o ” pelts.”
The first step is soaking.
Its purpose is:
(N)

to soften t,he hides or skins - especially the dried ones and
those of fallen animals - so that, in touch and appearance,
they resemble skins which have just been removed
from
freshly slaughtered
animals: the fibers absorb tlhe water lost ’
during
salting
or drying
and then swell to their original
condition:

(b)

to remove blood. dung. eart,h or other
not removed during curing:

(c)

to facilitate
the penetra.tion
of chemicals in la,ter processes,
thus producing
the light swelling which is called plumping;

in)

to remove salt: for salt.‘in the hides prevents swelling
an unfavora,ble influence on flirther processes.

impurities

which

were

and exerts

The soaking of hides and skins. though nppa.rently simple. presents
difficulties.
Like all other operations
in the t,annery, it requires
long expe,rience.
It is not a. good policy to mix different kinds of
skins. for instance. sheep and goats.
It is also inadvisa.ble to mix
suspension-dried
with ground-dried
goods because t,he times needed
for their soa,king are different,
The best results a*re given when
separate containers are used for each type of hide or skin.
Soaking
is quicker in warm weather. when the danger from bacteria.1 damage
is very grr:riIn warm weather, therefore, the goods should be

.
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Soakwater containers must always
frequently
inspected and turned.
of the soakwater should
be kept in the shade. The temperature
never be more than 270 t,o 300 C: for higher temperatures
cause a
It
is
easy
to
soak
properly
prepared
decomposition
of the hide.
hides and skins, but material tihich has start,ed to putrefy is dangerous.
Once the goods are put8 iti water, the putrefaction
continues.
It
accelerates with increasing temperature.
It is advisable, once progress has been made, to control the soaking
process by (a) keeping the water as cool &s possible, and. in the hot
season, by checking the temperatures;
and by (6) adding a little
bactericide.

GREEN

HIDES

AND

SKINS

Hides and skins from freshly slaughtered
animals are termed
They must reach the tannery within the shortest possible
“ green.”
Green material need only
period, and dertainly within a few hours.
be soaked for a short time - a good washing. in fact, is sufficient before the next process, which is liming, begins.
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WET

AND

DRY

SALTED

HIDES

AND

SKINS

All loose salt s‘lould be shaken off before soaking.
At least,
the l&t two soaking waters should be changed at short intervals.
For the whole of the operation not less than three or four changes
should be used, even after the skins or hides feel completely soft.
of two
Dry salted hides nre preserved through a combination
Though they are
processes - first by salting and then by drying.
more easy to soak than hides which are directly dried, they may
well require a soaking period of two days.

SUSPENSION-DRIED

GOODS

Properly prepared suspension-dried
goods cause less trouble than
ground-dried
goods. Nevertheless.
it may take three days before
they are uniformly
soft. Fresh cool water should be used and frequently
changed to prevent the development
of an objectionable
odor.
Bleaching powder should be used as an antiseptic. whenever
soaking is to last for more than a few hours. A suitable quantit,y of
bleaching powder is between 1 to 4 kilograms per 1.OOOliters of water.
The soaking of very hard hides sometimes needs mechanical
Mechanical
assistance. such as trampling,
or chemical assistance.
So does
working over a beam. or kneading. helps the softening.
the chemical assistance which can be obtained by adding to a good
float of water 1 percent of caustic soda which is calculated on the
weight of raw skins: for example, 70 kilograms of raw skins. air-dried?
require 0.7 kilogram of caustic soda and 1.000 liters of water.
The
addition of caustic soda also causes a substantial swelling. or plumping,
of the goods. To avoid damage to t.he hides, the caustic soda must
be dissolved separately before it is added to the soaking liquid.
Under rural conditions where soda is not available.
I kilogram
of fresh wood ash, “ dissolved ‘* separately,
or added before the
may
be
used
for
every
50
liters
of water.
skins are put in,

GROUND-DRIED

GOODS

The soaking of ground-dried
hides and skins is difficult and often
risky.
In drying, they have been invariably
baked on the outside,
while the inside is still soft and liable to putrefaction;
they will hardly
27

absorb water.
Another
factor which prevents ground-dried
hides
and skins from soaking easily is the subcutaneous
fat. This tends
to escape from its cells and to run between the fibers, so that the
water cannot penetrate.
It is, therefore,
a bad practice to mix
ground-dried
goods with suspension-dried
goods. They should be
soaked separately.
The water should be frequently
inspected and
changed as soon as objectionable
odors indicate that putrefaction
is starting.
Any parts which show extel;sive damage in the form
of holes and any smelly tissue should be cut out and thrown away:
so that the putrefa,ction
cannot spread.
The)- must not be thrown
near undamaged goods.
As for suspension-dried
goods? t.here must
be a full use of chemical and mechanical assistance.
During hot
weather. or when hides show putrefactive
patches, it is an advantage
to add antiseptics. such as bleaching powder, chlorine, sulphur dioxide,
sodium fluoride, sodium hypochlorite
and sodium bisulphite.
These
The most, economic among
antiseptics all reduce putrefactive
action.
them acre bleaching powder and chlorine.
Carbolic acid. cresol and
similar tar products must, not be used because they have a slight
tanning action.
The cost, of tanning does not, justify the treating
of material which will lose much of its substance during processing.
Rural tanners, for one thing, will not have these chemicals easily
The tanner should inspect all goods during soaking.
He
available.
If necessary, he must
should cut out, any parts which show decay.
reject the entire skin or hide. Thus he saves himself time, space,
labor and material.
Soaking must continue until the hide or skin has been completely
rehydrated
or softened, particularly
in the butt part (Figure 18).
The softer bellies - and even the thicker, but softsr. shoulders will soak back more easily than the butt.
If the goods are “ broken ”
On the
over the beam, *more attention should be paid to the butt.
other hand. oversoaking
may involve a loss of hide substance.
In
It is preferable
consequencer there will be a thin, empty leather.
This prevents
to stretch partly soaked hides over a. saddled beam.
any possible damage to the hide.
Green fleshing - the removal of loose meat and fatty tissue
at this stage and before liming - is becoming a common practice.
So long as it is done in the proper way, it can greatly help rural
tanners wherever flaying is not good.
It helps penetration
of lime
enormously.
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FIGURE
1% - S’ketrh to illustrate different parts of <I
hide. having vuriou.s thicknesses and strengths ortr? used
for viwioms purposes.
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After the hides or skins have been properly soaked, they are
ready for “ liming. ” This is so called because one of the chief ingredients of the lime liquors in which hides or skins are immersed is
generally milk of lime.
Sodium sulphide and hydrosulphidet
arsenic
sulphide, ammonium sahs and even enzyme products. however. are
all used in different liming processes.
Wool can be removed by fellmongering.
and hair by sweating.
Wool sheepskins are invariably
fellmongered
before liming proper.
“ Fellmongering
*. is pasting, or painting.
with a fiber brush the
flesh side with a mixture of slaked lime a,nd sodium sulphide.
The
wool is pulled off after the skins have been piled overnight,
flesh
The
mixture
is
approximately
a
10
percent
solut,ion
side to flesh side.
of solid sodium sulphide (fused, containing 60 percent) which becomes
about 5 percent by dilution with the lime paste.
As a,n example,
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the following mixture is given: 6 kilograms of hydrated lime, 0.5 kilogram of sodium sulphide, 10 liters of water.
In ” sweating,” the wet hides are piled one on top of the other, or
they are bung in a hot and humid room to encourage the bacterial
action which loosens the hair.
This treatment is difficult to control,
and it often damages the grain; it should notI be encouraged.
Whatever
method is used for unhairing, the hide or skin must still be limed to
destroy or loosen the epidermis, for this layer keeps the hair or wool
attached to the skin.
Liming also conditions the derma by removing
the ” cementing material *’ - for example, the nonfibrous proteins
and mucins which bond and lubricate
the fibers.
It is far better
for the rural tanner to save himself the expense of fellmongering
or sweating and to dehair during the essential. process of liming.
Lime is made by burning alternate layers of limestone and firewood
in special kilns (Figure 19). The product t*hus obt,ained is called
burnt lime, or quicklime.
If the burnt, lime is added to a tub of water, a violent reaction
occurs and the burnt lime is converted into a paste called slaked
lime.
This may be used in tanneries: it is often dried t,o a powder
and sold iu bags as hydrated
lime.
Figure 20 shows a correct and simple way of slaking lime. The
iron drum is two-thirds
filled with water at about 600 C. The fresh
quicklime is added. and the mixture is well stirred.
The temperature
rises and the heat developed in the slaking process brings the mixture
to the boil, thus producing slaked lime in a very finely divided state.
Lime slaked in this manner yields a finer suspension than that slaked
in cold water.
It allows more lime particles to settle between each
hide or skin.
The result is a more efficient liming.
The aim of liming

is:

(a)

to destroy or soften
is loosened:

the epidermis

whereby

the hair or wool

(b)

to destroy sweat glands.
hide substance;

(c)

to soften and destroy the reticular (interfibrillary)
tissues which
keep the’ fibrils together, and to open and plump the fibers and
fibrils to facilitate
penetration
of the tanning
materials;

(d)

to’ cause swelling and plumping
of loose meat and connective
tissues on the flesh side and to facilitate its subsequent removal.

nerves, veins and blood vessels in the
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FIGURE 19. - view oj si?Nplr

lime kiln.

Limestone frow
local deposits is fired by
real and produces a qua&y
of quick1 ime suitable for build ing purpose.9 find for (184 hy
tannws.

Lime ir; only slightly soluble in water.
Not. more than 13 parts
of lime can be dissolved in 10,000 parts of water (250 C.). Thus uo
damage is done to hides and skins by using excessive lime. for it
remains undissolved at the botton of the vat. Gradually.
as the
skins take up the lime from the water, more lime is t,aketl r111J),v
the water itself.
Three types of lime liquors are used ill a tanner>. :
This liquor is prepared by slaking a weighed quantity
lime sel)arately and adding the required amount of water.

Ftwsk lime.

of burnt
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Its concentration
can be from 1 to 4 kilograms in 100 liters of water.
If it is necessary to strengthen the liquor in it vat, the lime must
be slaked first to avoid damage and burns to the skins during the
the liquors is done by adding
slaking process. Thus strengthening
the required amount, of the lime which has been slaked separately.
&4fter one or two packs of hides have passed through
fresh lime. it is said to be mellow.
This is a lime liquor with mellow
or mild action: it is not so caustic as fresh lime, and it, causes less
plumping,
None the less, it attacks the epidermis more vigorously
Thereby ib loosens the hair more rapidly.
than does fresh lime.
Mellou~ lime.

Olrr! he.
Lime which has been used many t,imes and has lost
It has feebler ‘plumping powers,
its causticity
is called old lime.
but its hair-loosening
effect is invariably
greater than that of mellow
When very old lime smells of ammonia. it is dangerous
lime liquor.
to use; it should be thrown away,
There are two methods by which fresh. mellow snd old limes may
Both these
be used - the one-pit system and the three-pit, system.
methods can be used for any type of leather. so long as there is the
As a rule. however, sole lea.ther should
right degree of mellowness.
be limed in fresher limes than those normally used for skins. The
goods should be moved once a day and laid flat on the side of the vat,.
The lime liquor is then vigorously stirred.
When the goods are put
back, they should be again laid flat. hair side up, before the lime
has settled.
This prevents the lime content of the liquor from falling
as the skins take up lime.

THE ONE-PIT

SYSTEM

Used lime liquor is strengthened
by adding fresh slaked lime,
On the third day, they
and the hides are immersed for three days.
are removed, and fresh slaked lime is added.
After another three
days all the lime liquor is removed, and a completely new liquor is
When the hides have been immersed
prepared from fresh slakecl lime.
for four days in this new liquor. they are taken out for unhairing.
The liquor is then used to start. a new batch of hides. The whole
process, which takes ten days, is used for thick hides to produce sole
leather, harness, and similar types of leather.
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To achieve an even and rapid liming, it is advisable to draw the
goods out of the vat once, or even twice, every day, to pile them on
the rim and then t,o return them to the lime.

THE

THREE-PIT

SYSTEM

(Figure

21)

Three vats are used. Vat No. 1 contains old lime - that is,
lime already used twice.
Vat No. 2 contains mellow lime - that
is, lime used oniy once. Vat No. 3 contains fresh lime.
The liming starts .in Vat No. 1 and in old lime. The hides are
immersed for four days. They are then transferred
to Vat No. 2
is given in
and to mellow lime for three days. The last treatment
Vat No. 3 in fresh lime for three days. There is a daily haul.
When hides have passed through the three vats, the liquor will
The fresh lime will be mellow, and the mellow lime
have changed.
will be old. The old lime will be of no further use and should be
A further supply of fresh lime will then bo made
thrown away.
in the empty vat. The vats will then contain the foiiowing liquors:
Vat

1 - fresh

lime

Vat 3 - old lime
Vat 3 - mellow
A ne(x pack of hides, therefore.
in the following order:

lime

will

be immersed

in the vats

Vat 2 - old lime
Vat 3 - mellow
Vat

1 - fresh

lime
lime

,The position will change again.
The old lime in Vat 2 will be
discarded, and this vat will be used for making fresh lime. The
order of immersion will then be as follows:
Vat 3 - old lime
Vat

1 - mellow

lime

Vat 2 - fresh lime
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FI~~JRE 21 . - Schematic sketch showing u8e of lime in so-called “three-pit ayatem.”
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Different goods require different times in liming before they are
The correct moment is determined by rubbing
ready for unhairing.
When the hair can be rubbed
the thumb against the he of the hair.
cleanly off the surface, the goods are ready.
To avoid loss of hide substance, it may be desirable in hot areas
to reduce the period of liming, for example one or two days in Vat
No. 1, and two days in Vats Nos. 2 and 3 respectively.
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After the unhairing,
if it has been done by pasting with limesulphide ijaint, it is necessary to lime in fresh lime liquor for about
a week. The actual period varies.
Goatskins, for example, may be
ready for unhairing after a week in lime; yet they may require a further
liming after unhairing
(Figure 22).
In certain parts of the world. unhairing is done by means of wood
ashes. They are mixed with plenty of water, and the skins are
immersed in the mixture.
After several days - the time depends
on the weather and the type of wood from which the ashes are made the hair becomes loose and can be removed easily.
Besides their
unhairing
qualit.ies, certain ashes have some of the properties of
lime liquors.
Smearing the skins with cattle dung or burying them in the earth
to remove the hair is very dangerous.
It causes hairslip, which is
an ear1.y stage of putrefaction.
The hair of the thin parts, such as
the bellies, will become loose, while the hair on the neck and shoulders
remains firm.
This method must be condemned,

Unhairing,

fleshing

and scudding

It has already been explained that the epidermis and hypodermis
must be removed before the pelt, or corium, is converted into leather.
At this stage, the tanner must take the following
action:
(a)

Unhairing
- the removal of the hair after liming.
In some
instances, it should be realized, unhairing takes place in the early
stages of liming, while further liming takes place after unhairing.

(b)

Fleshing - the cutting off of the loose meat and fatty material
which is called the hypodermis
or, colloquially,
“ meat ” or
“ flesh. ”

(c)

Scudding - scraping off the epidermis
roots, glands and lime soaps.
,

as well

as the

hair

UNIXAIRING

After liming, the hair is loose and can be scraped off easily.
This
is done with an Tjnhairing knife, which is a two-handled
knife curved
to fit the bea.m. i’he blade is not very sharp; for unhairing is a scraping, rather $,han a cutting, process (Figure 15).
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The unhairing, and also the fleshing and the scudding, operations
are performed on a sloping convex table called a beam, the top of
which forms an arc. The hable is set at an angle of 40 degrees. One
end re&s on the floor.
The other is supported
by a kind of leg,
so that the top reaches to the waist of the operator (Figures 23 and 24).
The skin is laid llat without wrinkles on the beam, hair side up, and
the hairs are removed by pushing the knife in the direction of hair
growth until a clean grain is visible.
FLESHING

. The lime has also caused a plumping of the hypodermis,
which
is now thick Lnd flabby and can easily be cut off. The removal of
The knife used for this operation
the hypodermis is called “ fleshing.”
has a very sharp convex outer edge for cutting and slicing, while
the inner concave blunt edge is used for scraping and for moving
skin or hide round the beam (Figure 16). If these knives are not
available, sharpened unhairing knives may be used.
The fleshing knife is used in sweeping movements to slice off any
loose pieces. This must be done carefully to avoid cutting into the
corium while removing the entire hypodermis.
The corium should
be left completely
smooth, clean and uncut.
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The hides and skins. when unha.ired and fleshed, are then put
back into the lime, or limey water, for a further softening of the
.Aft.r one day in the lime, they are taken out, put over
epidermis:
a beam and scudded.
The skin is laid completely flat. and smooth on the beam, grain
side up. The operator, as he pushes the blunt knife downwards in
the direction of the lay of any remaining hair, needs to use only
moderate pressure to squeeze out the hair follicles. glands and dirt.
To obtain a clean surface it is essential to squeeze the smallest
hair from the pores.
Scudding is a most important
action: it must
be repeated many times if perfect, leat.her is to be made.
Scudding can be performed not. only after liining; it can also be
repeated aft,er batSing and drenching. These two processes are described
lat,er. Even in modern tanneries,
scudding for special purposes
(Figure 24) is still done by hand: for the skilled worker knows exactly
how to adjust, the pressure and t,he angle of the knife and how
t.o maintain
that blunt,
smooth edge which achieves the best
results.
Water vats are often used in the intervals between unhairing,
fleshing, scudding and bating.

Rounding

and trimming

Rounding is the term for so cutting up the hides usually intended
for sole leather that the different garts are tanned separately,
and
then used, according to their quality and thickness.
Hides are n$ uniform
in fiber structure,
substance,
nor in
thickness.
In consequence, it is desirable to divide the hides into
three main sections.
These are (a) the butt, or center part: which
consists of two bends, one each side of the spine: (b) the t,wo bellies;
and (c) the shoulder and neck (cheek, face).
These portions are generally used for different purposes (Figure 18).
Hole leather is produced from the butt, which requires the longest
tanning.
The bellies are much thinner.
They are normally
used
for insoles, slipper soles and similar types of leather which need a
shorter tanning process.
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They
The shoulders are used for lighter soles, straps or insoles.
represent another type of material, and they are tanned accordingly.
The rounding procedure requires a flat table about 120 centimeters
by 180 centimeters in size and a rather heavy type of knife similar
to that used for pruning.
The hides are folded, grains side out down
the back, and lifted on t.o the table from the neck and tail ends. This
is usually done with iron hooks.
The rounder’s skill is important
when he selects the line where he should cut: for it is undesirable
to have belly and shoulder pelt attached to the more expeusive but.t.
A reduced butt is also uneconomic.
For t.hese reasons, the rounder
In this way he
presses the t.hin flanks of the pelt with his fingers.
finds the line for the removal of both bellies with one cut. As a rule,
the shoulder is removed at. a point immediately
above the withers,
or just behind the hnmp.
This method of rounding.
however.
concerns only the more
Later chapters esplaiu that the rwal tawer hams
advanced tanners.
ew
vat,s
and
must
economize in their use. For the rounding
f
of hides for sole leather. therefore.
he should follow the simple
process of cutting in halves from tail to neck along the ridge of
the back.
C’uft,ing, as Figures 2.5 and 26 show. is best done ou a horse. This
is made very simply from cut timber.
A central groove is cut along
its entire length t,o a depth of abc,nt 5 to 6 cent.imeters. and this
Two
allows the knife to move freely during the cutting operation,
para,llel boards will also serve for this purpose if they are fixed 1 centimeter apart.
Trimming
is the removal of uneconomic edges, pieces of flesh,
a,nd so on.

Deliming,

puering

and bating

When the epidermis and the hypodermis
have been removed,
t,he limed hides and skins are submitted to a deliming process. This
means the removal of lime or alkalinity
from the hide or skin.
Whether the removal is partial or comp1et.e depends on the type of
leather to be prod wed.
Lizned hides and skins are rendered soft and fallen - a condition
termed ‘* l+accid *’ - by the complete renrova.1 of their lime cont,ent,.
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A softer leather is obtained from these fallen pelts than from pelts
which have been only surface-treated
- for example, partly delimed.
Unless the lime is removed, the finished leather will be hard; the
grain will be brittle and discolored.
One method of producing
a
firmer leather, however, is to leave one third, or two thirds, of the
lime in the interior of the pelt as it passes into the tanning process.
This is particularly
true of sole leather manufacture.
A certain degree of stretch, suppleness and smoothness is desired
in shoe upper, gloving, clothing and other light leathers.
It cannot
be achieved by mere deiiming.
Stretch or Li run ” - for instance,
Puering
is the
in gloving - is obt, ained by puering or. bating.
treatment of pelts with a warm infusion of dog dung (puer).
Bating
is a similar process; but here the puer is replaced by hen or pigeon
dung, or else by a synthetically
produced material, such as the patented
Pancreol, Peroly, Cutrilin, Enzo, Oropon, and other similar products.
The manufacturers
issue instructions
on their use. The aim of this
paper, however. is to instruct
and to guide rural tanners in the
use of raw materials which are cheap and readily available in their
own locality.
Synthetic bating is A treatment
of the skin with a commercially
prepared bate made of animal pancreas.
This is a gland which
produces digestive juices, and it is combined with a deliming agent,
such as ammonium
chloride.
The actions of puering and bating are similar, but puering is
It is very important
,J control the pH value 1 in the
more drastic.
puering process. The optimum for tryptic activity
is from pH 7.5
to 8.5.
The object of puering or bating is to make the skins ready for
the production
of soft, smooth and pliable leather.
Skins out of
the limes are usually plump, and when they are tanned in that condition, they produce firm leather.
To ensure a soft pliable leather,
however, all plumpness must be removed.
According
to an old tanners’ proverb, a lambskin cannot paas
through a bracelet before puering or bating, but it will readily pass
The proverb
through a wedding ring after one or the other process.
clearly illustrates
the action of “ failing, ” for it is the opposite of
“ plumping, ” or the swelling caused by the liming process.
l See Appendix on “ pH V&e

in Tanning.”
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DELIXXSG
Not all the lime is removed by washing limed pelts in running
water; and, in any event. it is a prolonged treatment.
When vats
or pots are used for this process, there must be several changes of
water.
Trampling
the skins with the feet, or wringing
by hand,
certainly speeds up the washing, but repeated washing under running
water and working o\-er a beam with a blunt knife piay t.he major
SiatF percent of lime can be
parts in squeezing lime out of the pelt.
removed by washing. and this is an important
economic factor.
None the less, the removal of all t.he lime by water alone is impo$sible.
Prolonged washing may damage the skin or hide mechanically.
A
light deliming - the use of some acid, followed by puering or bating - removes all caustic lime complet,ely. This method is, therefore,
preferable.
Complete deliming can also be achieved by ammonium
chloride as well as by acid: aud it is safer.
Because the effects of puering or bating are very similar. “ bating ”
is now the term used for either proce;;s.

PUERIXG AND BATING
The process of puering is as follows. A paste of 10 percent dog
manure in warm water is prepared in a wooden or earthenware utensil.
and it is kept unexposed to the air for about a week. It is then
thoroughly stirred. passed through a bag. sieve or screen to remove
coarse particles and put into a vat of lukewarm water (290-340 C’.).
The skins are completely immersed in this solution. which is stirred
The water must not become cold. From time to
continuously.
time, therefore, alore warm wafer is added, or else the whole process
is conducted in the sun. As Q rule. bating by this method is completed
in one or two hours.
Pigeon bate is prepared from 1 kilogram of manure stirred into
100 liters of water, which is heated to 430 c’. It is allowed to ferment
the temperature
of
for at least a week. After this fecmelltation.
the bate is raised tQ 3%350 C. by adding 200 liters of warm water.
It is customary to filter the bate before adding the water. With cold
bate the bating may take up to seven hours; but if the bate is kept
consistently
warm the process can be reduced to about three hours.
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The time taken for the bating operation varies. and it is necessarv
to make periodical tests. This is done by gathering the skin into
the form of a bag which contains some of t.he bating liquor and air.
The bag is then squeezed.
If the air passes through the pores of the
skin, bating is complete.
If not, bating should cont.inue.
Another test is to press the thumb firmly against the grail1 side
of the skin.
If the thumb impression remains. bating is complete.
The grain of bated
Only leather which is to be soft should be bated.
skins feels very soft and the hair holes remain clearly visible.
When
properly bated skins are dropped on to a table, they are flaccid - that
is.’ soft and slippery to the touch - and the folds remain close
together.
After hating, the goods are scuddd
again.
This is a treatment
It
of the grain side of the pelt with a blunt knife or slate blade.
is done to squeeze out any small particles - called ‘* pigment ”
Or
LLscud ‘* - which became loose during the bating operation.
The skins are then washed in water before they are tanned.
A small
amount of boric acid is added to the water to ensure neut.rality.
Dog or pigeon dung is unpleasant to use and difficult t,o control.
In recent times. it has been replaced by pancreatic juice or minced
pancreas.

The pancreas, which the butchem call the ” stomach sweetbread.”
is a gland situated near the liver and the duodenum
(Figure 87).
It produces juices able to digest meat in the same way that the
salivary glands, for instance, produce saliva able to digest starches.
This gland is of irregular shape: it has a creamy or reddish color;
and it weighs approximately
280 to 340 grams in the ox and 85 to
110 grams in the pig. Ox pancreas juice is weak: goat and sheep
pancreas is of medium strength; and pig pancreas is the strongest.
The preparation
of minced pancreas for bating purposes is a
simple procedure.
The gland should be removed from freshly killed
animals and, without
any previous washing, it should be minced
in a meat-mincing
machine.
As the juices are the most. important
part of the gland, they should not be lost during the process.
Instead,
the whole amount should be collected into a pan or plate.
If the
bate is required at once the pancreas is minced; and to three parts
of the pancreas seven parts of ammonium chloride are added.
The
bating is done by using 3 percent of the pancreas-ammonium
chloride
mixture calculated on the wet weight of the hides.
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FIGURE 27. - .Sketch showing
position of 0.1’ pancreas in
relation to liver, duodenum
and gall bladder.
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If goat or sheep pancreas
These proportions
are for pig pancreas.
is used, then 50 percent more will be necessary.
If ox pancreas
Good results are obtained
is used, the quantity
should be doubled.
by mixing two kinds of pancreas - for example, one third pig and
two thirds cattle; or one third pig and two thirds sheep.
The glands,
A steady supply of fresh pancreas is rarely available.
The cheapest and most effcient
therefore,
should be preserved.
method of preserving them is to grind equal parts of fine clean dried
sawdust with the pancreas.
The mincing should be repeated twice
The material should then
until a homogenous material is obtained.
be placed on a flat tray and exposed to the sun. By continuous
The
turning and mixing it is possible to dry the mass very rapidly.
temperature
should not exceed 43~ C.; otherwise the bate loses it ‘.
Drying in an oven or over a fire renders the bate
active properties.
entirely useless. Once the mixture is completely
dry, the addition
of 33 percent of ammonium
chloride produces a bating material
which is long lasting, handy, cheap and clean to use. The beginner,
however, finds the preparation
of the bate difficult.
The amount of bate which should be used depends on the type of
skin, but, as a rule, it does not exceed 0.5 percent of the weight of
It is always used in water at a temperature
of 320 to 350 C.
the pelt.
Stir&g
or paddling greatly assists bating.
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Drenching

and pickling

Two additional
processes are called drenching
and pickling.
Either may be used after bating to ensure that the pelts enter the
tanning liquors in a slightly acid condition.
They need not both
be used. The rural tanner, however, may find it advantageous
to
drench after deliming and/or to bate the skins before vegetable tanning.
As a rule, pickling is done after bating and before chrome
tanning.
t.
DRENCHING
Often an ordinary acid deliming process is described as drenching;
it is sometimes called “ acid drenching. ” The real drenching process
is one in which the puered or bated pelts are subjected to the action
The process of drenching,
of an infusion of bran or similar substance.
is important
where natural puers are used. The bran acts as a
mechanical
“ scrubber; ” it cleans the dirt brought
by the puer
from the skin. With pancreatic bates a pickle Fuffices. The term
“ drenching ” or “ acid drenching ” is a misnocner; and this is
probably
due to the frequent
substitution
of :zn acid deliming
In this paper, soaking the skins in a
process for a bran drench.
fermented
infusion of bran (or flour) and warm water is called
drenching, the fern rented material is called a drench.
The objects of drenching are:
(a)

to continue and to complete the removal of lime which
in the washing, puering or bating process;

(b)

to assist in removing the last remnants of the scud, and any
mucoid material which is left after the liming, and to make
a whiter and clearer leather;

(c)

to change the reaction
acid;

(d)

to cleanse mechanically

of the pelt from slightly

began

alkaline to feebly

the grain of the pelt.

Even when a thorough
washing has been followed by bating,
some lime may still remain in the pelt.
This can be removed by
chemical agents.
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In commercial
tatuteries limed pelts are neutralized.
alld boric,
ltydrochloric,
lactic or acetic acid are ttormally
used.
Itt rural
regions it is possible, instead of buying acids. to make them by fermenting the bratts of maize. wheat. or rice. Attv other fermentable
cheap material can also be used. Flour. too. can be used, but it is
expensive.
.
The drench is prepared by pouring hot water over bran attd by
leaving the mixture overnight
in a covered vessel attd in a wartn
room.
The amount of bran which is needed is calculated on the
weight of the skin to be drenched.
As a rule. 5 to 10 percent is
sufficient - for example, 0.5 to 1 kilogram of bran for 10 kilogratns
of wet skin.
There must be enough warm water to cover the bran
and the skins.
The skins are stirred occasionally.
and they ntas
be weighted down in the drench with stones to prevent their rising
to the top.
After 24 hours. the process is complete.
Keeping t,he
skins in the drench for t,oo long may cause ” blist.er. ” Therefore,
they must be examined periodically.
In certain
countries - for exatnpleZ . itt the Sudatt - small
green pods of acacia are used. They are put into wartn water attd
left until some acid is formed by leaching and fermetttatiott.
This
acid is sufficient for deliming.
There are probably
tuattv other
plants which could be used in this way.
They are worth ittvestigating.
To determine when deliming is complete. an indicator is essential.
An indicator
is a substance which changes color by the action of
acid or alkali.
The tVanner must be acquaittted
with at least one
indicator.
Phenol phthalein
is. perhaps, the most useful.
If phenol phthalein
or any other indicator is unobtaittable,
the
rural tantter may use the green coloring matter from leaves which
is called chlorophyll.
It gives a well-defined color change with acid
and alkali.
The coloring
matter
obt,ained from mashed tomato
leaves also gives excellent results.
A standard solution of phenol phthalein
is made by dissolving
1 gram of the solid material in 500 cubic centimeters of strong alcohol;
and when the phenol phthalein
is dissolved, the solution is diluted
with 500 cubic centimeters
of distilled water.
This stock solution
should be poured as required into a small bottle which, like a bottle
used for eye drops, is fitted with a rubber teated pipette.
The pipette
can then be used to deliver one drop at a time (Figure 28).
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FIGURE
2% - Sketch uf small bottle fitted
with rztbber-teated pipette (aa uied for
eyedrops) corttaiwi~tg starcdard solut,iorb of
plte~ol phthakirc.
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One drop of phenol phthalein solution
of the hide or skin will give either:
(4
(b)
(c}

on the freshly

cut section

a colorless reaction, which indicates that no alkalinity
- for
esample, no lime - is present; or
a pale pink reaction, which shows that a little alkalinity
is left:
or else
a bright4 red reaction, which shows t.hat much caustic lime
remains.

Thus! when the indicator remains colorless, the skins are ready
for tanning.
When the phenol phthalein turns pink, the skins should
remain a little longer in the drench and then be tested again.
But
when the bright red color remains, it means that. nearly all the lime
is still present, and probably:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the skins were not. properly
washed before they were placed
in the drench; or
the drench did not ferment because it was kept too cold: or else
too many skins were used for the amount of drench.
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For sole leather, complete deliming
of hides should not be
attempted
because this would give a softer leather and make it too
light.
As a rule, 0.5 percent of boric acid solution used overnight is
sufficient deliming for the previously washed hides. If a drench is
used, the hide should be immersed for four to six hours to delime both
surfaces only.
When these hides are being tested, the cut section will expose
the center where lime is still present.
Thus the center will give
a bright red color with phenol phthalein,
while the outside gives a
colorless or pale pink reaction.
Drenching, it must be realized, can cause much loss of skin subIf possible, it is safer
stance by the action of liquefying organisms.
to dispense with it.
PICKLING
The treatment
of limed, bated and scudded pelts with a solution
of salt and acid is called pickling.
The rural tanner is not likely to pickle skins.
This section,
however, is included for the benefit of more advanced tanners and
for making others familiar
with terms and processing techniques.
which they may encounter later.
Originally
the pickling process was applied to pelts to preserve
Pickling the
them for transport within the country, or for export.
pelts before tanning, it was observed, facilitated
the penetration
of
Thus it speeded up the tanning process.
the tanning agents.
This prevents
As a rule, pelts are pickled before chrome tanning.
too rapid a fixation of chromium and ensures an even penetration
of
Once
penetration
is
complete,
the
pH
is
raised
the chromium salts.
by adding alkali and the chromium salts are fixed. 2
The amount of chemicals and water used in relation to the quantity
The quantity
of the skin which is treated must be carefully regulated.
of skin is measured by weighing in the limed or bated condition,
after fleshing or scudding respectively.
The limed weight is about
40 percent greater than the bated weight.
This is because of its.
water-swollen
condition,
for which allowance must be made.
Fundamentally,
the amount of acid should be based on the weight
* See Appendix

on “ pH Value in Tanning.”
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of the skins - for example, 1 percent on the limed flesh weight,
or 1.4 percent of the bated weight - for its basic purpose is to sour,
or to acidify, the skin.
The amount of salt which is used should be based on the amount
of water in the pickling bath.
If the salt content falls very much
below 4 percent on the volume of water (specific gravity, 1.028),
the acid will cause the skins to swell, and the structure will be
weakened.
This is prevented by a, correct concentration
of salt,
i.e., not below 4 percent.
As a rule, the skins are immersed in a solution which contains
the acid and salt.
Normally
the solution contains sulphuric acid
(of 66 percent strength)
and common salt.
The usual method employed for export or storage is based on the
The proweight of the limed skins after unhairing
and fleshing.
portions
are 200 percent cold water, with 20 percent common salt
(sodium chloride) and 1.5 to 2 percent sulphuric
acid. That is,
for every 50 kilograms of pelt one requires 100 liters of water, 10 kilograms of salt and 1 kilogram of acid. Immersion should last from
four to six hours whenever there is mechanical agitation
such as
drumming.
When the agitation
is done by hand, the immersion
must continue for a proportionately
longer period of time.
For paddling, the quantities are in the proportion
of 250 liters
of water, 25 kilograms of salt and 2.5 kilograms of acid for 50 kiloPaddling is for 12 to 18 hours; for this gives the
’ 3 grams of pelt.
P pelts plenty of time to get into equilibrium
with the pickle liquor.
These qua,ntities are right for the rural tanner when he uses a vat
without
any mechanical
means of agitation.
Pickling before chrome tanning should be fairly heavy to ensure
Pickling before chrome tanning should be fairly heavy to ensure
the penetration of the chromium salt. A useful drum mixture based on
the pelt weight of the goods may be 1 percent acid, S-10 percent1 salt
and 70 percent cold water. The drumming should last for two hours.
After sufficient pickling, the pelts needed for storage or export.
should be drained on a well-covered up horse. Then they should be
rolled into bundles - half a dozen pelts in each bundle - and
packed in large and well-cleaned
barrels.
For this purpose, wine
barrels are very useful.
The pelts can be preserved for a year or
two, if they are protected from contact ‘with water.
If, however,
a further precaution
against mold and bacterial action is needed,
fungicides and disinfectants
such as para-nitro-phenol,
beta-naphthol
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or saOntobrite in the proportion
of 1 part to 1,000 should be added.
10 the pickle solution.
-4s a fungicide,
0.5 percent beta-naphthol
is very effective.
In Europe, it is a common practice to vegetable tan pickled
sheepskin in the pickled condition.
If the skins are greasy, they
are drummed
with half their weight of paraffin for t,wo hours.
-4fterwards they
Then they are rinsed in a 5 percent salt solution.
are well drained and drummed in 200 percent wa.ter and 8 percent
salt; and the tan is added directly to the liquor.
As a rule: sulphited
mimosa extract is used to give 20 percent actual ta.n. In five to six
hours, penetration
is complete.
,411 percentages are on the pickled
weight,.
The skins are then piled, washed off and drummed in 3 to 5 percent
sulphonatecl oil. This gives a pa.le and even colored tannage. The method can be used just as well with other t.anning mat,eriaJs, so long as
they are available in a concent,rated form - for example, quebracho
or myrobalan ext.ract, gambier, or even leaf sumac or tara powder.
It is essenGa.1. ,therefore, to keep t.he
The tannage is rapid.
skins agitated, either in the drum or by pacldle, or else by other
Wooden or acid resistant containers must be used. This
e means.
method is simple, quick and economic in tan.
If traces of iron are present, the leather ma.y suffer from tenderness after a long stora.ge. To counteract1 this, whitening or powclered
chalk can be incorporated
after tannage.
,411 alt.ernative method is to depickle the skins before tannage
to neutralize the pickling acid. This is done by working the skins
in a 5 percent salt solution
with an addition of 1 t,o 2 percent - on
the pickled weight of the skins - of mild alkali: for example. borax,
sodium bicarbonate,
soda ash, wood ash or sodium thiosulphate
(hypo).
The skins should finish at pH 5.0 - that is. when they
have lost their sour taste.
The process is not easy to carry out
because the color and grain quality of the leather is very sensitive
to the finishing pH.
,4t, least five hours - or, for preference, the
whole night - are needed.
One of the cheapest depicklers is sodium thiosulphate
(11~~10).
This is quite neut.ral, and it does no harm when it is used in excess.
When, however, hype is used. sulphur is deposited in the skin, and
Moreover, sulphurous acid is liberated.
this is not always desirable.
in the skin, which
is still fairly acid.
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When all these preliminary
oyeratiow
are over,
bide or skin is white, clean, smooth-grained
and free
fibrils are separated from each other: and the true
pelt - is ready for tanning.
The pelt may be converted into leather by any one
of tanning:

the prepared
of flesh. The
derma - the
of three types

(a)

vegetable - using tannins derived from the vegetable
such as barks, leaves, roots or pods;

(b)

mineral - using chemicals
or formaldehyde;

((9

oil - using oils derived from a.nimal
marine oils such as cod oil, however,

such as chromium,
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kingdom,

a.lum, iron salts

or vegetable sources;
are preferable.

IV.

VEGETABLE TANNING MATERIALS

General

Tannins are bitter substances present. in barks. fruits. pods.
leaves, roots or seeds. They are used to convert hides and skins
into leather.
They come from plant sources, and thev are called
vegetable tannins.
They have different origins, however, and theJ
differ in strength and in character, color, concentration
and quality.
Thus they produce leathers of different types - hard, soft, light
colored, dark colored, heavy or light.
These tannins can be used
singly or in various combinations
to produce different effects.
Although
tanning materials are found in all parts of the world,
only those which are of commercial importance and are widely used
in commercial tanneries - and are thus suitable for rural tanneries are mentioned in this cha,pter.
Bluclc wattle, also called mimosa, is marketed as a bark which
has an average of 35 percent tannin, or else as a solid extract of
63 percent tannin.
The wattle originates
from Australia.
It is
extensively cultivated
in the Union of South Africa and in Southern
Rhodesia; and India has started a planting program.
It is also used
for dyeing fishing nets, ropes and sails in the Philippines and in other
parts of the world.
The solution is highly astringent.
Camachile is the bark of the camachile
which grows in Mexico, the Philippines,
has about 25 percent tannin.

tree (Pithecolobium duke)
and southern India.
It.

Chestnut comes from the wood of the chestout tree in Europe
It is used principally
as a liquid extract
and the United States.
(35 percent tannin) or as a powde7 (70 percent tannin).
It gives
a firm leather of dark reddish color.

Cutch comes mostly in the form of an extract and is derived from
several kinds of acacia (Acacia cutechv) which grow in India and in
Burma.
It contains between 35 and 55 percent tannin.
It is astringent and produces a dark reddish brown leather.
It is also used
to dye fishing nets and sails.
Divi-divi comes from the podlike fruit of a small tree (C’aesulpiniu
coriaria) which is indigenous to India, South and Cent,ral America.
These fruits contain tannins up to some 45 percent.
Divi-divi
is
mellow and yields a pale-colored
soft leather.
It is useful in the
early stages of sole leather tanning; for it contains a sugar;. material
which can ferment to form acid.
Gambier is an extract prepared from the leaves and the young
twigs of a shrub (Na&ea
gambir) which grows in Indonesia.
It
contains up to 40 percent tannin.
It is very mellow and it gives
a buff-colored
leather which discolors when it is exposed t.o light.
Gambier is generally
used in combination
with more astringent
tannins to increase the tensile strength of the leather.
Hemlock is the bark of the hemlock tree (Z’sugu cunudensis) which
grows in the United States and in Canada.
It gives a red tan and
is astringent.
Nut-guZEs or oak-gaZZs are produced by the response of the tree
to the action of a wasp which has pierced the young branch or leaf.
They contain up to 60 percent tannin and the solution is mellow.
Mallet bark has up to 45 percent tannin, and it comes from the
Only
eucalyptus
tree (Eucalyptus
sp.) which grows in Australia.
the inner layer of the bark is used. The solution is fairly astringent.
Mangrove is the bark of the mangrove tree (Rhixophora sp.) which
grows in the lagoons or tidal swamps of tropical seas. It contains
35 percent tannin and gives a reddish brown firm leather.
It is
The solution
also sold as an extract containing
62 percent tannin.
is very astringent,.
Myrobalan comes from the fruit (nut) of a tree (Terminu.Zin chebuZ@)
which is indigenous to India; it contains from 30 to 40 percent tannin.
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of the pith the tanners separate the pulp which is used for tanning.
The tannin yields a pale,
Usually the pulp is not dried separately.
It is generally used in combination with
light colored, soft leather.
other tannins.
The manufactured
liquid extract has approximately
45 percent tannin.
The solution is mellow.
Ouk bark is, perhaps, the oldest tanning material.
It is mellow
in solution, although it contains no mqre than 15 to 17 percent tannin.
It produces a very bright leather.
There is also an oak extra.ct
on the market.
Quebracho is derived from a tree (Quebrachia Zorentzii) which
is indigenous to South America and extensively cultivated
in plantations.
The bark or ground wood, which contains 18 percent tannin,
is used; or else a solid extract of 63 percent tannin content is made
from it. It gives an astringent solution.
Sumac is derived from dry leaves and small twigs of a shrub
@us
coriaria) which grows in Sicily and in southern Italy.
It
is marketed as a dry powder, or else in the form of extracts.
It
gives a very light,. pale biscuit-colored
leather which is soft, full
and plump.
The solution is very mellow.
There are many other sumac tannins derived from trees or shrubs
of the same family growing in the United States, Spain, South Africa
and in other parts of the world.
But they contain less tannin.
Tam is the name commonly given to a tanning material which
consists of the dried pods of Caesalpinia spinosa,
a tree or shrub
.
widely distributed
in northwestern
South America and also grown
in many parts of North Africa, especially Morocco.
Tannin conteat is variable and figures ranging from 35 to 55 perThe main value of tara pods is in the tanning
cent have been given.
of light colored leathers, for they impart but little color to the
leather.
Valonia is made from the cup of an acorn found on certain species ’
of oak (Quercus aegilop) which grow in Greece and in Turkey.
It
is sold as a liquid which is mellow or as a solid extract - and cups
and beard are also commercially
available - and it is used extensively to make sole, harness and other heavy leathers.
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Vegetable tannins

for rural

tanners

The advanced tanner will use imported, concentrated and expensive
tannins in the form of baled or pressed solid material or in the form
of liquid and highly concentrated extracts in barrels.
He can afford
neither the time nor the space to use tannin-bearing
materials which
The small rural tanner, however,
have only a low tannin content.
will certainly want to use easily obtainable materials - particularly
for the tanning of light leather - which cost little or nothing, even
if the tannin yield is rather low.
It is impossible to enumerate all the tannin-bearing
plants, even
though many are known and rural tanners have been using them
for centuries.
Bark is stripped from trees by a special peeling iron.
The stripping
is done in such a way that only a part of the bark is peeled off. It
does not damage the tree permanently.
In certain parts of the world this is a special trade, and the
product is sold to large tanneries.
To .avoid the deterioration
of
grassland and soil erosion, however, bark peeling should be controlled.
The gathering of tannin bearing pods, leaves and ttiigs is a source
of income for the rural areas. Collection must be done carefully,
and the material gathered must be of the right maturity
- that
is, when the tannin content is at its highest.
The materials must
be protected from the leaching effects of rain.
They must be free
from contamination,
and particularly
from contaminat,ion
by soil;
for it may contain iron salts which cause a discoloration of the finishcl
leather.
Since the tannin-bearing
material may not be available at all
seasons, it should be collected and stored for later use. Storage must
offer protection against rain, though the material must also be open
to the air. To prevent mold growth and fermentation,
the material
should be turned over from time to time or, better still, laid out
in the sun for a day.
Two or more tannin-bearing
mat,erials must not be mixed at any
preliminary
stage, even when they are finally to be used together
for tanning.
To the rural tanner of tropical and subtropical
Africa and Asia,
the acacias are one of the most important
tannin- bearing trees.
Xi

Several species, such as Acacia arabica. A. nilotica. and A. adatisonia.
They probably
have supplied pods and bark since immemorial times.
explain the origins of vegetable tanning in Africa and Asia. The
leather produced by acacia pods is soft, plump, light colored and
durable, and it can be readily dyed.
Their solutions are mellow.
No wonder highly skilled artists appeared in those countries where
the acacia is grown.
The acacia pods and bark are known variously
in the countries where they grow as babul (Hindustan),
babar (Sind),
gurud or sunt (Sudan), bubla (Arabia),
neb-neb (West Africa) and
gabaruu (Nigeria).
The pods used for tanning are from 10 to 15 centimeters long and
1 centimeter broad, and they have 8 to 10 seeds. Contrary to common belief, the seeds do not contain tannin, which is present onl>in the pods. The pods should be collected when they are ripe: for
t#heir tannin-content
reaches the highest level just as they are falling
from the trees; it is inadvisable to wait to collect the pods from the
ground, for they will then be contaminated
with sand, clay, tnoulds
and other undesirable
matter.
According to the conditions of the
soil and the climate, their tannin-content
varies from 20 to 30 percent.
The material contains an undue proportion
of nontans and a high
proportion
of sugary matter in the seeds. This results in a rapid
fermentation
of the liquor.
The bark of the Acacia arubica does not, contain more than
14 percent tannin and is mostly used in northern India under the
The bark from old trees yields a very dark
name of babul bark.
colored tannin. lt is best, therefore, to strip from trees which are from
five to seven years old. When babul bark is used for tanning, it gives
a leather which has a darker color and a tendency to crack and tear;
but when it is suitably blended with myrobalan (3: 1) or with avaram
bark, it can be used with advantage,
particularly
in sole leather
tannage.
Avaram or turwad bark (Cassia auricuZuta) and konnum bark (Cassia
I;stuZu) have been used in southern India since time immemorial,
and they were the foundation
of the crust leather industry.
The
avaram bark contains from 15 to 17 percent tannin; the konnam
Both give a light colored leather:
bark contains only 10 to 12 percent.
but, like all catechol containing tannins, it darkens when it is exposed
to sunlight.
The red color difficulty,
however, can be solved if
tanning
is completed
wit,11 myrobalans.
Avaram
bark is easil?
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soluble in water, but a big residue of less easily soluble tannin is often
left unleached.
Avaram tanned leather is tough and almost untearable,
while
the final treatment
with myrobalans
and oiling increases weight
and produces an extremely pale color.
Komlam bark, iic is stated, gives a very smooth grained leather
Some tanners mix it with mimosa bark
and a very pale color.
to produce a mellower tannage than is given by mimosa bark
alone.
Pomegrunute is the dried skin from the fruit of the pomegranate
It gives a pleasant
yellow, or red colored,
(Ptbnica granatzrm).
leather.
It is extensively
used in North Africa and around the
-Mediterranean.
Besides the black wattle, which, as has been already mentioned,
is used commercially
for mimosa extracts and bark, at least three
other types of wattle - silver, green and goEden ,wattZe - are available for the tanner.
The Ezcealyptus group, so widely distributed
over the world, is
also a source of good tanning material.
Mallet bark, which has
been already mentioned,
has a commercial
importance.
Another
type of tannin extract, called myrtun is derived from a plant of this
family.
A third type of eucalyptus is the red iron bark tree, and
tanners can use uot only the bark, but also the resinous exudate,
This is an excellent,
highly concentrated
which is called kino.
tannin.
Many other eucalyptus
trees produce similar tannin-rich
exq@tes.
Ximenia, Avicennia and BrideZia yield bark which contains 12 to PO percent tannin.
Tara pods from CuesuZpinu tinctora contain tannin very suitable
They
for sheepskins.
They produce soft, nearly white leather.
are used extensively in North Africa.
lhuhinia,
the camel foot tree, Cussio, the iron wood tree, and
W oodfordiu can all be used as sources of tannins.
Pine bark can be used extensively;
it produces a light brown
leather and contains sugars which assist fermentation.
The inner bark of a birch tree. as well as larch bark call be used
successfully.
Another tannin, called Algarobillu,
comes from a similar plant
grown in Central America and the West Indies.
The pods have
up to 50 percent tannin.

.

The galls of the tamarisk shrub contain up to 50 percent tannin.
Guava, a common fruit-tree, has a bark which gives 30 percent tannin.
Its leaves give 10 percent tannin.
Even some of tht: parasitic plants which grow on trees or shrubs
- for example, Hydnora - yield tannin.
, Tea leaves contain an appreciable
amount of tannin.
awing
to their high price, however, they cannot be used commercially.
The number of tannin-bearing
trees and shrubs is enormous.
None the less, the plants vary widely in tannin content; for this is
affected by the prevailing climatic conditions, by the soil in which
t-hey grow, and by their age.
Once more it must be emphasized that when a tannery is started
in a dry area, leaves, twigs or pods should be used rather than bark
The damage done to the neighborhood
by a rapid destrucor roots.
tion of its trees can be far greater than t,he benefit derived from a
new tannery.

Bhds

in vegetable t&d

as used in India

The Central Leather Research Institute
in Madras, India, has
given particular
attention
t.0 the use of blends for the vegetable
Here follows a description
of some
tanning
of hides and skins.
useful blends.

SOME BLENDS FOR EAST INDIAN TAXSING OF SKIN
Avaram bark is primarily
used in the East. Indian tanning of
skins.
Myrobalan
nut s are used for t,opping the avaram tanned
skins.
The avaram bark is partly or wholly substituted
by konnam
bark, babul bark and wattle bark.
Other good substitutes are the
newer tanning materials like vagai bark (Caasia marginata),
eyal
vagi bark (Peltophorum ferrugineum), vel velam bark (Act&a leucophboea), kodukkapuri
bark or camachile (Pithecolobium
duke), hopea
bark or iron wood (Hoyea parvifZora) and dhawa leaves (Anogeissus
latifolia).

The following
of skins:

blends

can be used for the East Indian

Avaratn
Konnam

3
4

Konnam
Dhawa

2
I

BabuI
Wattle

4
1

Avaram
Konnatn
Wattle

1
3
1

Avaram
Konnam
Myrcbalan

4
1
2

Avaratu
Babul
Wattle

2
2
1

tanning

Konnam 2
Wattle
1
Myrobalan
2

POME

BLESDS

FOR

EAST

ISDIAPI'

TASSISC;

OF

KIPS

The wattle bark is the maitt tanning material used in the age-old
process of the East, Indian tatttting of kills. t The kips are also
incidentally,
is the
‘* mprobed .’ after wat,tle tanning.
* Myrobing,”
term used by t.attners in southern India.
It tneans a t,reattnent
with a’tanning liquor which has been prepared from myrobalan nut,s.
The wattle bark is substituted.
part-l?; or wholly-. by avaram.
kottnam attd babul bark. myrobalatt nuts attd wattle ext#ract. Good
substitut,es are the newer tattttittg tnaterials like karada bark. also
called kodarsi (Cle&.strclt,tkus coZli~:S), goran bark ( COGO)N roxb~twghiawr
and other mangrove species), arjutt bark. also called kahua (Termi~Zia arjzmu), casurina bark, also called casagha pine (C. eyGsefifol&z).
kodukkapuri.
vagai. eyal \Tagi. Tel velam. hopea and dhawa.
The following
blends can be ttsed for the East Ittdiatt tanning
of kills:
l

3-3

Karada
Myrobalan
Karada,

1

Karada
Konnatn

Goratt. Arjutt

or Hopea

Kodukkapuri
Konnatn

1
2

1
1

3 and Dhawa

Kodukkapuri
or Eyal
Myrobalatt
1

l SW section on “ General methocl of Ina1l\ifact1lriug
kip
as wictdy practiced
in India. ” in L%apter \‘l.

1

Karada
Babul

k&t

1

(Myrobalan)
Yagi A

indial

tanned

1

Vagai
Konnam

2
1

1
Dhawa
Goran or Karada

,903IE

BLENDS

FOR

SOLE

1

Bagai
Arjun

3
1

Wattle
Avaram
Babul

1
2
2

LEATHER

Dhawa
Konnam

1
2

TANNAGE

The wattle extract is the main tanning agent used in the East
It is substituted,
partly or wholly,
Indian sole leather tannage.
by quebracho extract, myrobalan
extract, babul bark and divi-divi
pods. Other good substitutes
in the tanning of sole leather are
hopea and cutch extract.
karada, goran, eyal vagi, kodukkapuri,
The following

blends can be used in sole leather

Wattle extract
Myrobalan
extract
Karada
Myrobalan

3
1

tannage:

Babul
3-6
Myrobalan
1

3
1
Cutch extract
Myrobalan
extract

3
1

Eyal Vagi
Myrobalan

4

1

Hopea
6
Myrobalan
1
For the convenience of the tanner the blends are given on the
weight of tanning materials which are to be blended.
One part of wattle bark on a tannin basis is approximately
equal
to wattle and n+yrobalan extract
(0.5); myrobalan
nuts, divi-divi
pods and kodukkapuri
(1.0); goran, karada, arjun and hopea bark
( 1.25); shawa leaves and eyal ;agi bark (1.5); avaram, babul and vel
velum bark (2.0) and konnam and casarina bark (3.0).
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V. PREPARATION OF VEGETABLE TANNING LIQUORS

Whether the tanning material is intended for use in its natural
state, for dusting or for leaching, it must first be broken up by cutting
Large particles do not allow the tannin to be compl$ely
or crushing.
leached out, and it is advisable to use pieces which have been ground
The rural tanner who uses small am&mts
as small as possible.
can easily chop or grind the material to the required size.
If acacia pods are used, the seeds are undesirable because their
high sugar content causes the tanning liquid to ferment too quickly.
These seeds may be removed by riddling or by shaking the pods
in a flat basket, thus separating
them from the shattered
pods.
Good results are obtained by using a wooden pestle and mortar
for pounding the leaves, pods or fruit (Figure 29).
for a group of coSmall power-driven
mills - in particular,
operative organized tanneries - can also be used to advantage.
Leaching

In the tanning vats it is wasteful to use ground bark, leaves or
pods, and it is difficult to control and to estimate the strength of
the tanning liquor which is produced.
Moreover, the rate of tanning
with this material is very slow. It is advisable, therefore, to extract
This leached
the tannins by a process which is called “ leaching.”
liquid or “ tan liquor ” can be used as and when it is required.
The aim of properly conducted leaching is:
(a>
(b)

to extract the maximum amount of tannins from the tanninbearing materials; and
to prevent any injury to the infusion by contact with lime,
iron or heat.
I

- Pestle ami
jor poun.dhg
rceacia poda in Nigeria. trr
make beet WY n,f the8e tmrc irtg
muteri&.
f’-Il;UnE
mortar

Continuous

production

%.
wed

of tan liquor

The most economic and etticient way to make a continuous suppI!
of tan liquor is to use a series of vats built, in wood, brick or cement.
Wooden casks or large earthenware
pots are also useful.
The following

rules

should

be followed:

1

At no stage must the tan liquor come into contact with iron
or lime.
Thus the vessels used to transfer the liquor? the ladles
for stirring and the sieves for straining t#he liquor must all be
made of one of the following
materials:
wood, earthenware,
aluminium.
copper, brass or basket work.

-.
-)

The water used for leaching must be rain water or soft and clean
river water.
If necessary, it. must be filtered.

3.

The bark must be com:Iletely covered with water during leaching
to prevent oxidation
*‘Jr this causes dark tanning.
Although
high temperatures
assist leaching. boiling water should
never be used.

4.

PROCEDURE
On
Six receptacles are filled with pounded or crushed material.
the first day, water is poured into the first vessel t,o cover t.he crushed
material completely (Figure 30).
On the second day, the tan liquor which has been produced in
the first vessel (A) is poured into the second vessel (B). Frest i
water - hot, if possible - is poured over the disintegrated
material
in the first vessel (A) for its second leaching.
On the third day. the t,an liquor in the second vessel (B) is poured
int,o the third vessel (C). The tan liquor in the first vessel (A) is
poured into the second vessel (B) and fresh water is poured again
into the first vessel (A).
This process is repeated on the fourth, fifth and sixth days. One
more vessel is used each day until all the vessels are in use. By this
time, the material in the first vessel (A) will have been leached
six times.
This material
should now be exhausted.
The tan liquor in
the sixth vessel will be at the strongest because it has passed through
all the six vessels. This liquor is now ready, and it, is taken to the
storage tank (Figure 30).
From the seventh day onwards, a spare vat is necessary n-hen
transferring
liquors.
Now the battery is in full operation
and the principles involved are:
(a)

fresh maOeria1 is used t,o strengthen

(6)

fresh water - hot, if possible
nearly exhausted material;

(c)

t,he strongest

(d)

after having been leached
material is rejected.

liquor

-the strongest
-

leaches

goes to the storage
six times:

the

liquor;
weakest

and

ta.nk; and
t,he crushed

and spent

In this way the tanner has made each day a definite quantit:of strong tan liquor for his storage tank.
From this tank he cau
He uses it to st,rengthen other
draw liquor when it is required.
liquor in any of the series.
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.FIGURE 30. - Schematic flow chart for the coMinuous processing (leaching)
of vegetable tanning muteriab, shozui,gg ,which particdar operations are perjormed
in the battwy of ve8aels during the consecu.tbe day8 the process continw8.
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Commercial

extracts

,

‘.

_

manufacture

Large tanneries - anxious to save the time: installation,
space
and labor of leaching - prefer to buy concentrated extracts prepared
in districts where the tannin-bearing
plants grow.
As a rule, wattle,
cutch, mangrove, myrobalan, chestnut or quebracho extracts are used.
They are marketed in two forms - as a thick liquid which contains
about 40 percent tannin sold in barrels; or in a solid form which
resembles toffee and contains up to 60 percent tannin.
The use
of tannin extracts saves transport and storage, and it allows the use
of tan iiquors at high concentrations.
The preparations
of extracts in large factories is similar to the
methods applied by the small rural tanner..
The stages of production
are grinding, leaching and concentrating.

GRINDING
The material is chopped
a power-driven
disintegrator

into small
or hammer

pieces by passing
mill.

through

LEACHlNG

,:

The ground material is put into leaching vats.
By passing the
liquid from one vat to another it becomes progressively
stronger.
In modern plants vacuum pans have replaced open vats. The highly
concentrated
extract is prepared at low temperature
and out of
contact with air.

In the concentrators
most of the moisture is evaporated.
At
this stage the liquor may be drawn off and sold a.s a liquid extract
which contains 35 to 45 percent tannin; or concentration
may continue
in large vacuum concentrators
until the extract is toffee-like.
It
solidifies after it has been poured into bags. This solid extract
The application
of. commercially
contains up to 65 percent tannin.
,’
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prepared extracts is very simple: the required amount of liquor is
made up by dissolving the extract in hot water? by passing live steam
through it, or by stea.ming through copper pipes.

Use. of the barkometer
Good tanning requires the use of a number of liquors which have
increasing strengths.
Rough results can be obtained by using different proportions of tannin-bearing
materials with varying quantitits
of water.
This method is still used in many countries.
It is, however, very inaccurate:
for the same tannin..bearing
material from
different places will yield different amounts of tannin.
Waters, too,
vary in their leaching properties, which depend on their temperatures
and hardness.
A more accurate and easier way of determining
the strength
- that is, the concentration
- of tanning liquids is the use of a
barkometer,
which is a special type of hydrometer.
A hydrometer indicates the specific gravity of a liquid.
It consists
of a long glass graduated stem with two glass bulbs.
The lower,
smaller bulb (Figure 31) is filled with mercury or lead shot. The
larger upper bulb serves as a float, for it allows the graduated stem
to stand vertically
above the surface of the liquid.
When a hydrometer
floats in distilled water at 15.60 C., it sinks
to the mark 1.000 at the top of the scale. Thus it indicates the
specific gravity of water at that temperature.
This mark is the
definitive
standard for determining
the - specific gravity
of other
liquids.
For the barkometer
used in tanning processes one degree barkometer (10 Bkr.) is by definition equal to a specific gravity of 1.001.
Hence, 100 Bkr. equals a specific gravity of 1.010.
Whenever a barkometer
is not available, a simple lactometer
- an instrument
used to measure the specific gravity of milk can be used. The scale of a lactometer is marked with the same
units as a barkometer,
but it does not read above 380 or 400 Bkr.,
and it is unsuitable for the strong tan liquors used for sole leather.
A number of tanners and several textbooks
use the so-called
Baume meter instead of the barkometer.
The fixed points on the
Baume scale are 0; 10 and 660 Be. These three fixed points are
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found by floating the Baume meter in distilled water (at 15.60 C.):
in a 10 percent solution of sodium chloride; and in concentrated
sulphuric
acid (specific gravity
1.84).
Table 1 shows - through the use of any ordinary hydrometer the conversion from specific gravity to barkometer
reading and also
to Baume reading.
Some of the tan liquor
The use of the barkometer is very simple.
to be tested is put into a cylinder.
The barkometer is then immersed
and read off (Figure 3 1).
When the movement of both liquid and barkometer
has stopped,
the reading of the barkometer
should be t,aken where the curved
This reading
surface of the liquid touches the graduated
stem.
Some barkometers have
varies with the temperature
of the liquor.
a thermometer
built into them.
With others a separate thermometer
can be used. The manufacturer
of the barkometer
encloses a table
to compensate the readings for various Oemperatures when accurate
laboratory
conversions are required; but for normal t,annery readings
the use of the thermometer
is not necessary.

TABLE

1. -

Specific

C~NVERSON

gravity

FRO&~ SPECIFIC
AND TO BAUM$

(s.g.)

Bnrkometer

GRAVITY
READING

~0

(Bkr.)

BMUKJMETER

Baumh

1.0007
1.0014
1.0020
I .0027
1.0034
1.0041
1.0048
1.0065
1.0062
1.0069
1.0076
1.0082
1.0089
1.0096
1.0?03
1 .OllO
1.0117
1.0124
1.0131
1.0138
1.0173
1.0209
1.0244
1.0280
1.0316
1.0363
1.0389
1.0426
1.0463
1.0501
1.0539
1.0576
1.0653
1.0731
1.0850
1.1138
1.1578

0.7
1.4
2.0
2.7
3.4
4.1
4.8
5.5
6.2
6.9
7.6
8.2
8.9
9.6
10.3
11.0
11 .7
12.4
13.1
13.8
17.3
20.9
24.4
28.0
31.6
35.3
38.9
42.6
467.3
50.1
53.9
57.6
65.3
73.1
85.0
113.8
157.8
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0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
’ 5.5
6.0
6,5
7.0
7.5
8.0
9.0
10.0
12.0
15.0
20.0

READING

(B/J)

,,‘,
i ,“’
I
One degree Bkr. is approximately
equal to 0.3 percent solids.
Thus 1 kilogram of dry extract dissolved in 300 liters of water gives
a solution of 10 Bkr.
Other solid materials, however, will also dissolve, though they
They must be fully considered when
have no tamling property.
reading the barkometer
or the Baum6 meter.

Basic principles

of vegetable tanning

The principel of vegetable tanning is that when tannins come
into contact with hide proteins, they combine and react together
to form leather; and this completely
new product is resistant to
putrefaction.
Immersing hides directly into strong solutions of vegetable tannins
causes the surface to tan so hard that the tannin cannot penetrate
into the center.
This can be compared to putting bread into a very
hot oven, where it rapidly forms a crust, while the inside remains
uncooked.
To be successful, therefore, vegetable tanning has to start with
This
a weak liquor and gradually
to progress to stronger liquors.
may be achieved in two ways:
(a)

by passing the skins or hides through a series of vessels, each
containing a stronger solution than the previous one; or

(b)

by strengthening
the liquor
more tannin to it.

in the original

container

by adding

It is essential first to use mellow tan liquors and to follow them
by using astringent
tyQnnins.
By astringent is meant a liquor which causes the fibers to contract.
Astringent
tannins draw together the grain of the pelt and produce
Very astringent tannins may produce a leather which
hard leather.
is untanned inside, because the pores were contracted
too rapidly.
which is also called “ dead tanning.”
This causes “ case hardening,”
Gambier, myrolMimosa and mangrove are highly astringent tannins.
balan and acacia pods, on the other hand, are mellow tannin, and
they produce soft leather.
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It should be noted that some modern methods of tannage appear
to contradict
these postulates, in that good sole or light leather is
made by adjustment
of the pH of the hides, which are then immediately immersed in strong liquors of 700 to 900 Bkr. with consequent
rapid tannage but not casehardening of the surface, although such
This is a special techliquors would be ranked as very astringent.
nique involving the use of strong extracts and it is best to consult
the extract manufacturer
before embarking on one of these seven-day
sole leather tannages.
In the section on “ Liming ” in Chapter III it was explained that
a “ mellow ” lime is one through which some hides have already
passed, so that it has lost some of its sharpness.
Tan liquors, which
have lost their astringency
because somg hides have already been
tanned in them, are similarly termed “ mellow; ” for they have a
of nontans than tans.
higher proportion
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Vi. TAIWING

OF HEAVY

HIDES

Heavy hides are used for soles, harness and belting; and light
hides and calf skins are u&d for shoe uppers.
In large tanneries completely independent
treatment
is given to
each of these leathers.
A tannery may. in fact, specialize in making
Under rural conditions, where the market for a
one product only.
given type of leather is limited, it. is better to adopt one simplified
treatment
for all types of hides. Thus there is a common initial
treatment.
Later, if sole leather is to be .made, the bend will be
cut from the side and treated further.

Sob leather

The tanning of heavy hides, especially for sole leather, is a lengthy
process. It is sometimes controlled
by the laboratory
in a large
tannery (Figure 32).
Generally

speaking,

(a)

pit tanning;

(b)

combination*

(c)

rapid

three methods

(mixed)

of sole leather

tanning

exist,:

tamling;

tanning.

Pit tanning represents the old classical method of sole leather
tanning.
In the initial stages the pelts are tanned in the normal
way; but the process is finished with bark in layaway pits.
Though
it depends on the tanning material which is available, the process can
take up to one and a half years. The finished product, is a high quaThere are now, however, only a very few tanneries
lity sole leather.
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=I testitq ud ivmtrol laboratory us sometimes used in large tanneries.
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which still use this process. The reason is that the process requires
very much labor and a high capital investment.
Together they
make the product
rather expensive.
In the combination
(mixed) tanning method, the pelts, in the
inSa stages, are tanned in the same way as in pit tanning, but the
layaway pits are replaced by tanning drums (Figure 33). In some
tamleries the finishing is done in hot pits instead of tanning drums.
In the rapid tanning method, after a short period of initial tanning,
This is very often followed by
the process is finished in drums.
retanning (filling).
For a vegetable tamtilg,
the drums should not make more than
eight turns a minute, otherwise the hides and the tanning material
..4t the beginning of the operation particularly,
could become too hot.
one has to be careful and it may be necessary to reduce the number
of turns for hides which become hot..
The fundamental
idea of pit tanning is universal, but it is natui3

33. - RurccI trrlitt ing
Bnkshi-ktr-T~I~11).
C’tttrr huleslr. Irdia. Lhwr~r
tro1t1iug.
FIGITRE
rerl ter.

rally stiapted
to tanning
materials,
climatic conditions
and hide
supplies in diRerent’ countries.
The consumer in a hot dry climate,
it is obvious, demands an article diRerent from t,he one demanded
by a boot maker in the cold mountain
districts
in Asia or in
Europe.
In the tanning of skins, the weight of the leather which is obtained
has no importance for the tanner, for this leafher is sold by the square
Crust, “ East India ”
foot or the piece, and not by the weight..
t’anned skins, however, are sold by weight in London.
Sole leather
is also sold by weight,.
For &is reason, the banner aims at the fullest,
penetration and the -naximum combination of all the tanning materials,
Chrome
so that the maximum
weight and quality are obtained.
sides and calf for uppers are often sold by piece or by the square foot.
The duration of the tanning process for hides is extremely variable.
Many weeks, or even months, are required to achieve complete
penetration
and’ fixation of tannins through a thick, heavy hide.
Very strong tan liquors are needed, and these, in turn, require skill
in their preparation,
unless tanning extracts are used. It is a mistake
eo attempt
to make sole leather without
proper investment
and
Sole leather prepared by primitive tanners
6,he necessary patience.
is often tanned superficially,
while the center is still raw. Although
this leather may look nice when it is dry, it starts to rot immediately
it comes into confact with water.
When the initial tanning is too rapid, it is estremely dangerous.
The outside becomes hard too quickly, it is termed “ case hardening ”
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and this prevents the tannins from penet,rating
or ‘( dead tanning”
to the center, which remains untanned.
Similarly, it. is dangerous
to use very astringent liquors too early for the sake of speeding ul)
the tanning of sole leather; for this makes the grain drawn al.:! wrinkled.
Therefore,
the tanning
of sole leather must be a slow process.
Attempts were made to hasten this process to save time and capital.
This was achieved by the following method, which, until a few years
ago. was still used in some English tanneries.
First, the butts are suspended for approximately
12 days in vats
which contain tan liquors in progressively
increasing
strengt-11s.
These vats are called “ suspenders,” because t,he butts are suspenlled
in the liquor on hoops of string fastened to wooden slats which rest
on
the walls of the vat (Figure 34).
The second operation takes place in other vats which are called
“ handlers.”
Here the butts remain for approximately
sig weeks.
The name “ handlers ” comes from the frequent handling of the

::

goods. The butts are laid horizontally,
grain side up, and they are
taken out three times a. week while the liquor is strengthened.
The third operation, which is called “ dusting,”
consists in laying
the butts in strong t*an liquor, grain side up, one on top of the other,
with a few handfuls of ground bark between them.
This bark keeps
the hides apart and replaces and replenishes the tannins taken up
by the hides. When the “ laying ” and dusting are completed. the
pack should be totally immersed.
Ii1 these pits, which are called
” layers,” the hides remain for four to five weeks.
For the fourth stage - to obtain a good, hard, firm and heavy
waterproof sole leather - the bu.tts are transferred to the so-called
” hot pits,” where they are suspended in strong tan liquors of over 1000
Bkr. at very carefully controlled temperatures
(400 C.) and acidity.
The process can ruin the leather, unless the behavior of the particular extract
is thoroughly
kno,wIl, aiid unless the conditions
of hot
pitting are accordingly
adjusted.
The conversion of raw hide to finished sole leather is shown in
the following timetable.
TABLE

2. - APPROXIMATE

DURATION OF EACH PROCESS FORTHE
OF SOLE LEATHER

Rocese
Soaking,

liming,

unhairing

finishing,

rolling

MANUFACTC'SE

Time (weeks)

Suspenders
Handlers
L8yeI-s
Hot

pit

Drying,

19 (or nearly

TOTAL

five

months)

despite the availability
of highly
concentrated
Even today,
extracts,
the application
of mechanical
agitation,
and a greater
knowledge of the subject, the tanning of stills leather is a relatively
countries,
slow process, and it takes not less than 12 weeks. I&many
Here the usa.of hot
however, soft, pliable sole leather is required.
pits must be avoided, and the tanning is finished in layers.
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Sole and other heavy leather

Without
proper vats large enough to accommodate
the hides,
whether lying down or suspended, sole leather of good quality cannot
be expectled.
The vats required
Suspendetx

are:

S. but preferably

10

Length:

1.5 to 2.1 meters

Width:

1 rater

Depth:

2 meters

or more, according

to the size

of the hides.

Dimensions:

as suspenders, or slightly
sides (see below)

l)epth:

1 meter above ground

wider

to take

level.

These pits could be built partly above ground level (about 1 meter),
but the rest should be sunk into the ground.
The vats may be built
of brick, stone, concrete or wood, but no iron work or lime must
be used; and it is unwise to sink large earthenware
pots entirely
into the ground (Figure 35).
Besides the making of sole ‘leather, these vats can be used for
uppers, harness and other leathers which in large tanneries have
their separate vats. In large tanneries, as has been already explained,
the bellies and shoulders are cut from the hides after liming and
selected for sole leather.
The butts are then tanned separately.
The rural tanner, however, has little space available.
He should
adopt a method
in which the sides for upper leather, harness
and those for sole leather, are initially
tanned
or upholstery,
together.
He can do this by cutting all hides, before they are suspended
in the vats, into t.wo halves and by tanning them as sides; the sole
leather is tanned as bends and not as butts.
When the shoulders and bellies are tanned through,
they are
The remaining bends are
cut off and removed from the tan liquor.
transferred
to the layers for a further tanning.
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The whole process is as follows:
Sides are hung from sticks or
slats by means of short strings, and they are completely immersed
The first vat of tan liquor should
into tan liquor in the suspender.
have a strength of 50 Bkr., the next a. strength of 90 Bkr. and so
on until the last one, which ‘has a strength of 330 Bkr.
The sides are left for two days in each vat. This makes a total
If they are very thick t,hey should remain in each
period of 16 days.
The total period is
suspender for three days instead of two.
then 24 days.
By this time the thinner sides for upilers. harness, saddle and
This can be tested by cutting
uphol&ery
leattier should be ready.
through the thickest part of the hide to ensure that, the actual center
has been tanned completely and that no hght-colored
streak of raw
hide remains.
When the shoulders are very thick, and when t.he hides are intended
for harness or upper leather, they may need refleshing and shaving.
They should be removed from the suspenders and refleshed on the
third and sixth days, until the leather is of even thickness.
Refleshing
during the tanning operation, however, is not a practice to be recommended; it should have been done in the earlier stage.
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The hides are taken out and moved up t,he series every other da>-.
They are stret,ched and placed on boards over the vats to drain;
and the first - that is, the oldest - vat is left empt>- and read)to receive fresh goods.
While the hides are draining. the liquor
is strengthened
by rejecting some of the liquor from the first - the
oldest - vat and by adding the stronger liquor from the second vat.
and so on. Fresh, strong liquor, obtained from leaching, is added
only to the la.st (eighth) vat. The bellies and shoulders in sides
from which bends are to be cut for sole leather should also be read>-.
They should then be cut off, so that the bends are at hand for furthe
treat.ment.
Whenever hard leather other than sole leather is required - fol
esample, for harness making - the whole side may be treated in
the layer vats, but, only for one to three weeks.
The bends or sides are now transferred to layer vat Ko. I. where
they are laid flat. grain side up, A t,hin layer of ground tanuillbearing material is evenly spread over each - the operation is called
“ dusting ” - and the next placed on top.
This operation is reljeated
until all th.e sides of the same age have been placed in the layer vat.
A piece of timber - or, better still, a piece of string - is placed on
top of ihem to indicate where the batch ends, and a new pile is formed
on top of the old one from the next batch.
Strong tannin iiquot
- as strong, in fact, as it is possible to obtain by proper leaching is poured into the vats until it’ covers t,he goods. It is advisable!
however, to layer and to dust down in the liquor rather than adding
liquor to dusted goods. In this way it is possible t,o avoid the ait
pockets which are otherwise difficult to press out from t,he bulk of
the pack.
Twice weekly the sides are taken out of Vat No. 1 and piled
into Vat No. 2, so that those which were on top in \-at No. 1 will
now be at the bottom.
Once a week, when layering is completed, fresh ground tlanning
material is dusted over each layer, and the whole of the old material
is removed.
As the old material will not have been completel?
leached, it should be mixed with fresh bark and used again in the
leaching vats.
According
to the tanning material,
the strength of the liquid
and the thickness of t,he hide, the sole leather will be sufficientl>
tanned within three to six months.
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General method of
practiced in India

manufacturiug

East

Indian

tanned

kips

as widely

This age-old East Indian tanning process, by which the largest
amount of vegetable tanned leather in India is produced for export,
makes use of wet salted cowhides.
These are first soaked in plain water for one to one aud a half
They are then washed in faur or five changes of wat,er,
hours.
drained well and weighed.
After this, they are submitted
to t,he
liming process.
To stra.ight lime liquor which has been used once .- that is, liquor
from which one batch of hides has been taken for fleshing - there
is added 25 to 30 percent of slaked lime, based on the weight of the
This amount can be added in one lot or in two equal
soaked hides.
installments during the first liming period - that is, before unhairing
the hides. The hides are put in, one after another, hair side up
- except for the topmost one, which is put in flesh side up - and
They are then hauled;
they are left in the lime liquor for one hour.
the lime liquor is stirred and the hides are returned to it and left
They are kept in this liquor for eight to ten days. During
overnight.
this period they are hauled every day and the lime liquor is stirred
up. On the last day, the hides are unhaired.
They are now relimed in a fresh bath, to which is added 12 to
15 percent of slaked lime, based on the weight of the soaked hides.
They remain in this new lime liquor for four days. During this
period they are hauled; the liquor is stirred up and the hides are put
This time, however, all hides - with the exception
back every day.
of the bottom one - are laid flesh side up. On the evening of the
fourth day, they are taken out of the lime liquor and left overnight
in pIain water.
They Gre fleshed by hand over a beam on the next
day and then weighed.
Affer this, they are washed and trampled
in several changes of water, scudded and left in water overnight.
On the follo Ting day, they are again washed and trampled and
lightly fleshed a second time.
After this operation, about 57 grams
of sulphuric acid (specific gravity
1.84) per hundred, based on the
The hides are trampled
fleshed pelt w’eipht, are added to the water.
in this for about ten minutes, scudded, washed two or three times,
scudded again, washed twice more and scudded once more. They
a.re piled to drain and then trampled for about 15 minutes in a bath
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containing
S5 to 113 grams per hundred of sulphuric acid and 4 to
5 percent common salt, based on the weight? of the pelt (pickling).
The hides may now be washed, and t.hey are ready for tanning.
Old bark liquor, to which fresh bark or mixtures of bark and
The old bark is removed
extracts are added, is always used at first.
from the vat: the clear liquor is decanted into another vat, and a
very small quantity
of bark and extract mixture is added and left
overnight.
On the following
day, the required quantity
of bark
or bark and extract, containing
8 percent tannin, is soaked in this
liquor.
This 8 percent is calculated on the fleshed weight. of the
hides and represents about half the total amount of tannin required
for the complete process. The total amount required is 15 percent.
For instance, if a mixture of wattle bark, mimosa extract, konnam
or babul - instead of konnam - bark is used, the total amount of
tan stuffs required for the first and second tanning should have at
To yield
least, 17 percent tannin, based on the fleshed pelt weight.
17 .percent tannin, it must be remembered that wattle bark contains
6 percent tannin; mimosa extract contains 3 percent tannin; and
konnam or babul bark contains 8 percent tannin.
When uncrushed konnam or wattle bark is used, it is advisable
to cut this into small pieces; big pieces should be soaked in water
In any event, barks should be passed through
for a short time first.
TheJ
two or three changes of water to remove any adhering dirt.
should then be soaked in liquor, as has been already mentioned, and
stirred several times.
The delimed hides are dipped in this liquor one by one; they are
moved to and fro for a few minutes, and then they are immersed
and pressed down to the bottom of the pit.
After five minutes,
This operation is repeated
they are hauled and returned to the liquor.
after 10 or 15 minutes, while the bark is kept at the bottom of the
On
pit and the remaining half is kept at the top of the tan liquor.
the following day7 the hides are hauled once in the morning and once
If the hides. when
in the afternoon and returned to the same liquor.
hauled in the af%,ernoon appear to be pulled down too much, they
are laid grain sides together into the liquor and bark is sprinkled
on the flesh sides.
On the third or fourth day, they are beamed on the flesh side.
They are then returned to t-he same liquor, hauled after ten minutes
and returned once more to the liquor with bark sprinkled on the
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flesh side. They are kept in this liquor for four days. During this
period they are hauled once every day in the manner which has been
already described.
On the last day, the hides are taken to the second
bark liquor.
For this liquor, bark or bark and extract mixtures containing
8 percent of tannin, based on the fleshed pelt weight, is used. The
tanning material should be soaked in old liquor for a day or two
before it is used.
The hides which have been removed from the first bark liquor
are beamed, wrung out and placed, one by one, into the second bark
liquor.
They are hauled after five or ten minutes and returned,
one by one, to the pit, and bark is sprinkled between them.
They stay in this liquor for five days.
During this period, they
are hauled and returned to the pit once daily, while bark is sprinkle6
in between them.
If, at this stage, the hides appear to be flaccid,
they are beamed and returned to the liquor, to which a little bark
or extract, or both, is added.
The goods are left in this liquor for another seven or eight days
and again they are hauled and put back every day.
On the last
day, they are kept in a pile in the same liquor; and half the bark
is kept at the bottom of the pit or vat, and half is kept on the top.
The pile should not be disturbed
for 24 hours.
For myrobing,
the goods are soaked overnight in hot water, to
which is added the required amount of crushed myrobalan
of good
quality.
The amount is calculated to be from 187 to 248 grams
for every kilogram
of expected leather; and this is, on an average, 45 percent of the fleshed weight’ of the pelt.
On the next
morning, this liquor is diluted to the required strength,
with cold
water.
The hides are rinsed with plain water, wrung out, dipped, one
by one, into the myrobalan liquor and placed into another tub nearby.
When all the hides are thus dipped, they are left in a pile for five
After this, they are hauled and put back in a pile
to ten minutes.
in either the same or another tub, and the myrobalan liquor is poured
On the next morning, the hides are hauled and returned
over them.
to the same liquor.
On the same day, an amount
of crushed myrobalan,
equal
to the first, is soaked in hot water in a separate tub and left
overnight.

The hides are beamed, wrung out and put into this second myrobalan liquor.
On the following
day, the color of the hides is
examined: if they have too much myrobalau
color, they should be
rinsed with water or with the same myrobalau
liquor diluted with
water.
They are then beamed and oiled. 1 Heavy hides are wrung
oxt first.
The hides are oiled on the grain side - as a rule, qith p&gam
oil - and they are piled one on the other.
A thick, syrupy paste
is prepared from one part Epsom salts (magnesium sulphate), one
part glucose and two parts corn flour.
This is applied on the flesh
side, and then each hide is hung to dry.
When semidry? the hides
Next day they are set out 011
are piled again and left overnight..
the flesh side, on A wooden plank or table. with a stainless steel or
brass slicker.
If a light-colored
flesh side is required. a thin corn flour paste
should be applied to it. If more weight is wanted, a thick paste
is prepared from one part Epsom salts (magnesium sulphate), one
part glucose, two part,s corn flour and sufficient water, and it ,is applied
t,o the flesh side. These pasted hides are set on the grain and hung
They are then lightly slicked on the
up until they are semidry.
grain, folded along the back bone with the grain side in and dri&d
completely.
The dry hides are again lightly slicked on the grain
to produce a gloss. They are then trimmed and sorted into grades. 2

VegetabIe tanned sole Ieather by rapid pit tanning

process

In this process. as developed by the C’emral Leather Research
Institute
in Madras. wet salted local buffalo hides, which weigh
from 18 to 23 kilograms each. are soaked in plain cold water for a
period of 6 hours after the excess salt has been removed.
The hides
are then cut into sicles which are washed in 4 changes of water.
They
are trampled during each change.
They are limed in once-used secotld lime liquor with the addition
Handle the sides twice.
of 6 percent of slaked shell lime powder.
Next day haul them up and add tti the same bath 1 percent
sodium sulphide
(60 percent fused), which has been previously
1 see chqmr IS.
t See Chapters IS

and X.

dissolved in hot water.
Put the sides in this sharpened lime liquor
and haul them the same evening.
Afterwards
return them to the
same liquor.
Next day t,he sides are unhaired and relimed.
In the second liming operation, the sides are put for a further
period of two days into a fresh bath, to which has been added i 2 percent
slaked lime powder and one percent caustic soda. .’
On the first day the sides are hauled t.wice. Next day they are
hauled only once. They are fleshed, weighed and washed; and then
t.hey are left overnight
in plain water.
Up to fleshing, the percentages are all based on the wet salted
weight _
Next day trample the Asides for a period of 13 minutes.
Then
On the following
scud and leave them overnight
in plain water.
day, the sides are again trampled for a period of 15 minutes. Then
they are scudded, washed and delimed with 1.5 to 2 percent of sodium

bisulphite, which has been dissolved separately in cold water. This
should be added to the bath over a period of 15 minutes if it is done
in drums, or 30 minutes if it is done in pits. Drum the sides, or
trample t.hem, until the cut section of the biltt, when tested with a
1 percent alcoholic solution of phenol phthalein shows that one
quarter

of the total

thickness

is delimed.

When

this is so, add to
the same bath a diluted solution of formic acid and use 0.75 to 1 pcrcent, or 170 to 227 grams per hundred of sulphuric acid (specific
gravity 1.84). Drum the sid&, or trample them, until the cut
section of the butt shows that one third of the total thickness is
delimed. Then the sides are lightly scudded, rinsed with plain
water and taken to suspenders.
The vegetable tanning process is as follows: the sides are suspended
and tilted several times in an old liquor of 100 Bkr. strength and a pH

of about 5 to 5.5.
The procedure is repeati
on the following day. When it is
completed, the sides are beamed on the flesh side. They are then
laid flat in a tan liquor of 200 Bkr. strength: and only mimosa extract is used. They are handled once in the evening, and then aa
follows:
third day - piled and transferred to 300 Bkr. liquor
fourth day - beamed and put back in the same liquor
fifth day - piled and transferred to 400 Bkr. liquor
a4

I

sixth

da>- - beamed

seventh
eighth

and put

back in the same liquol

day - piled and transferred
day - beamed

and put

back

ninth

day - piled aud transferred

tenth

day - beamed

and put

to ‘500 Bkr.

liquol

iu the same liquor

to 1000 Bkr.

liquor

back in t.he same liquor

On the eleventh ‘day the sides are piled, drained well and dipped
This liquor is prepared
in a myrobalan liquor of 600 Bkr. strength.
a day beforehand b;ry soaking in hot water and by using 23 percellt
of the powdered myrobalan
nuts.
On the twelfth day, the sides
are hauled and put back in the same liquor.
Leave the goods in
the same bath for one day more. Now the sides are washed on both
sides with plain wat,er and piled for two days, while kept grain to
grain and well covered.
In the oiling operation which follows, the sides are first drummed
for 15 minut,es in a slowly- revolving drum with the addition of gum
tragacantli
paste. using 3i to S5 grams per hundred of the gum.
Then acid 2 percent of Epson1 salts (magnesium sulphate) and drum
Then add one percent glucose.
Drum for
again for 15 minutes.
Then add a mixture of 3 to 4 percent of raw pungam
15 minutes.
oil and l.i5 percent sulphonated
pungam or castor oil. Drum the
St.op t.hc drum for half an hour, and apail
sides for half an hour.
Then t,he sides are remo\-ed
drum t,he sides for another half an hour.
When
sammed, the sides are set
from the drum and hung t,o dry.
Again set twice before the drying is
well and again hung to dry.
complete.
-The percentages - from deliming to oiling - are all based on
the fleshed pelt weight.
Finally, the dried sides are seasoned and rolled in the usual manner,
which involves the use of casein solution, soap, linseed mucilage
They are then rolled on and rolled off. The yield
and gelatine.
obtained
is 53 percent. based on the fleshed weight.3
For another process of rapid tannage of sole leather, which has
also been developed by the Central Leather Research Instit,ute in
Madras, wet’ salted bnffalo hides with an average weight, of 20 kilo3 See Chapters IS and S.
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They ~a.11be green, wet salted, dry salted, or
grams ti,re suitable.
Their weights correspond to the wet salted weight which
dry cured.
has been a,lrea.dy mentioned.
Green and wet salted. hides are thoroughly
washed in .twu or three changes of plain water, ciut into sides and then
put, into thh liming process. For dry salted and dry hides, the soaking
period ma?- vary between 24 to 72 hours. according to the condition
of the hides and the efficiency of the soaking agents which are used.
The best. proportion
of soaking agents are 100 grams of caustic soda
or 200 grams of sodium sulphide (60 percent fused) for 100 liters of
It is advisable to add 50 grams of bleaching powder.
water.
Liming is don& first in once used liquor, to which are added
10 percent. slaked lime and 0.5 percent of sodium sulphide, based
on the soaked weight of the hides.
The goods are handled and
replaced t*hree ti.mes a day for four days.
On the fifth day, the sides are unhaired
and put into a new lime
This
is
made
up
of
10
percent
slaked
lime and one percent
liquor.
caustic soda and about, 400 percent of water, based on the soaked
The sides are kept in the liquor for four days, and
hide weight.
meanwhile they are handled and replaced three times a day.
On
the ninth day they are fleshed, washed well and weighed to
determine
the limed pelt weight.
The new lime liquor now used
is the once-used lime liquor for the next pack of hides.
The sides are delimed in a pit in which 0.5 percent boric acid,
based on the pelt. weight, is used. They are kept overnight in the
Next morning they are handled a&k.
A fresh
deliming
bath.
amount, of 0.5 percent boric acid is added to the bath until one quarter
of the thickness of the pelt both from the grain and the flesh side is
delimed. as tested by a one percent alcoholic solution of phenol
At this stage, the sides are ready for tanning.
phthalein.
They are put into the first suspender liquor, which is a mellow
They
one of 70 Bkr. and made from wattle bark or mimosa extract.
are handled in this liquor for the day and kept overnight.
Next,
day they are transferred
to the next pit.
This contains the second
suspender liquor, of which the strength is increased by 20 Bkr.
In
this way the sides are passed successively every day through 7 suspender liquors.
The strength of the liquor of each succeeding pit is
higher by 20 Bkr. than the -previous one, and the last suspender
treatment
in suspenders
liquor is of 19* Bkr. There the preliminayy
From the last suspender, the goods are taken out and
is completed.
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made ready for subsequent
operations.
Thus the total time of
tanning in suspenders is seven days.
The material is tanned in 300 Bkr. liquor in a drum for eight hours.
The drumming
is intermittent,
and the material is left stationary
overnight. in t#he drum. The liquor is strengthened to 400 Bkr, on the
second day and again drummed intermittently
for eight, hours. Overnight the material is left stationary in the drum. Thereafter drumming is continued,
and the strength of the liquor is increased by
200 Bkr. after every two days. Drumming
is intermittent
for eight
hours each day; and each day the strength is adjusted until the material has been tanned in 80*.Bkr. for two days. Total drum tanning
from 300 to 800 Bkr. takes six days. The speed of the drum is 4 revoThe strong liquor is made from mimosa extract,
lutions each minute.
of hot water in a pit.
which was dissolved in a suitable quantity
At the end of this period, the tanning is complete.
The goods are
taken out and horsed up for a day. Further operations follow, and
they are now describe&
The tanned sides are bleached with a solution of a bleaching
syntan, 0.5 percent oxalic acid and 10 percent water, based on the
The duration of bleaching is one hour.
The
weight of the leather.
bleaches goods are rinsed and treated with a myrobalan
liquor.
The sides are handled in myrobalan liquor of 300 Bkr. for two days.
The goods are kept for a further period of one day in the liquor,
grain to grain and without handling.
On the fourth day the sides
are taken out, scoured, washed well and then piled up to drain.
The
goods are next oiled 011 the grain with pungam oil (3 percent, based
on the weight of the goods) and the flesh sides are coated once with a
paste made up of 2 parts of flour, 2 parts of Epsom salts (magnesium
sulphate), 2 parts of glucose, 1 part of china clay and 4.5 liters of
They are hung up to be sammed.
water.
The sammed sides are set out twice, either by hand or machine,
a.nd dried.
4
The dry sides are finished on the grain side with a mixture which,
is 3 parts of casein, 0.76 part of borax, 6 parts of soap, 3 parts of
linseed mucilage and 80 parts of water. 4
*The casein is dissolved in hot. water’ with borax? and the linseed
mucilage is extmcted
with boiling water alone. The solution of
4 See Chapters IS

and

-3.

The three Eolutions are mised together.
soap is made with hot water.
They are applied on the grain side of the leather nith a br~wh and
dried.
The sides are now rolled twice - first with light l)ressure, and
then with a heavy pressure.
The leather is now ready for the market.
The total period of
tanning - from raw to finish - is 26 days. The yield of leather
is ~S;Jperce&, based on the limed pelt weight.

Rapid East Indian

tanning

of cowhides

The reader is referred‘ to the section on ‘. Rapid East Indian
tanning
of sheepskins and goatskins ” in C’hapter VIII.
The method described in this chapter - notable\- the pretanning
and tanning procedures - can also be applied to wet salted cowhides.
There are. however? the following differences.
The soaked hides are put, in a lime liquor which contains y2 oh1
liquor,
y! water, 10 percent lime and 1 .percent sodium sulphide.
based on the soaked weight..
The hides remain in this liquor for three daxs with daily handling.
On the fourth day, they are unhaired and put in a new lime liquor
which contains 10 percent lime and 85 grams per hundred caustic
They are handled for three
soda, calculated on the soaked weight.
days.
011 the seventh day, they are fleshed. scudded and put in
plain water overnight.
Next day: t,hey are again fleshed and scudded
and delimed fully with 0.5 percent, boric acid, based on fleshed weight.
When fully delimed they are scudded, washed with water, trampled
twice and pretreated.
One of the two pretreatments
which are later described for skins
can be used for hides.
The pretreated hides remain in t.he first bark liquor for five days
and in the second bark liquor, according to the thickness of the hides,
for five to six days.
Tanning materia.ls such as konnam, babul.
wattle bark and wattle extract are used. They are blended in suitable proportions,
and they contain 16 percent. tannin, based on the
fleshed weight.
They are divided equally between the first and the
second bark liquor.
For myrobing,
360 to 500 grams of good quality myrobalansper
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kilogram of expected yield are used, and the tanned hides remair
in this liquor for two days. Then they are wrung out and beamed.
The expected yield is generally 45 percent, based on the fleshed
weight.
A solution of Epson1 salts (magnesium sulphate) is sprinkled on
the flesh side and well rubbed, and the hides are piled for oiling.
About 2 percent Epsom salts on the expected yield can be used. The
hides are then oiled with pungam oil and hooked.
When sammed,
they are set well on t,he grain and folded along the back bone, while the
grain side is kept inwards.
Again they are dried completely.
The
dried hides are lightly slicked on the gram to produce a gloss. They
are then trimmed and sorted into grades.”

--

5 See Chapters 1-X ad

S.
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IMPROVED

RURAL, TANNING IN INDIA

Rural tanning has been practiced in India since time immemorial by
villagers who belong to the leather-working
caste of C/MNMWS. For generations, their tanning techniques have been handed from father to son.
It is estimated that village tanners, who are .spread out over.
this vast subcdntinent,
process annually
8 to 9 amillion hides and
3 to 4 million skins.
They handle both buffalo and cattle hides.
The processes which they h,ave developed over the ages are quite
different from those used in the large leather factories of India.
Large
quantities
of leather for the manufacture
of village footwear and
leather goods, for instance, are still turned out today by the so-called
“ bag-tanning ” technique.
As a rule, unfortunately,
this leather is
of poor quality; for it is spongy and overstretched,
and it has a low
resistance fo water.
In the northern sfate of Uttar Pradesh. special effort,s have been
made to organize the rural tanners into co-operatives,
and many
village tanneries have been organized in this way. They are locat.ed
at suitabletdistances
from the villages and they are a far cry from the
old, primitive
cottage tannery-cum-living
qyarters.
They are built.
of permanent
materials,
such as bricks, and equipped with pifs,
drums, bark crushers and leaching pits.
They have adebuate slipplies.
of water, good drainage, oil powered engines and facilities .for proper
drying and storage.
Operations, such as yoaking, liming, deliming, tanning and retanning, are carried out communally
under *the supervision of trained
personnel.
The village tamler is able not only to produce quality
leather, but also to build up some working capital for still further
improvement.
The Central Leather Research Institute
in Madras has developed
and introduced new techniques to improve the quality of bag-tamled

leather, and it has made this leat.her more wear-and-water
by the incorporation
of resins and syntans -- that is. an\high molecular compound which is able to tan.

resistant
symhetie

Well-soaked hides should comain about 60 percent water by weight.
The soaking back of air-dried hides is accelerated by the addition
of 1 to f kilograms of caustic soda to Ieach 1.000 liters of water.
During the first day of soaking only
half this amount is added.
The other half is added on the following
day to ensure a gradual
soaking back of the dried hides. The soak pits should be large enough
to take the dry hides in their “full spread: .’ for. at this stage. folding
can cause permanent damage to the goods.
When the hides are considered
sufficiently
soft to withstand
mechanical action, they are worked in a drum for about half an hour.
Drumming.
it is necessary to point out. must not be carried out for
longer periods: for the frictional heat’ developed during the operation
may permanently
damage the hides.
Drumming
in running water
is safe as well as effective, but the operational
costs may be high.
Where water is scarce, it is let in t.hrough the hollow axle of the drum
and let out t,hrough a lattice door. which replaces the normal watertight door.
As a rule. drumming is followed by what is knowu as ** breaking
In this operation, the hides are thrown over scudover .the beam.“
ding or fleshing beams. flesh side up, and they are worked all over
with firm, but smooth, strokes with the blunt edge of a scudding
knife.
This helps greatly in softening the hides which. are then
returned to the soak pits and kept there until they are judged to be
soft enough and ready for liming.
They are then removed, piled on the rims of the pits to drain for
one hour, and weighed; and their weight is recorded.

Liming
Hydrated
lime is becoming more frequently
used in the small
rural tanneries.
It is easier to handle. and whsen it iti packed in
smaller quantities in’ paper bags, it does not deteriorate so quickly.
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Abont 6 p2rcent of hydrated
lims, calculated on ths weight
of
the soaked hides, is used. Sometimes, strong alkalies like caustic
soda or sodium sulphide are added to the lime liquor; but these should
be used carefully, for they cause escessive swelling (plumping)
and
loss of vallrable hide substance.
A quantity not exceeding 2 percent,
based on the soaked hides weight, improves the liming effect.
In
more progressive rural tanneries, however, increasing use is
made of a lime - sodium sulphide
paste. This involves using
6 kilograms of hydrated
lime and 0.6 kilogram of sodium sulphide
(60 percent, fused) psr 10 litsra of water.
This paste is generally
used for liming light hides and skins, when their hair or wool has to
perbe saved. It is painted on the flesh side, and its concentration
mits a maximnm of 24 hours of piling.
After this time, the hair
should be loosened.
There should be no excess paste liquor, but
ample draining
facilities
should be available.
Tanneries possessing paddles (Figure 36) lime by keeping the
liquor to goods ratio as 4 to 1. Where drums (Figure 33) are used,
the ratio may be 2 or 3 to 1. The amount of sodium sulphide (60 perof lime
cent fused) lies between 2 and 4 percent, while the quantity
is about 2 to 6 percent, both based on the weight of drained soaked
hides.
If hair is of no value and drums are available, a pack of hides
may be drum-limed in a float of 200 percent water, 2 percent hydrated
lime, 4 percent sodium sulphide (60 percent fused) and 10 percent
common salt, calculated on the “ green ” or soaked weight of hides.
- that is, one or two minutes every
Drumming should be intermittent
each minute.
hour - for 24 hours at a speed of 1 to 2 revolutions
Pit liming in fresh lime liquor for one or two days may follow, but
liming should be cut down to the minimum for all upper leathers.
In paddle liming, 5 percent hydrated
lime, 3 percent sodium
sulphide (60 percent fused) and 20 percent common salt can be used
to 400 percent water.
Paddling
is done intermittently
for 24 hours.
Pit liming for
one or two days may follow, if this is considered desirable.
Soft and supple leather is obtained by a liming process in which
lime is predominant;
for sole leather, pasting with sodium sulphidelime paste followed by i mhairing and an additional pit liming is also
Painted hides may be washed before pit liming
to be recommended.
to prevent the sodium sulphide from being moved forward into the lime.

FIGURE 36. - Paddle u.w~l
fiHf1
jar biming, deliming.
eventualt~ pretfmrcin.9 operfrt ion.9.

bhairing

and deliming

Most of the hair remains on the hide during the liming process;
and unless drumming
or other mechanical means are employed to
lime and unhair at the same time, human action will be needed.
The hide can be placed over a flat stone on the ground or, preferably, over a beam and (Figure 23) worked over with a blunt knife or
Indian rural tanners use a sharp, halfa proper unhairing
knife.
mooli shaped knife, which they call a rzbmyi (Figures 37 and 38).
To reduce the plumping effect and to make the pelts more flaccid,
the hides are kept in cold water which is softened with a little lime
for some time, before cleaning the grain or scudding begins.
This
also prevents their exposure to the atmospheret
which can cause
lime blast.
Scudding is generally carried out before deliming and also, when
it is considered necessary, after deliming
or bating.
To prevent any formation of lime blast on the hides before deliming,
it is a good practice to add some lime liquor t.o every water vat,
hard.”
if the water is “ naturally
C!omplete deliming
is sot essential for producing
sulf: leathers
by the bag-tanning
process: although washing is necessary to remove
The usual period of washing in running
any loosely adhering lime.
After that time, there will still be about 70 perwater is 30 minutes.
cent of the total quantity
of lime, calculated on t.he dry weight of
To remove this lime, drenching is applied;
the pelt, left in the hide.
aud the pelts are immersed. and left to soak overnight in water at
They are taken out on the following
350 C., which contains bran.
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morning if -- through the formation
of gases ill the fermentation
process - t,hey are found to be floating on the surface of the liquor.
Anot.her method of deliming ir to move or paddle the pelts it)
water which contains an organic acid. unt.il the!- are coml)let.el~
delimed and show a neutrat cut.
This is more rapid: for one hour’s treatment
with 1 yercellt acid
This process
based on the limed weight of the pelt may be sufficient.
can be controlled
more effect,ively. but many rural tanners prefer
the former method: for t.hey claim that it produces a fuller and cleaner
piece of leat her. Moreover ~ detiming with fermentred infusioils is
cheaper.
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Bag tanning
earlier description
of the production
of dole leather showed
t.hat the process is costly in space, equipment and time: to obtain
a good product, great skill and patience are needed.
Bag tanning can be used with advantage wherever equipmeut
and funds are in short supply.
In this system. the hide i3 uot tanned
in a vessel, but is sewn up in the form of a bag. which is filled with
bark and tanning liquor and suspended from a beam (Figures 3~3and
40). 33~ this ingenious method of using the hide itself as a tanning
r ec-eptacle, leaching and tanning can be combiued ill one operatiou.
In bag tanning only vegetable tanning materials which are easily
a vaitahle in Tndia are used. Th.e most, common are listed in Table 3.
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The most importaut, tanning material for bhe processing of bagtanned sole leather is a mixture of babul bark and nt~~robalan nut.ti
in a ratio of 3 to 2.
Ot.her mixtures are also in use, such as babul bark (SO perceut ).
dhawa leaves (20 percent) and gothar fruit (30 percent): or dhawa
leaves (10 percent). karaunda
leaves (25 percent) and ada
twig
bark ! 1;i percent ): and so are many other mixtures of iocaI imlwta~rce.

F:It;t-tw
39. - Bag truiuimg
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rtdrrll trornery.
TilR
h&lo
h.idt~.s ure suspnded
front (1 Iwnm. the liquor
00.2.
illg into n cement
vat from
which hags are refilled.

The babul tree is used for timber and fuel in northern
India,
Unforand its bark has been easily available as a by-product.
tunately,
many trees have been felled all over the plains; and now
T’he recognized types of myrobalans
are:
bark supplies are short.
Jubbulpores
(Js), in the State of Madhya Pradesh; R#ajpores (Rs.)
and Bimlies (Bs), in the States of Madras and Bombay.
Babul bark is collected by villagers in their spare time from
The best month in which to collect myrobaians
November to March.
Earlier collection gives inferior fruit, and later gathering
is January.
is unwise.
Fleshy myrobalan
nuts with small stones are better than those
with bigger stones; for the flesh is rich in tannins, while the stones
contain less. It is an advantage, after they have been collected in
t.he field, to crush the dried myrobalan
nuts and thus to remove
the stones. Adulteration,
however, has taught the t,anner t.o be chary.
The crushed myrobalan
would become more popular, if only adulteration could be more easily detected.
The nuts are highly valuable for fixing the color of hides and
skins and, in part,icular, for t.he final treatment of the so-called .* East
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Myrobalan tanning mixture. however. does not penetrat,e
India kips.”
For this reason, it is used in mixtures with other
the hide rapidly.
tanning materials.
Babul bark should be removed as soon as possible after the felling
of the tree. This can be done in one of two ways:
the bark

off with

a wooden

(n)

b!- beating

mallet;

or

(a)

by making a single incision along the full length of the log and
then - with a, 20 to 30 cen&meter long bone or spoon-like
- by loosening and by pr.ying the bark. off. as far
instrument
as possible, in one piece.

When the bark is left too long on the trunk. the consequences
are fermentation
and a loss of tannins.
After the bark has been removed, it can be chopped into pieces
not longer than 5 centimeters, spread out on the ground. and dried
in the sun. For this purpose, the chaff cutter which is found on all
village farms can be used. When the bark is to be kept, in large
pieces, these are placed tent-wise for drying and, for the sake of
a sufficient air circulation,
the outer side of the bark is made to face
the sun. A tanner who owns a bark crusher prefers to buy bark
.
in large pieces: for it is cheaper.

Initial

bag tanning

To convert one ‘pelt of about 20 kilograms in weight, into bagtanned leather suitable for the manufacture
of shoes, a total of at
least 40 kilograms of crushed tanning material is needed.
In the
initial-tanning
or m&G, however, only 10 kilograms of a babul bark*
of 6 kilograms of bark and
myrobalan
mixture - in the proportion
4 kilograms of nuts -- is used.
The first. m&i
liquor should be 50 Bkr. strong, and the strength
The period’ of this initial tanning
is gradually
raised to 200 Bkr.
process, which ranges from five to ten days, depends on the condition
of the pelt, the efficiency of handling and the frequency with which
the tanning liquor is strengthened.
The delimed hides are immersed in the t’anning liquor and moved
To accelerate this process, they are squeezed out
continuously.
regularIF> and a fresh addition of tanning mat+eria.l is made every day.
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111 more progressive tanneries. the initial tanl\ing process is carried
out in paddle vats. The paddle blades are rotated by hand or,
when engine power is available. by belt drive; and the regular strengthening of the tanning liquor is done by a.dding Piquor which has bee11
previously prepared in leaching pits.
After this initial tanning,
and to accelerate bag t.anning, the
hides are squeezed out SO as to reduce their moisture content,.
For bag tanning, it is a definite advantage to leave all hides,
buffalo or cow. as complete hides and to pretan them, if necessary,
The folding is done along the backbone line
in a folded condition.
wit.h the grain side in (Figure 41).
They are then sewn into bags with a sharp, strong awl and fibrous
strillg.
The stitching starts from the tail t,owa.rds the hind shanks,
which are left open. It continues from the open shanks along the
entire hide (Figures 42 and 43). The stitches are at a regular distance
from the edge. Great care is needed to ensure that the underlying
side or piece of hide does not slip away, for this causes a weak or a
broken seam. The size of the stitch varies, according to the thickness
of the dkin or the hide, from 0.5 to 1 centimeter.
The edges are
butted together with a so-called “ zig-zag ” stitch.
This method of
sewing produces a seam capable of withstanding
the load and the
pressure which the tanning material imposes.
Leather-sewing
machines are not in use. Yet, in an advanced
rural tannery, where many hides are handled every da,y, these machines
could create a large saving in time.
When the sewing is completed, the bag is turned grain side out
by pulling the hide through the open hide shanks.
The bags are
then suspended over a collection pit and filled through
the open
top with vegetable tanning material.
In all. about 13 kilograms
of babul bark and 10 kilograms of myrobalan nuts - all crushed are required for this second stage in tanning.
The tanning liquor
derived from the last solution used in the initial tanning stage is
The pouring continues until the bag
also poured into t,his opening.
is half full.
The tanning material is leached out inside the bag, and its strength
The tanning liquor percolates,
increases gradually to 250 or 300 Bkr.
and it is colle/cted in the pit below the hanging bags. The level
of t.he tanning liquor in the bags is maintained by filling them regularly
- three or four times daily for three days - wit,h the liquor collected
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advantage to leuve ?&idesmmplete, folded down the back
title, thex to sew edgestogether.

in the pit.
After three days, the bottom is opened and the top of
the bag is sewed up. The bag is iuverted and refilled with tanning
matzrials and tanning liquor.
Another three days are needed for
completing the tanning process. Sludge deposits which show on the
grain side are wiped away daily, in order to prevent staius. The11 the
bottom is opened; the tamling material and liquor are removed; and
the adhering tanning material is washed away with the tanning liquor.
Finally, the entire bag is opened by cutting away the fibrous stitch.
ing strings: and the leather is washed superficially and piled down.
Unfortunately,
leather at t,his stage is often undertanned
al.ld
although it map be sold by tanners in need of immediate returns,
it does not, fetch a good price. on the n::l !*kkrt,. In organized rural
tanneries a more fully tamled leather is pa)duced by layering the
bag-tanned
leather in pits.
This is often followed by some light
extract tanning in drums.

Layering
The opened bag-tanned leather is spread out flat in a pit: sufficient
tanning material is dusted in bet,ween the pieces: and the whole is
coyered wit!? n. liquor of at lea.& 350 ski., id
left for a minimum
period of seven days.
This layering can be extended by enriching the pit weekly wit,h
a fresh tam&g
mixture.
thereby also increasing the yield of the
leather.
Tanners who wish to allow only one week for layering use
about 7 to 10 kilograms of crushed m.yrobalan nuts for hides weighing
20 kilograms each.
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Finishq
The tanned leat \ers are piled for some period; the)- a.re washed
and struck out to r&lore
uncombined
tans, sludge and so on; and
t‘hey are h&g np for partial drying in the shade.
Care is needed to prevent tanned leat,hers from becoming hot
ill the pile; otherwise they cannot be used.
Tanned leathers are first set when they are still in a moist conThey are then dried again.
dition.
As soon as a leather has lost
about 50 percent of its moisture, another scouring and setting takes
place.
A scouring stone embedded in a wooden handle is used
(Figure 44).
Figure 45 indicates the direction of the strokes and the method
of set.t.ing (see also Figure 46). In more advanced tanneries, where
a self-contained
electrically
operated
elect,ric power is available,
hand-set,ting
machine can be used with advant,age (Figures 47
and 4s).
Later the leafher is oiled with a mixture, which has been prepared
by adding 250 grams of linseed oil to 7 liters bf boiling wat’er. This
mixt8ure is cooled down, and 0.75 liters of milk can be added to improve
the finish of the leather.
Rural tanners also use sesame oil, which they sprinkle
over
both the flesh and the gr+in sides.
After a complete drying, the’ leat.her is polished wit.11 a tool which
is devised to squeeze out the moisture, t.0 compress the grain and to
smooth out the wrinkles.
This t,ool is called a ‘. slicker. ” It consists of a wooden handle. 10 to 25 centimeters long and 2 centimeters
thick: into which is set a 60 millimeters
wide piece of glass 01
brass.
A less durable slicker can be made eut,irely of hard wood
( Figure 49).
Heavy leat’her, while still in a slightly damp condit,ion, can be
rolled by a small cart which is loaded with heavy weights and which
More advanced rural t a.nneries use
is provided with a brass roller.
sole-leather
rolling machines (Figure 50).
When bag-tramled
leathers are treated in the manner which
has been described in this chapter, they have not only a better
finish; their compactness and t.heir resistance to wat,er and to wear
their value is subst.antiall!
are greatly
increased.
Accordingly.
enhanced.
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VIII.

YEGETARLE

TANNING OF LIGHT LEATHER

Sheepskins and goatskins
As a rule, the rural tanner depends on tanniug material which
he obtains locally rather than on commercial concentrated
extracts.
It is difficult, therefore, to give strict rules and recipes for tanning.
The basic principles are given in this chapter only as a guide.
They should be modified in the light of results.
Tanning of light
lea.ther is simple if there is a strict adherence to these two basic
principles:
1.

t,o .&art
strength

tanning in weak liquors and gradually
until the process is completed:

.>
-.

t.o help t,he tanning
rocking.

Under rural
different ways:

conditions,

mechanically

light,

by pulling,

leather

in which

increase

the

turning

over and

can be tanned

in three

(N

in one pot or \-at,
strengthened:
or

t,he original

(b)

in several pots or vats, where
weak t,o stronger liquor; or

(c)

in a drum or paddle, in which the process is greatly

the skins

liquor

is gradually

are transferred

from

speeded ‘up,

IN ONE VESSEL
Sheep- or goatskins should be tanned separately because goatskinsirequire
rather longer tanning tha.n do sheepskins.
The skins
are merely immersed in the pot or vat (Figure 51) in an initial
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liquor which does not exceed the strength’of
20 Bkr. Each skin should
be suspended by at, least three strings - one at each hind shank.
and one at the tail - from a piece of wood which rests across the
top of the vessel. In this way, touch marks called “ kisses ” are
This method is better than piling crumpled skins into
avoided.
the liquid in a disorderly state; for crumpling causes ‘. drawn grain ”
- for example, permanent creases in the grain.
At least four times a day the skins should be taken out (Figure s),
pulled and stretched.
$Each day a fresh and stronger solution of tannin is added. so that
on the second day the strength is Q” Bkr.: 011 the t’hird day it is 60 Bkr..
and so 011. This continues until the skins are t,anned completely.
In order to see whether the ski11 is completely tanned all t.hrough,
the leather is cut with a clean sharp knife 011 the thickest, part. and
the cut section is inspected.
If the color is uniform throughout,
the process of tanning is finished.
If a light-colored
st,reak is visible
in the cent,er, the tanning is not complete. and it must be cont,inued.

IN BIORE THAN ONE VESSEL
Instead of adding increased quantities
of tannin to the same
vessel, it is better to jlave a series of vessels of increasing liquor
strength.
This method is specially advisable for tanners who have
more than one or two &ins to tan at a time; for it permits a continuous process. The first vat is filled with a liquor of 20 Bkr., the
second with a liquor of 40 Bkr.; and the final vat \as a iiquor of 80
to 109 Bkr.
It is sufficient to keep sheepskins for two days in each
of these vats, so that they are tanned in eight days. Goatskins,
on the other hand, stay for three days in each vat. and they are
finished in 12 days.
Here again, the more often the skins are taken
out, stretched and pulled, the more thorough
will be t,he tanning.

TANNING IN A DRUM OR PADDLE
Almost all the operations performed by the tanner can be done
more cheaply, more quickly and better if the goods are stirred or
moved continuously.
The best way to achieve continuous movement
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of t,he goods and the liquor is in a drum (Figure 53) or paddle
(Figure 36). El-cry large tannery has a bat.tery of drums and paddles
which are used for nearly all the processes, such a.s soaking, liming,
&liming,
tanning, dyeing and fat-liquoring.
When a rural tannet
cannot afford power, he can certainly make for himself a small handoperated drum (Figures 54 and 55).
Oil or petrol drums are useless, unless alum taming ody is practised; for iron combines with the t~annin, and &is causes a blue or a
Wooden casks, therefore, should be used. Old
green discolora.&ion.
sherry or wine casks of 200 to 300 liters’ capacity are the best, but
the iron hoops must be removed and replaced b>- wooden or brass
ones: or raw leat.her straps; and fixed with nonferrous nails.
An old
but,ter churn, provided there are no iron parts, can be used instead
of a drum.
The stub axles are fastened to t’he top and bottom of
the cask: and they rest on t.wo crossed legs, a,s shown in Figure 55.
FIGURE
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Two handles, one at each end, enable the operators to turn the drum
A removable door as waterwith ease, even when it is full of goods.
tight a.s possible can be made by cutting a rectangular
or circular
piece from the body of the cask. The door is fitted with strong
wooden fasteners to keep it in place while the cask is rotating.
St23ng
wooden round-ended
pegs are also fixed in staggered formation inside
011
the drum walls.
This is done to promote the lifting and the
falling of the rotating
skins.
The tanning operation
is carried out, in t,he following
manner.
A stock solution,
which contains 5 percent tannin, equal t.o a
strength
of 150 Bkr. is made up and divided into ten equal parts.
The skins are put into the drum.
They are covered with water,
and 5 kilograms of salt are added to each 100 kilograms of wet skins.
-4fter drumming for a quarter of an hour, the first part of the stock
solution is added. Drumming then continues for anot,her 45 minutes,
This addition of stock
and a further part of st’ock solution is added.
solSon
and drumming
is repeated four t,imes - in other words,
until half the stock solution has been used. The skins are then
stretched,
squeezed out and piled, one 011 another, over a wooden
In
the meantime. the sixth part of the solution is added to
horse.
The skins are then returned to the drum
the liquid in the drum.
Every 45 minutes, furt,her parts of the st,ock
and drummed again.
solution are added until all has been used.
A similar process can be adopt*ed for paddle tanning,

Rapid East Indian tanning of sheepskins and goat&ins
The method pf t,anning sheepskins and goatskins. which is now
described,
has been developed by the Central Leather . R’esearch
Institute
in Madras.
The wet salted goat- and sheepskins are weighed .and put in plain
When the
water, with the flesh side up, for two t’o three hours.
skins are suffciently
soft. they are cut open and given thre$: to four
Between each change they are well trampled.
changes of water.
The well-soaked
skins are then drained and weighed.
Now a paste, which contains one part of sodium sulphide (SO. percent fused), 16 parts of lime and enough water to make it, smoothflowing, is prepared, and it is applied 011 the flesh side of the skins.

The painted

skins are then piled.

flesh to flesh, and covered

with

gunny.
As a rule, for the m-ei salted stock of 100 kilograms, a paste corn--Ù
posed of 1 kilogram of sodium sulphide, 16 kilograms of lime and
enough water to make it. smooth-flowing
is sufficient.
Aft,er six
hours, or after overnight,
the painted skins are unhaired.
‘l’he?
are t,hen put ilito a lime liquor which contains half of old liquor.
half fresh water and - 5 percent. lime. based OII the wet salted
weight.
The goods remain in this liquor for two days. and they are handled
daily.
On the third d ay. t,he skins are scudded and put in a lime
liquor which contains fresh water, 10 percent’ lime and 5,7 grams
per hundred caustic soda, both based on the wet salted weight.
The skins are handled daily ‘in this liquor. and they remain there
for three days. On the fourth day. they are fleshed. and t’he fleshed
weight is t,aken. The iieshed skins are t’heu trampled well it1 water.
After a scudding. they are put, ill plain water overnight.
011
the
fifth day. after they have been well trampled they are fleshed. scudded
twice and delitned fully with 0.5 percent boric acid. based on the
fleshed weight.
The cut section is tested with a 1 percent alcohol
solution of phenol phthalein..
The delimed skius are scudded. washed
twice and are ready for the petreatmentI with commercial sodium
acetate and sulphuric
acid. The delimed and washed skills are
trampled in a pit which cont,ains a minimum amount of water to
cover the skills - that, is, 100 to 150 percent of’ water. based on the
fleshed weight: 0.75 percent to 1.125 percent suiphuric acid (specific
gravity
1.84) is taken and diluted, and ihe acid is added iu three
installments
at an interval of half an hour; and meanwhile the goods
are trampled all the time.
The pH of the bath is adjusted to 1.~
to 5, as tested with t,he indicat,or paper. 1 The goods are left iti
this solution
overnight,
aud the pelt is kept well immersed iI1
the liquor.
Next morning. after a good trampling.
the pH is again tested to
see whet,her it is constant at 4.8 to 5. If not, the bath is adjust,ed.
and the goods are trampled to at,tain an equilibrium
pH 4.~ to .s.
The whole operation can also be carried out in a drum. with one to
one and a half hours drumming.
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need to be empha,sized.

1.

At 110 time should the sulphuric
acid be added t.o the goods.
The goods should be first removed.
The sulphnric acid, which
is diluted, is then added and well mixed.

2.

As a rule, 0.75 to 1.125 percent sulphuric acid: based 011 the
fleshed weight, is sticient
to attain an equilibrium
pH of 4.8
to 5 for delimed goods.

3.

It is essential that. the pH should be a.djust,ed to pH 4.8 to 5 in
the cut section of the skins as well a,s in the bath.

4.

In treating with sulphuric acid, the pH of the bath suddenly
goes down, but it increases again as the pelt is neutralized.
Repeated additions of the acid are, therefore, necessary t#o adjust
the bath.

5.

The pH
indicator

may be readily tested by neing eit,her narrow
papers or a pH meter.

range

Another
pretreatment
is given by using calgon, a material to
obtain soft, water, and sulphuric
acid. The ddimed
and washed
goods are trampled
in a pit which contains a. minimum
amount
of soft water to cover the skins - that is, 100 to 150 percent
water, based on the fleshed weight, 2 percent calgon and 0.75 to
1.25 percent sulphuric
acid for a period of two hours.
The acid,
after it has been well dilufed, is added in three installments
at an
interval
of half an hour.
The other procedures
are the same as
in the pretreatment
which has been already described, except that
there the pH has to be adjusted
to 2.3. The five other points
already mentioned should also be followed here and the equilibrium
The cut section of the goods pretreated
pH of 2.3 should be obtained.
The calgon pretreated goods me repeatwith calgon should be white.
edly washed with water free from acid, and two or three changes
of water are sufficient.
The whole operation can also be carried out in a drum with one
to one and a half hours drumming.
Either of these two pretreatments can be followed.
Vegetable tanning carried out in the traditional
way and by using
The
amount
of
tanning
material
required is
the two-pit
system.
worked out, as usual, from the expected yield.
With avaram bark,

11.2

about. 1.5 to 3 kilograms of back ~JG %2;;grail: of expected yield are
used, and t.he quantity
is given equally between the first and the
second bark tanning
operations.
With wat.tle bark, the amount
is 1.25 to 1.5 kilograms
per kilogram
of expected leather yield.
Tanning
can also be done by using different
tanning
materials
which are blended in suitable proportions.
With avaram. the t.ype of bark which is good colored - that is,
with a greenish tinge at the fracture - is rinsed twice with fresh
The required quantit,y of the bark
water as quickly as possible.
is soaked along with half of old liquor and half fresh wat,er in a pit
or tub about 24 to 48 hours before the goods are brought to the tan
If wattle bark or extract, is used with avaram. it is also soaked
yard.
t,ogether with the avaram bark.
The pretreated skins. which are drained. are t,hen immersed iu
111 the treatment
of the skins. they are drawn individually
the liquor.
once or twice through t.he liquor. and then t,hey are piled and pressed
in t,he pit. The liquor is then stirred up aud the skins are once again
drawn through. one b!- one, and piled in the pit. They are well
pressed. while keeping half the bark at the top and the other half
On the next, morning
The goods are left overnight.
at the bot,tom.
aud ii1 the following evening, they are again hauled and piled to
On the th&d day, they are worked over the
ensure an even color.
beam on the flesh side with a blunt scudding knife.
This set)s the
During
grain smooth and Aat and gives t,he skins the required shape.
beaming. care should be taken not to expose t,he skins for a lougel
Beaming should be such
period, if discoloration
is to be prevented.
After
that t,he goods are free of growth marks, wrinkles and folds.
Here the skins are kept
beaming. the skins are put’ in’ the liquor.
in pairs. graiu to grain, and bark is sprinkled between each pair.
Sometimes
Some bark is kept at the top and some at the bottom.
the bark is also sprinkled
between each skin.
The skins are well
pressed inside t,he liquor, so as to avoid air bubbles and unevenness
Similar handling is done on the fourth
in the color of the leather.
and the fift,h days.
On the sixth day, the skins are wrung out.. beamed on the flesh .
side and put in the second bark solut!ion. which is prepared in just
t.he same way as the first one. The goods are handled in the wa\
which has been already described: and here they remail1 for nllothel
five days.
113

The tanned, skins are then wrung out, and bleached in the usual
ma.nner; and the skins are trampled in a bleaching syntan for about
For every 100 kilograms of expected leather 1 to 2 kilo15 minutes.
grams of syntan are used. The bleached goods are rinsed in the
same bath by adding more water.
They are then beamed on the
The
beamed
skins
are
ready
for myrobing.
flesh side.
The myrobalan bath is given in one installment
for a total period
On the whole, 360 grams of good quality myrobalan
of two dars.
per kilogram of expected leather are taken. and the crushed myrobalan nuts are Soaked in hot water (550 to 600 C.) at least 18 hours
before t,hey are used. The dvernight
soaked myrobalan
nuts are
Sufficient ‘cold water is added to extract more tannin
then trampled.
from them and also to bring the liquor to a proper dilution (300 to
400 Bkr.), so as to get, a yellow color on the ‘flesh side of the skin after
it has beeu dipped in the bath.
The skins are dipped one by one in
this bath and piled in another empty tub nearby.
When all the
skins are piled and well pressed, the liquor is poured over them.
Care is taken to avoid any formation of air bubbles.
The skins are
kept in this second tub for a short time.
They are then removed
one by one, piled in a third tub and well pressed.
The liquor is
a,gain poured, and the goods are left in it overnight.
Next day,
another handling is given in the same way.
On. the third day, the
skins are rinsed in the same bath bv adding more water; they are
beamed on the flesh $ide and piled for oiling.
The fina. working
over the beam is done carefully to obtain the best, pattern and the
correct, moisture content.
The beamed skins are then piled on an oiling t.able, while keeping
a good quality
the grain up. Each skin is then oiled by sprinkling
of oil - as a rule. this is gingelly oil or grbund nut oil - and, if.
necessary, a little amount of water.
The oil is then evenly applied
on the grain of the skins.
The oiled skins are kept in another pile.
They are again rubbed three or four times, and hooked in a cool
When the skins are in a sammed condition, they are condiplace.
tioned and piled in a wooden tub and covered with a gunny or palm
leaf. They are left overnight to equalize moisture.
They are then
set twice on a glass or marble table and allowed to dry in a dark
cool place. The dried skins are weighed to ca,lculate their yield,
and they are piled for a day or two.
As a rule, they are staked and fluffed on the flesh side: t,hey are
trimmed and graded in the usual manner.
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Their physical characteristics
like general appearance, color, feel,
fullness, crackiness and tear strength are comparable with t.he traditional E. I. tanned skins, while t,he yield is 40 percent on the fleshed
weight. 2

calfskim
i’alfskins. a.lthough they are thin. are not easily tanned as those
of sheep or goa.ts. Wherever vats are available for the tanning
of sides. t,hey should a.lso be used for calfskins.
Here follows a
Grnple method for rural ta.nneries which handle calfskins from animals
under six t,o eight months.
linmerse or. better still, suspend the skins in an old liquor of
approxima~tely 30 Bkr. a.nd ” handle *’ as frequently
as, pdssil$e.
Ha,ndling means t.aking the skiers. out ‘and ca,refully st,retching,
pulling and kneading t(hem. In this way. the moisture is squeezed
out. and t,he calfskm will the more easily absorb further tanning
liquor.
The skins should be. stirred often by hand or with a
wqoden paddle. so that they do not t,ouch each ot*her for long
periods: ot’herwise the points of cont.act will be discolored.
The
skins should renmin ill the first, liquor for bne or two. days.

1.

Transfer the skins to a stronger liquor. or increase the existing
for three
liquor to a strengt,h of 60 Bkr.. and handle ‘frequently
days.

9
a.

Strengthen the liquor. or transfer
and leave for four days.

3.

to the next, liquor

of 90 Bkr.,

4. The last, tan liquor should have 1,*POBkr., and the skins are left
for five to eight days in this liquor until t,hey are colored right
For thicker skins from older animals, an even stronger
through.
liquor will often be rehuired, unless the*time for tanning is lengthened by one to two days in each v-at: The ” kneading .* operathe result,
tion. however, must. be done with care: otherwise
may be a distortion
of the grai!l and .’ loose grain. ”
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IX.

After
treatment
principles

FAT LIQUORING,

OILING AND STUFFING

the hides or skins have been t.amed. they require further
to improve
their qualit)- and appearance.
The basic
of this treat.nent
aim at:

(4

removing
the grain

(b)

adding
proof:

(4

softening

b-0

improving

excess uncombined
and flesh surfaces;

t,amins

-

ill

lmrticular,

f&s and oils to make the goods more pliable
or hardening
thr

the goods

appearance

as required;

b:- applying

from

and water-

and

a finish.

Excess tans and non tans. however. are uot removed from sole
leather, apart from the flesh and grain surfaces. because this would
mean a reduction in weight and solidity.
These operations
differ according to the type of leather and its
future use. In this chapter, therefore, the t.reatments of light? heavy
and s!:le leathers will be considered separately, .
Thy treatment, of sole leather-is described first because it is very
simple and because it offers a basic method for the treatment
of
other types of leather.

Sole leather
After the bends are removed
careful t,reat rnent .

from the vats. they require

a further

PILING
in order to absorb and fix any uncombined tannins and to lose
excess moisture, the bends are piled one on top of the other and
completely
covered with tarpaulins
or wet sacks. They should be
left for a minimum of 48 hours.

SCOURING
When tannins which contain pyrogallol are used, such as myrobalans and chestnut, a certain amount of “ bloom ” is deposited
inside the leather and on the grain.
The bloom and the surface
tannins should be removed by “ scouring. ” This the rural tanner
can do by using a sloping table which inclines away from him. The
bloom is removed with a stone or slate slicker and well washed off
with water.
This process should also be adopted for catecbol-tanned
leather - wattle-tanned
leather - but washing both surfaces ,with
water should be sufficient.
Without
adequate scouring the dried
leather will be “ off color ” and cracky.

To prevent’ cracking and to make the leather more waterproof.
The best are cod and sulphonated
oils.
the bends are then oiled.
Another important reason for oiling sole leather is that the oil prevents
oxidation
of the surface tannins, thereby greatly improving
and
The tensile strength
preserving the color of the leather when it, is dry.
is also increased.

The rapid drying of leather by exposure to the sun or to very
; hot air is injurious;
for it causes shrinkage? hardening,
cracks and
discoloration.
The speed of drying depends on the moisture content, temperature,
humidity
and circulation
of air. To be independent of these factors,
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large tanneries use a dark, properly ventilated
and heated &yillg
room, where the leather is dried under ideal, conditions,
Even the
rural tanner will need a dark, properly enclo>;ed space where he can
dry his leather away from the sun, rain and excessive wind.
After oiling, the bends are transferred
to this drying shed and
hung on hooks or on two pieces of string.

,sETTING OR STRIKING OUT
When the leather is half dry, it is taken from the drying shed.
Dry grain patches are wetted back and the leather is piled to “ samm ”
overnight
(see page 125). Next day the .leather is worked on a
table with a brass or glass slicker (Figure 49). If the leather is too
wet, the grain will not stay ” set.”
If parts of the bend have dried out during “ samming,”
they
should be remoistened,
so that the whole piece is damp and soft.
The work should start on the flesh side, so that the surface is
smooth, the leather set out and as much moist;lre as possible removed,
A “ bottom finish ” is now applied to the flesh side by means of a
hard brush and then smoothed by hand.
The bend is then turned
over and the grain side treated with a coat of linseed or any other *
it is hung again in the drying shed.
suitable oil. Afterwards

ROLLING
During drying the bends should be continuously
examined and
This
only taken down with a little moisture when the “ color is up.”
minimum
moisture is very important;
for it allows a binding and
firming action when the bends are rolled under pressure.
Before
rolling, the bends are normally
piled overnight
to “ samm,” but
the dry edges are first wetted to even out the moisture.
Placing
heavy weights on top of the pile has obvious advantages.
In a large tannery leather is rolled by a special power-driven
Here a brass or stainless steel roller moves under pressure
machine.
The bend is put in between the surface and
over a smooth surface.
the roller which, by moving backwards and forwards, rolls the bend
llat (Figure 56).
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A stone, tennis-court
roller can be used under rural conditioils,
provided it has a very smooth surface.
As a rule, however, this
does not give sufficient pressure.
A more satisfactory way of improving the quality of the leather is to use a section of the trunk of a
hardwood tree, 30 to 15 centimeters
in diameter, as a block. On
this ‘block the leather is laid flat and beaten evenly with a heavy
wooden mallet (Figure 37).

FINAL

DRYING

Final drying now takes place in a more open, but shaded, position,
or uear a stove, where less harm can be done.
If additional
firmness and -* finish ” (polish) are desired, the
bends could be rolled again and then finally dried.
Two rollings
are termed .* rolling on ” and ” rolling off.”
“ Rolling on ‘.’ is done
with more moisture in the leather than is “ rolling off.”

Heavy upper and dressing leather

Once the treatment of sole leather is mastered,
heavy leather should present no difficulty.

the work on other

YILING
The period of piling may be reduced and should not exceed 24 hours,
for the leather is normally thinner than sole leather.

SHAVING AND SPLITTING
A reduction of t,he leather to an even and predetermined
thickness
is obtained by hand shaving.
As a rule, this follows tanning, and
it, should be done before any other process. The beam which is
used has a flat working surface, and this is inclined at an angle of
about 10 degrees off the vertical.
The wet *’ sammed ” leather is
placed over the beam and held by the pressure of the operator’s
119

abdomen.
The shaving knife is double-edged, and it has two handles;
one horizontal,
and one vertical.
The vertical handle moves along
the edge of the beam, and thus it gives the operator, a guide and
support.
The blades with turned edges must be extremily
sharp
before the shaving begins.
This very delicate operaCon requires skill
Those who are lmaccustomed
to the work may harm
and patience.
the goods rather than improve them.
Figure 58 shows a modern
shaving machine, as used in large +anneries.
An inexperienced
tanner is advised, therefore, not, to attempt
to shave leather, but to leave the sides unshaved.
The shoemaker
and the leather craftsman will then be able to select those parts of
the sides which are best suited to their particular
requirements.
When a hide is hand-shaved,
the small pieces of leather shaved
05 are normally useless to the rural tanners.
There are, however,
machines which prevent this waste by splitting
the bide into two
or more even layers and by leaving the grain portion with an even
and predetermined
substance.
The other layers are called “ splits ”
and, a~ they have less value, they are used for cheap upper leather,
linings or similar purposes.

SCOURING
The next operation
is to wash out, all superfluous tan.
It is
essential that no excess tan is present when leather is subsequent13
to the
fed with grease; otherwise a “ dead ” feel will be imparted
At this stage it is necessary to “ clean ” the grain
finished leather.
with a brush and with a weak and warm solution of oxalic acid.
Ample scouring with water completes the operation.

STUFFING
Sole leather which has to be firm requires little oiling. Only one 01
two applications
to the grain side are, therefore, necessary.
Leather
for belting harness, upholstery
or uppers, however, must be pliable
and soft, and a much heavier application of oil is required.
The more
pliable the leather has to be, the more fat should be incorporated.
To one third soap. shredded very finely,
Here is a simple recipe.
add a sufficient coverage of water; heat until t,he soap is dissolved,
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add one third tallow and stir continuously
until t,he mixture
is
homogeneous; to this add one third of any available vegetable oil:
take from the fire and continue stirring unt.il there is a uniform
mass which resembles soft butter.
The complet’ed mixture should he
only applied to the flesh side.
When the stuffing is finished, the side is taken off t,he table, which
is then thoroughly
cleaned.
The grain side of the hide is cleaued
- in particular,
around the edges - set out with .a bra,ss or glass
slicker and oiled.
The last results are obtained with fish oils, but
sesame, groundnut, cotton seed or any other vegetable oil can be used,
Where a very pliable leather is required, stuffing can be repeated
after the leather has been hung up for several days to dry.
The
goods must be brushed with warm water.
After they have beeu
evenly wetted and wiped, the stuffing is applied once more.

DRYINQ
After

stufing,

the leather

is carefully

hung in t,he shed to dry.

REMOVALOF EXCESS FAT
Whelk the leather is completely
dry, a considerable amount of
fat will still be left on the surface.
To further the absorption
of
fat, the leather pieces should be placed, flesh side to flesh side, flat
on the floor and covered for 10 to 14 days. After this period of
Ccageing, ” the leather is taken out and again spread on the table:
and the operator works with a slicker to scrape off any excess fat.
This fat should not be rejected, for it can be used with the next bath
It is now, however, different, in its composition,
of stuffing material.
for it has lost its low melting constituents.
”
SOFTENING OR BOARDING
Pf the leather is still hard, it ‘may be softened or boarded, not
by passing over a staking slicker, as is done wit,h light leather, but
by working over with a tool called an “arm board, -’ or a “graining
board, ” shown in Figures 59, 60 and 61.
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PILING
When t*he skins are taken from the tall liquor, the!- are piled 011
or sacks and left orerl$ht
to drain.

a flat table and covered with a tarlmulin
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,411~ uncombined
tannin must be completely removed; otherwise
the skins will be hard and dark.
Washing for a few minutes under
running water, or at’ least in a vat with warm water, is strongly
recommended.

FAT LIQITORIFG
There is a marked difference in the amount of fat required for
Sheepskins contain
more natural
fat
sheepskins and goatskins.
and may need as litt.le as 2 percent, while goatskins may require
double the amount.
Goatskins are an except,ion, and they may be
finished like heavy leather by applying a stuffing material to the
flesh side prepared from one third soap, one third tallow and oue
third vegetable oil.
The following method used by the Hausa tanners in Nigeria is
recommended;
for, although
it is primitive, .it gives good results.
A few skins at a time are put into a wooden mortar together
The skins are gently pounded
with groundnut oil and a#little water.
with a wooden pestle: and, from time to time, they are lifted clear
After fat liquoring
the
of the oil, returned
and pounded again.
skins are piled, flesh to flesh, and left overnight, or, preferably, for
24 hours.

DRYING
Drying should take place in a semidark and well ventilated shed.
After the skins are completely dry, they should be left iu the shade
for two or three weeks to “ age.”

STAKING
Staking is
by working it
which is fixed
stake (Figures

the name given to the process of softening light leather
This is a piece of rounded blade
over a kind of slicker.
vertically
on the top of a wooden post and called a
62 and 63). The process requires great skill and care.
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The operat,or must feel those parts which are thiu and require more
gent,le treatment
if t,earing is t,o be prevented.
The operator puts the leather. flesh side down, on the edge of
the blade, which is then worked backwards and forwards with t,he
required downwa.rd pressure (Figure 64).
Leather for staking should be slightly damp.
With practice t,he
operator will be able to judge the correct, condition.
Dried out
leather may easily bear during this operation.
It is advisable. however, not t$o soak the leather ill water. bnt
to CCcondition -* it by covering it with da.mp sawdust overnight.
This resuhs ill an evel? moisture content’ (Figure 65), and the process
is called -. samming.”
During staking the skins are slightly stretched.
For alum tanued
goods, however, fuller stretching is essential to accentuate the whiteness and to bring out t*he quality of the alum tauned leather.
After
staking the skins are returned to the shed for fiuul drying.
Large
tanneries use st,aking machines (Figure 66).

FlNISHING
After being ueatly trimmed, the goods are ready
and t*he methods are described in C’hapter X.

Further details on fat liquoring

for finishing,

and stuffing

Although
fat liquoring
and stuffing have been already briefly
discussed, some additional
information
is now given on these
operations, which are delicate and difficult.
Xost of the natural fat present in the derma, it has beeu already
stated, is removed by liming and bating.
This loss of fat causes
the leather, after tanning, to be hard and stiff and to have a tendency
If the tauned fibers are lubricated
by oil or fat, they flex
20 crack.
easily and the leather is more pliable.
Artificial
lubrication
with fat or oils is called fat liquoring
foi
light leather such as from sheep-, goat- or calfskins, oiling for heavy
sale leather and stuffing for belting and harness.
The purpose of replacing the natural fats by fat liquoring,
oiling
136
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and stuffing is to prevent oxidation and so to avoid discoloration
of
veget,able tanned leather: tu protect the grain against overdrying
and cracking: to increase the water resistance: to ensure suppleness
and softness; and to increase the elasticity
- that is, the stretchability - of the leathers.
For fat liquoring and stufhng, many different oils can be used for example. vegetable oils, such as groundnut.
castor, sesame and
cot.tonseed; animal oils, such as t&low, mutton fat, neats-foot oil;
and marine oils, such as shark, cod and seal.
Oil used alone can only penetrate
the leather with difficulty
It is customary,
therefore, to use the oil as an emulsion, which is
a mixture of oil suspended in the form of tiny droplets in another
liquid, still in its insoluble state.
Milk is a typical example of an
emulsion; for the fat is suspended in the form of small insoluble
particles.
An emulsion of oil in water can be made with the help
of emulsifying
agents, such as soap or egg yolk.
Thus the
Agitation
helps to form a more constant emulsion.
fat should always be run slowly into the soap solution. which is constantly stirred.
The correct amount of oil, together with the right emulsifying
agent, determines the quality of the fat, liquor.
The aim is to make
a fat liquor which remains as an emulsion for a long time.
If the
emulsion is badly prepared and insufficiently
e::. t1 :..“1?d. it will separate
again into its original components.
The oils most commonly used in large tanueru
today are commercially available, and they are called sulphonated
oils. These are
oils which have been treated with sulphuric acid and have become
water-miscible.
It is not intended in this chapter to give t.he formulae for all
types, of fat liquor which are used for the different types of leather,
but every attempt should be made to use locally produced oils and
Nowadays, however. modern industry
to try them out as fat liquors.
manufactures
all kinds of fat liquors, stuf&rg materials and special
For large tanneries the use of these products
oils for the tanner.
is well worth the expense.
As a rule, a fat liquor is prepared in the following way.
First,
This is hea.ted until it is comsoap is shredded into a little water.
pletely dissolved, and then oil is stirred into t,he mass. When egg
yolk is used instead of soap, the temperature
should never exceed
128

nd the emulsion will not.
380 C.: otherwise the yolk will coagulate,
form.
The amount of fat liquor required is about 2 to 3 percent, calculated
on the wet! weight of the leather.
The process of fat liquoring can
take place either in a drum - in a float of warm water (400 C.), which
is, as a rult?, 300 percent of water on the weight of the skins - or in
a wTooden mortar, in which the leather is gently baaten with a pestle
(Figure 67). If fat liquoring is done in a vessel, the leather is stirred
either by hand or with a wooden stick until it has taken up most.
of the fat.
The average fat requirements
of vegetable tanned leathers vary
from 10 t’o 20 percent.
For chrome leather they vary from 3 to
6 percent, but t,his depends entirely upon the type of leather which
At first the fats are taken up only superficially
by the
is needed.
leathers. and they are taken up more from the flesh than from the
grain side. During further drying, however, the fatty substance is
gradually
absorbed and evenly spread throughout
the leather.
When only a few skins are fat liquored, fair results can be achieved
by rubbing in the fat on both sides and then by piling up the skins
and by covering them with wet sacks, or a tarpaulin,
for at least
24 hours.
This method can be used advantageously
instead of
drumming
or trampling
in vats.
The following rules must be observed when preparing and using
a fat liquor: soft or rain water is used; the leather is thoroughly washed
in warm running water for 10 to 15 minutes before the fat liquor
is added; after the leather has been taken out of the fat liquor, it
is piled and covered with a wet sack for 24 hours before it is dried.
Fat liquoring is difficult; and even the experienced tanner may
have occasional failures.
Sometimes it happens that the emulsion
is ” broken ” when the fat liquor comes into contact with the leather,
and the oil settles in droplets on the leather.
This indicates that
the emulsion was not well prepared.
The failure may also be due
to the fact that. different types of leather, according to the kind of
tannin which has been used, vary in their ability to absorb and to
retain fats. The choice of fats is ditbsult, and before using a new
oil or a new emulsifying
agent, it is beat to test the new fat liquor
on a piece of leather or on one skin before proceeding with a large
batch.
Heavy leather requires more oil and fat than does light leather.
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Too much oil is, of course, undesirable, for the leather t,han becomes
Sole leather requires only one
too soft to be used as sole leather.
or two coats of oil. For preference, the coats are mixed with some
sulphanated oil, which is applied on both the flesh and the grain side.
The stuffing mat*erial which is used for heavy leather - that is, for
belts, harness and so on - is called Lidubbin “. As a rule, it is prepared
by melting together one part of cod oil and two parts of tallow.
it is first applied to the grain side. Then the leather
Normally,
is turned over and the same mixfure is applied to the flesh. After
drying, and after laying the goods away for 24 to 4X hours, both
flesh and grain are finished by slicking.
They are polished by brushing, which evens out the grease.
A bLdubbin ” for heavy leather, which is used for harness or belts,
can also be made by warming a mixture of 1 kilogram of tallow,
1 kilogram of linseed oil and half a kilogram of neats-foot oil. Then
250 grams of soap are boiled in 16 liters of water.
When the soap
has been compl+,ely dissolved, the mixture is added to these ingredients.
If the stuffing material is too solid, it does not enter the leather;
if it is too liquid, it runs off quickly.
The leather is stuffed by rubbing
the emulsion into both the grain and flesh sides with a cloth or with
a wool sheepskin pad. The addition of sulphonated castor dil, or
fish oil, improves the quality of the leather (Figure 68).
In large tanneries stuffing is done in a “ hot drum.”
This is
a slowly revolving and heated drum.
It has a hollow axle, through
which hot fats - as a rule, a mixture of stearine, tallow and marine
oils - are fed into the drum which contains the leather.
The heat
and the rubbing together produced by the revolutions
of the drum
encourage the penetration
of the oils and fats.
The fat liquored or stuffed leather must be dried slow& in the
shade. Generally, as the water evaporates, the fat is absorbed by
the leather.
Rapid drying in a bright light causes the fat to run
off, or else it penetrates the leather only superficially.

X.

LEATHER

FINISHING

MATERIALS

Many finishing materials are on the market, but the rural tanner
is advised to use only those which he can obtain locally and prepare
himself, such as milk, casein, blood, blood albumen, gelatine, glue
and beeswax.
In this chapter finishing materials are reviewed.
For the sake
of simplicity
they are divided into six main groups:
!Proteins;
Waxes;
Gums and mucilages;
Resins;
Pigments; and
Miscellaneous, such as sulphonated oils, soaps,
metal salts, plasticizers and solvents.
The first four groups are the most important

for the rural

tanner.

Proteins producing a gloss after glazing
MILK
Milk has been a leather finishing material since ancient times
Half a liter of whole milk mixed with the same quantity
in Egypt.
Very good results are
of water makes a cheap and durable finish.
obtained by beating the white of one egg into the milk to increase the
protein content.
For dark colored leather a good finish can be made by mixing
0.4 liter of milk with 0.3 liter of fresh, defibrinated
ox blood and
2.3 liters of water.
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CASEL’J
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In large t,anneries. casein. one of the constituents of milk, is used
instead of milk itself.
A simple method of making casein is to leave
the skimmed milk in a warm place to sour. To hasten fermentaticn.
After
a “ st,arter ‘* - that. is, a little old sour milk - can be added.
the milk has curdled, it, is heated to 380-480 C. to separate the whey.
The whey is strained off through a sieve or a porous cloth, and this
leaves the curd - t,he casein - which is washed in two or three chanaes of rain water - that is. soft water.
The washed casein is placed
El a triangular
cloth bag. and as much water as possible is pressed
out,. Finally. t.he wet casein is broken up and spread evenly over
a mosquito gauze and exposed t40 the sun for drying.
It is turned
repeatedly unt,il it is completely dry.
A stock of dried casein can
be stored in tightly closed jars, and it. will keep indefinitely.
C’asein is only slightly wat’er soluble, but it is easily dissolved
in t’he presence of borax,
A typical finish can be made from 2 kilograms of casein. i kilograms of water and 1 kilogram of borax.
The casein must, soak for about half a day in cold water.
The borax
is then dissolved in a little water and added.
The whole is heated
to aboub ‘1-P C. for 1.~ minutes. unt,il a transparent solution is obtained.
This stock solution is made up with water as required at the rate
of one part, of st’ock solution to ten parts of water.
Ammonia can be used instead of borax.
In that case, 1 kilogram
of casein is soaked in 10 kilograms of water for several hours, and
then 0.25 kilogram of ammonia and 10 lit.ers of water are added.

Another good finishing material is glue or gelatine, which is applied
on the grtlin &de as well as on the flesh side. Glue mixed with starch
or whiting is often applied on the flesh side of sole lea%her to improve
the appearance, while a solut,ion of gelatine in water gives a very
good finish on the grain side. Gelatine should be prepared in the
following yay :
I.

Collect all fleshing, trimmings and any limed and unhaired
or skins which have been rejected.

1.

Wash in several chauges of soft water
lime are removed.
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until

hides

all t.races of visible

3.

Put in a bran; drench overnight.. or wash ill boric acid solution.
Squeeze out by hand as much water as possible.

4.

Put in a pot without adding water and place on the edge of a
stove, so that the mass will be heated but not brought to the boil.

5.

After four hours some ” soup ” will be seen, and it, should be
poured off. Thi s is the best and the strongest gelatine bearing
liquor, and it can be applied immediately.

A further supply of gelatine soup can be obtained by heat,ing
This second cooking gives
for four hours at the same temperature.
good quality gelatine, but repeated cooking yields only glue. To
the second. third and fourth cooking a small amount of water must
be added to avoid burning the bottom layer of stock.
Fleshings
and trimmings,
however, produce a far greater yield of gelatine if
they receive prolonged
liming
beforehand.
It is not practical to prepare the dried glue or gelatine at home,
Fresh glue and gelatine
and thus the process of drying is omitted.
should always be used. Where a formula requires the solid material,
approximately
ten times as much of the liquid is required.
A gelatine finish is prepared from dry gelatine in this way: one
part of gelatine is put into a jar, covered with eight parts of water
and left for several hours until it absorbs most, of the water and
swells.
This gelatine is put into water in a pan and warmed, but
transparent
solution is obtained.
not boiled, until a completely
-4nother good flesh side finish for sole leather may be made from
1 kilogram of glue, 1 kilogram of flour, 120 grams of soap and 240 grams
of sugar of lead (lead acetate) dissolved in 20 liters of water.
If liquid gluf is employed,
10 kilograms of glue soup are used
to replace t.he 1 kilogram of dry glue.

BLOOD
Blood may be used as finishing material in two forms: (a,) black
blood; or (b) blood albumen.
Black blood is used for finishing dark colored leather.
Its preparation is extremely simple: collect in a clean, dry vessel - preferably
a glass jar - blood from a freshly kilTsd animal, but avoid impurities,
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suc:h as stomach contents and hair; beat the blood with a wooden
s-peon or glass rod until a thick clot collects round the rod; this is
fibrin, which should be removed.
Cover the bottom of a shallow
pan with the residue to a depth of about half a centimeter and expose
to the sun; stir from time to time and leave the blood until thick,
black, dried flakes are obtained; keep dry in a closed jar.
Blood albumen is used for light colored leather only, and it is
blood in a cool
made in this way: put the collected defibrinated
place and leave for 24 hours; the next day the blood will have
two layers, one dark brown and the second reddish-yellow,
completely transparent;
pour the transparent
part into a shallow vessel
and dry.
Defibrinated
blood and blood albumen may be used fresh without
drying, but since blood is not, always available, it is useful to have
a stock of both.

Eta

WHITE OR EGG ALBPMEN

The white of fresh eggs, beaten with twice as much water and
strained through mosquito ‘gauze wire, can be applied fresh as a
leather finish.
Fresh eggs, however, are not always available and,
as the whites of eggs may remain when yolks are used for fat liquoring,
it is helpful to know how to prepare egg albumen.
To obtain egg albumen. separate the yolk from the white: to one
part of egg white add two to three parts of water; beat with a fork
until a froth is formed; pass through a mosquito gauze wire to remove
all large particles; put in shallow pans to evaporate at a temperature
not exceeding 400 C. and stir as described under the drying of blood.
If no thermometer
is available, this temperature
is just above blood
heat - that is, a little warmer than lukewarm.
The dried egg albumen looks like whitish scales. To make a
finish, one part of this dried powder is put int,o eight parts of water,
well shaken and put aside. After several hours the albumen will
be completely dissolved.
Do not try to heat or boil blood albumen
or egg albumen; for the heat will coagulate it and make it quite
useless.
All these products decompose rapidly when they are wet.
For
this reason, no more tha.n is needed for one day should be prepared.
13.5

8TOCK SOLUTION
The decomposition
of these protein solutions is caused by bacterial
action which makes them thin, smelly aud useless as finishes.
It
may be delayed by chemical preservatives.
One percent by weight
of beta naphtol will preserve the solutions for a long time.
Even
if preservatives
ar e used, however, finishing material should llot be
prepared in large quantities,
but only in quantities
sufficient for
one week.

APPLICATION
The application
of finishing materials to the leather is a very
simple operation.
Failures should not occur if the finishing material
is fresh, if there is a proper concentratAion, and if t’he following rules
are observed:
The leather must be perfectly dry and flat before the finish is
applied.
The finish should be applied with a sponge, brush or cotton
wool and evenly distributed:
a “ flit ” pump is also an excellent.
means of ap&6ng
finishing materials.
After it has been applied,
the finish must be allowed to dry before the glazing begins.
The
surface on which the glazing is to take place must, be hard and completely smooth.

GLAZINU
In large tanneries, special power-operated
glazing machines are
used. They con&St of a glass cylinder fixed at the end of a wooden
arm, which moves backwards
and forwards.
The glass cy1ind.z is
usually
13 centimeters
long by 5 centimeters
in diameter.
The
operator puts the leather on the bed of the machine and moves it
in such a way that all the parts get the same gloss. Glazing not
only adds gloss but increases the water-resistant
properties; for the
heat created-by
the friction of the glass over the leather coagulates
the protein present in the finish (Figure 69).
The small tanner can obtain good results by using as a glazing
cylinder a jar or bot&tle, provided it. is round and free from inscrip-

tions, uatteriis or irregularities.
firmly in the hands, and moved
leather (Figure 70). Care must
in the hands; for sweat would wet
developing.
A heavy plat,e glass
stitute.

The bottle or jar should be held
backwards and forwards over the
be taken, however, not to turn it
the glass and thus prevent the gloss
slicker would also be a good sub-

Waxes producing a glws after brushing
&Many waxes are used in fiuishing operations
- for example,
mou t,ana, carnauba and beeswax.
The use of beeswax only will be described here, because it is
A simple beeswax finish may be made
easily obtained a.nd cheap.
and
as follows: one part wax, five parts soap, six parts turpentine
six part’s water.
The soap is first dissolved iu boiling water, and the wax is heated
in turpentine
until it is completely
melted.
The two liquids are
then put together and mixed until a uniform mass is formed.
A wax emulsion may be prepared from 1 kilogram of soap and
These are boiled, with continual stirring, in
0.5 kilogram of borax.
the least possible amount of water until the soap has completely
To this, 3 kilograms
of hot melted beeswax are added,,
melted.
Then hot water is added, half a liter
and the mixture is stirred.
or so at a time, until the whole mass has absorbed some 20 liters
of water.
Waxed leather cannot be glazed, for glazing raises the temperature
above the melting point of wax, but a gloss can be produced bv
brushing.

Gums and mucilages
Of all the gums, perhaps, gum arabic is the most used for leather
fiuishes.
Even so, its popularity
is limited, for the dried film it
produces on the leather surface lacks the flexibility which is normally
desired.
This gum exudes from the stems and branches of the acacia
trees (Acacia senegal). It is known as haahab gum in the Sudan;
and from this source most of the tannery requirements
are met.
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The hard yellow- t.ranslucent
“ tears ‘* are soluble in water. but
solutions putref)
easily.
The “ tears..’ however, can be stored for
long periods.

IRISH JIOSS OR GARRAGHEEK
This is the dried seaweed found along the coasts of Ireland and
New England, which can be made into a solution by first washing
in cold water to remove the salt and then boiling for about, two hours.
The solution will set to a jelly, if it contains more than 10 grams
per liter.
Some other kinds of seaweeds are also suit.able. such as
Iceland moss and agar-agar.

LINSEED NUCILAGE
This material can be prepared by extracting
ripe flaxseed in
about 40 times its weight of boiling water for approximately
two
hours ,and by straining while it is hot. The mucilage is contained
only iu the shell of the seed, and, to avoid extracting the oil as well,
This mucilage is often added to
the operation must not be prolonged.
other finishes to reduce the brittleness which is experienced with gums.

Shellac or lac is the only true resin tmiversally used for leather
It is found as a thick crust on small branches of’ several
finishes.
species of Indian trees, and it is actually a secretion of the lac insect
(Coccu.9Zacca).
It, is collected and macerated with water to extract a. brilliant
red dye, which is called lac dye. It is afterwards refined by melting
and by straining and it is allowed t,o cool and harden either in moulds
or in thin flakes.
Shellac is soluble in alcohol (methyiated
spirit) or mild alkaline
When it is used as a leather
solutions, such as ammonia or borax.
finish it imparts resistance to washing and wetting.
It might well
be used to finish dyed leather which is not fast to wet rubbing and
perspiration,
such as leather for pouffes.
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Pigments
By the addition
These finishing materials are virtually
colorless.
of certain pigments, such as carbon black. white lead or zinc oxide,
the finish can be converted into a kind of paint, which is called a
pigment finish.
For such a finish skill is needed as well as special
equipment
during the preparation,
grinding and mixing.
It is not
advisable for the beginner to attempt it. Later, after having acquired
the art of simple finishing, he can try to blend pigment finishes.
In these finishes, the wax emulsion and the casein solution are
used either together or separately.
A typical formula, when wax
and casein are used, is: five parts casein solution, twelve parts wax
emulsion, one part sulphonated
oil and six parts pigment - for
exa.mple, zinc oxide or carbon black.
The pigment finish is applied with a pad or a brush. Circular
and even strokes are used, so that the thickness of the finish is uniform.
When a pigment finish is completely
dry, it should be glazed.
If a high luster is required, the surface can be treated with a protein
- for example, blood albumen or milk - and then glazed again.

To enumerate all the materials which are at the disposal of the
more advanced danner is beyond the scope of this paper.
A few
words may be useful, however, on the advantages of sulphonated
oils as a dispersing agent for pigments; on sodium and potassium
soaps as emulsifying agents for watxes; on glycerine for keeping rather
hard brittle finishes more pliable, as well as on plasticizers, such as
castor oil, for use in lacquers; and on linseed oil, which is another
excellent plasticizer used in the finish for patent leather.
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ALUMTANMNG

..
Where white leat.her is required, alum tanning should be employed.
Although this is not en&$resistant to moisture, the process of
alum tanning is widely used where soft, white and pliable leather is
The use of alum is known from
to be made by simple methods.
in Europe by
very ancient times; it may have been introduced
the Arabs who, for cent*uries, had employed
it as a tanning
material.
Alum tanning is suitable for both unhaired skins and fur skins It may also be used for reptile
for example, rabbit, buck or leopard.
skins, such as lizards or snake.
The skin must be perfectly
soaked in cold water
with a
little
salt to retard
bacterial
action,
and great care must be
taken to remove all the hypodermis
- especially of fur skins for flesh and adipose tissues prevent
the penetration
of the
alum salt.
For goods tanned without
hair, scudding after depilation
must
also be perfect; for any remaining hair or follicles will show on the
finished white leather.
alum can
There are three methods of using alum for tanning:
be applied in the form of a solution; in thin paste; or in thick
paSte.
whatever
method of treating, the skins is used, it is important,
first of all, to examine their condition of acidity or alkalinity.
If
they contain lime or alkali. this will make the alum very astringent.,
and it will give a hard. firm and tinny leather. ’ If, on the other
hand, they are too acid, the tannage will be poorly fixed and the
The right condition
is about pH 5.0,
leather will be very thin.
which is obtained by drenching free from lime; it is a very slightly
acid condition.
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Alum solution
This is made by dissolving 10 kilograms of potash alum and 3 kiloThe skins are soaked in this solugrams of salt in 100 liters of water.
tion for some three days, and there is occasional stirring.
After this,
they are t,aken out, dried completely,
kept, for about three weeks
to mature and then placed in moist sawdust before they are staked.
Alum in solution produces a leather which is not very soft,. To
obt(ain soft.er leather, drumming or churning in R t.hin paste is recommended.

Thin alum paste
Dissolve 3.5 kilograms of potash alum and 1 kilogram of common
salt in enough water to make a thin paste. A little soda is added
Then approximately
1 kilogram
until a slight cloudiness appears.
Add 110 liters of
of egg yolk and 2 kilograms of flour are added.
water and mix thoroughly.
The skins are placed in a drum or churn with this paste p,nd
revolved for approximately
four hours. Afterwards, some more paste
This amount, of paste is sufficient, to tan 45 kilograms of
is added.
of paste is added, some oil,
wet goods. When the second quantity
such as groundnut
oil, should also be added.
The tanning takes a
whole day. The skins should then be left overnight and taken out
on the following day.

Thick alum paste
When a drum is not available and the amount of skins to be
tanned is not large, a satisfactory
alternative
method is to use a
thick alum paste which is made in this way: dissolve 1.5 kilograms
of potash alum and 0.5 kilogram of common salt in a little water,
Add water to this
and add 1.2 egg yolks and 2.5 kilograms of flour.
mixture to bring the texture to that of thin porridge.
The paste is applied by laying the skins flat on a table and by
rubbing the paste evenly into the flesh, while leaving a layer of about
half a centimeter on the surface.
To retard drying out, the skins
are folded inwards.
They are rolled and then piled in a cool dark
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place, where they are covered with wet gunny and weighed down
with a stone. After about five days, the damp or dried paste is
shaken off. This process may need to be repeated. according to the
When a reapplication
is necessary. the skins
thickness of the skins.
are resoaked in water until they are soft. The paste is applied in
the same way as before.
There are many recipes for making alum pa&e.
Most tanners
have their own which the?; find suued to different kinds of leather.
Here is a popular recipe.
Dissolve 1.1 kilograms of potash alum and 0.5 ki1ogra.m of common
Mix separately
1.X kilograms of flour, 0.5
salt in a little water.
kilogram of French chalk or kaolin with 0.7 kilogram of egg yolk and
58 grams of olive oil: and add 5.7 liters of water.
Too much salt always produces moist leather, while soft5ness,
fulhless and velvety texture can be achieved by adding egg yolk.
The finishing of alum tanned leather requirtis skill and patience.
It cannot be hurried; for the leather should “ age ” for some three
weeks before finishing.
Before staking, it is wise to put, the leathei
in moist sawdust overnight;
for this simplifies the operation.
The
wood from which the sawdust is derived, however, must be white
and free from tannins.
Finishing with pumice stone or sandpaper
gives a velvet, texture.
Should there be fat stains, these can be
removed by dusting the area with French. chalk, rubbing with bran.
or dabbing with petrol on a clean rag or cottonwool.
Alum tanned leather, as has already been ment,ioned. is not
wat.erresistant.
It is thus unsuitable for shoes.

XII.

OIL TANNING

Oil tanning is one of the oldest forms of tanning.
Our a.ncestors
used stones to rub fatty substances, such as brains, bone marrow,
ghee, butter or milk, into hides and skins to obtain a material which
resembled leather.
The process was simple.
The hides or skins
were treated with cattle dung, or they were merely bundled and
left until a superficial
putrefaction
had started.
After t.he hair
had been loosened, it was removed by rubbing with a sharp instrument . Brain or marrow was then applied to the flesh side and the
skins were covered, so that little air could find access. After a week,
they were spread out, stretched, puiled and kneaded to soften them.
The flesh side was then cleaned of meat with a sharp instrument
a.nd rubbed smooth with lime or pumice stone.
Today the process of oil tanning is basically similar, and it still
involves kneading, stretching and trampling.
Oil tanning is, therefore,
a combination
of chemical and mechanical
processes.
Correctly
prepared oil tanned leather is durable and washable, and it is considered very healthy to wear.
Oil tanned leather with the proper
characteristics
can be obtained only by using marine oils, such as
cod, whale, shark or seal; of non-marine
oils, rape oil is claimed to
be the best.

Making r&us
A typical example of rough oil tanning is the preparation
of
leather ropes called reims, which are used for ox harness in South
Africa.
Apart from harness, they may be used to secure animals
or a.s springs for beds, seats and for many other purposes.
Reims are made by a combination
of mechanica!
treatment
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Although
(twisting) and chemical treatment (rubbing in oils or fat).
the making of reims is not’ regarded as true tanning, it. is described
here because it is useful for rural tanners, who can sell their produce
to farmers.
Hides from suitable animals should be carefull)- selected - in
particular,
hide? from young oxen or steers. It is possible to make
reims with t’he hair on, but. some prefer to remove the hair by ow
of various depilating
met hods.
As full liming is not necessary, t,he hides should only be kept
in lime until the hair can be scraped off easily.
Alternat,ive met,hods
of unhairing
are immersing the hide in water with wood ashes. 01
leaving the hide in bran for a few days: either method looseus the
follicles. and t,hen the hair can be scraped off easily.
The unhaired hide is now cut into 2.5 t.o 3.5 centimeter
wide
strips.
If very long reims are needed, they can be made by cutting
around the hide from outside t,owards the center.
In t$his way. one
reim only is made from the whole hide.
The reims are now hung
All
over a branch of a tree, so that the two ends are hanging down.
ox cart wheel, or a heavy stone, or a piece of iron rail is at,tached to
a little, the relms are ready for
each end. After they have-dried
oiling. * Good results are obtained by rubbing in marine oils. Equal
parts of marine oils and animal oils - for instance, cod or whale
with melt,ed t.aIlow or mutton fat can also be recommended.
Penetration
of the oils is made easier by winding and unwinding
fol
This process of twisting bF hand is repeated at least
half an hour.
The next. day the reims can be moistened. and the
three times daily.
twisting
and untwisting
are repeated.
Aft,er four to five days of
this treatment,
t,he oil t#annage should be complet,e.

6‘ Raw hide ” leather
This term is used to describe hides and skins which hare received
The mechanical
a type of fat tanning by working in fatty substances.
action softens t,he hide, while the fat renders it, waterproof and resistaut
to decay.
Even today, the following
primitive
method is used in certain
rural areas: a paste is made which contains seven parts #of flour,
seven parts of beef t,alIow, two parts of mut.ton fat and one part
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of salt.
By adding a little warm water, all the ingredients
are
mixed together until a paste of uniform
consistency
is obtained.
This is ready for use and it is applied on an unhaired
hide
or skin.
In certain parts of the world, raw hides are prepared in the following
way: properly limed, unhaired and fleshed hides are rubbed, when
still wet, with any available oil or fat, or even a combination
of both
- for instance, 1 kilogram of groundnut oil with 1 kilogram of tallow.
They are heated together until a uniform mixture is obtained.
This
is rubbed into the flesh side of the hide, which is then hung over
a wire in a dark. warm room.
Before it is completely
dry. it is
kneaded, worked over alid trampled and then put in water for a
short period.
The wet skins or hides are again oiled and returned
to the dark room to dry.
The process is repeated several times,
acceding to the thickness of the hides. Oils and fats should be
applied only to damp or wet hides: for during the process of evaporation. the fat replaces the water.
The flesh side is then smoothed
by rubbing
with pieces of pumice stone.

Oil tanned leather
This simple method of oil t.anning suitable for rural tanneries
is recommended.
Properly delimed skins are rubbed with one of the marine oils for example, cod, shark, whale or seal. The skins are then put into
a wooden vat and trampled for three hours until they have a soapy,
slippery appearance.
Afterwards
they are taken out, piled one on
top of the other and tightly covered with a tarpaulin.
When the
pile is opened next day, it, will be found that heat has been generated
a.nd t,hat a definite odor has been produced by the skins. They
are again put into the vat, sprinkled
with oil and trampled for
A second dressing of a mixture of 1 kilogram
another three hours.
of cod liver oil and 3 kilograms of soap which is dissolved by heating
in 10 liters of water may also b,! applied.
The skins are now hung to dry in a very small and very warm
dark room.
After they have completely dried out, they are soaked
in warm water, and all the excess oil is squeezed out.
The skins
are st,retched in all directions, kneaded and worked over again until
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they are extremely
soft and pliable.
They are again washed in
warm water and hung in the sun to give them a light color.
After the skins are dry, they are stacked and finished in the usual
manner.

chamois tanning

of sheep&n6

Certain oils have been known and used since prehistoric
times
for their tanning action.
Centuries ago, the skins of the Alpine
chamois, tanned with oil: were in great demand for clothing leathers.
As the true chamois became scarcer, tanners learned to prepare
sheepskins for the leather which is known today as cha~mois; and the
process of oil tanning sheepskins is known as dumoising.
This tanning method produces very supple, stretchable and soft
leather, but it involves much time and labor.
Special care has to
be taken and it is a good practice to use a ball mill or a machine
called “ crank,”
” faller stocks,” or “ kickers.”
Chamois taming
is confined
to sheepskin
fleshes; and the
grams after splitting
are tanned and dyed as skivers for fancy
leathers.
The “ faller stocks *’ machine (Figure 7 1) consists of two vertical
arms, which swing past e~rh other when the machine is running.
Attached to these arms are t,wo cast iron feet, which are made in
the shape of steps and which pound and work the leather.
The
pummeling, or stocking, is occasionally stopped, and then the skins
are spread out to cool. They are oiled again and returned to the
falier stocks.
The skins receive several treatments
with cod liver oil, or with
seal, whale, shark or similar oils. The highest quality of chamois,
however, is obtained with cod liver oil. Between the operations,
the skins are piled up in heaps and covered with canvas. Chemical
reactions develop much heat in the heap and it is necessary to turn
the skins over occasionally
to prevent damage from overheating.
The duration of this tanning process is determined by the properties
which are desired in the leather.
During piling, the color of the skins is gradually
changed into
yellow, and this indicates that tannage has set in. Temperature
inside the pile, however, should never exceed 400 C.
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111 hot weat,her, bhe piling of oil-treat.ed skills is I!ot pra&ced.
Instead. the skins, after treatment
with oil. are immediately
hung
up for drying in a warm humid room, where the tanning action of
the oils proceeds.
When the tamlage 1s judged cotnplet,e.” the leather
should then be d~~utnmed in water at about, 400 to 430 C”.. to which
soda ash has been added.
For example? for one dozen sheepskins,
0.5 kilogram of soda ash is dissolved in water and added to the drums.
By this process the surplus oil is emulsified and removed.
The bulk of uncombined
oil t,hus recovered is sold to tanners as
a fat-liquoring
material under the name of moellon..
At, this stage,
t,he skins are jjudged for their color, and if they are considered to
be too dark, bleaching is done witch a solution of 120 grams of potassium
permanganate
and 20 grams of sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.84)
in 100 liters of water.
This process can be advantageously
carried
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out in a drum.
The color of the skins now beco ;nes brown.
By
a subsequent treatment with sodium bisulphite and one to two percent
hydrochloric
acid (specific gravity
1.1) in 100 liters of water, the
color of the skin gradually changes into white.
The best bleach is
produced by exposure to sunlight.
Bleaching, however. is not essential, unless the skins are to be dyed in pale shades.
An extra amount of cod liver oil is essential.
For a dozen skins,
for example, 4.5 kilograms of oil are required.
Sometimes on 100
parts of finished chamois leather, 100 to 150 parts of oil are consumed.
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XIII.

TANNING OF FUR, WOOL OR HAIR SKINS

From earliest times. animal furs - among them the furs of bear,
fox _ mongoose. mole. monkey. lynx. leopard. rabbit, otter, sable,
squirrel and antelope - have been used for clothing.
Over the
centuries, the art of tanning has been gradually
developed to the
present high st.andard. but its basic principles have only slightly changed. Several methods are used. Some are described in this chapter.
Correct preparation of the fur skins
It is most important that the fur should reach the tannery without
any damage to the hair; for obviously the hair is the most valuable
part.
Fur skins require greater attention
than others; for almost
any damage leads to a loss of hair a.nd to bare patches.
The fla,ying
knife should be curved with. a blunt tip.
Flaying should be started as soon as possible, preferably
while
t,he animal is still warm.
Casing is the best method, for it does
For preference, it is done by hand
the least damage to the fur.
pulling, and the knife is used only to cut subcutaneous
muscles. 1
The greatest care must be taken while flaying around the nostrils,
ears and eyes, for these places are easily damaged.
With many
furs, however, the head is not flayed at all, and the skin is removed
only as far as the neck.
Preservation
The finest results are obtained
completely
fresh and within four
these conditions
are impossible.
1 See Flaying
-1gricultural

and Curing

Development

when t.he furs reach the tannery
hours of flaying; but, as a rule,
The alternative
is to use some
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temporary preservatives, such as immersing the skins in a saturated
salt solution for a few days.
For longer periods. however. wet, salting can be used, and this
washed to
requires skill. 2 First. the skins should be thoroughly
Then. after draining and fleshing, they should
remove any blood.
be spread on a flat table or on the ground, and fresh medium-grain
Afterwards,
the bellies are folded
salt should be rubbed in evenly.
over, so t.hat they touch each other. The skin should then be rolled
- with the hair out - from head to tail and the bundle secured with
a rope. A skin preserved in this manner will remain fresh, according
to the weather, for about ten days. This method is particularly
suitable for hunters who are able to deliver the furs to a tannery
within this period.
When the skins have t,o be kept for a longer period, they must
by either rcsalted or dried.
This is done in the following manner.
The salt which has been left over is shaken off, and all the wrinkles
a,nd infolds are carefully
stretched out.
New fine salt is spread
evenly, and it is gently rubbed over the whole surface.
An even
layer of not more than 0.5 centimeter of salt is left, and the belly
The skins are now rolled from the head
part is closed together.
toward‘s the tail into a round bundle and tied with a string.
Further
preservation
for periods of longer than five to seven
days can be achieved by drying the previously salted skins. The
salt is beaten or shaken off, and the skin is merely dried, flesh side
out, over a wire in t#he shade. The fur must be suspended without
Here again, by leaving
wrinkles; otherwise putrefaction
may occur.
t,he flesh side out, the hairs are protected against t,he bleaching rays
of the sun.
Certain types of fur skins are dried on a skeleton frame by inserting
Drying must be in the shade, and it is
a U-shaped piece of wire.
Drying on a hoop can be carried
a.lways done with the A&h side out.
out easily by bending a green branch to the desired form.
Alternately,
the skins may be dried on a board by nailing them, while allowing
a space of at. lea.st 1 centimeter between the board and the skins.
Fur skins are susceptible to heavy damage by insects, but a
certain degree of protection
can be obtained by the use of dry
pyrethrum
flowers, naphtha1
chillies, finely ground and spread
des and Skins, p. 70.

over both surfaces.
Evenly dusted modern insecticides which contain gammexane or DDT will provide comp1et.e prot.ection for up
to six months.

The aim of tanning is to obtain an attractive
and lustrous fur.
and t,he damage which results in bare patches must be ‘avoided.
The tanning of fur skins is similar to the tanning of other skins, except
that the epidermis, which includes the hair, is not removed: and
liming is not practiced because it leads to the destruction
of the
epidermis.
Soaking, therefore, should be carried out with the utmost care,
and the operation is completed as soon as possible to prevent hair
slip. Only cold water is used. The soaking period for air-dried
fur skins should be longer than that for dry-salted
or wet-salted
skins.
To facilitate the soaking process, 3 to 5 percent salt is added
to the water, which should be changed several times.
Large skins
can be trampled by foot, taken out and worked with a blunt knife
over a beam until the hard meat can be removed.
Small fur skins
can be rubbed by hand until they are completely soft.
For small fur skins, the salt solution is also applied only on the
flesh. side to prevent any possible damage to the hairs.
Wool skins which, such as lamb, contain fat or grease must first
This is followed by washing in
have the fat removed by fleshing.
several changes of warm water; to which washing soda is added.
Apart from this defatting procedure, however, good results are obtained
only when the cured skins are brought back to a condition almost
similar to their condition
immediately
after t,heir flaying before
curing.

Quomttanningoffiuskius
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The preparation
of fur skins which are resistant. to all kinds of
In the past. chrome
influence is best done through chrome tanning.
tanning was made unpopular
through some mistaken idea that it
was difficult to produce soft, and supple fur skins. Chrome tanning,

it was also found, made the bleaching of the hairs difficult.
After
bleaching, it. often happened that the entire lot of chrome furs was
destroyed.
These disadvantages
and difficulties,
however, have all
been overcome.
At the present time: the best quality
fur skin
can be produced by this method, even though an inexperienced
tarmer encounters preliminary
difficulties.
Chrome tanaing, it must be recognized, is an irreversible process.
In contrast to alum tanning, however, chrome tanned fur skins are
full. durable, and resistant to moisture and heat. The properties
of chrome tamred fur skins are also especially advantageous for the
dyeing process. It is now possible to dye all kinds of fur skins by
first treating them with chrome.
As a rule, those chrome tanning materials which are applied for
ordinary leather tanning - that is chrome alum and other commercial
chrome salts - can be used.
Special care, however, is needed to prevent an overtanning
of
chrome tanning method should
the hairs. The so-called two-bath
not be followed, because it produces an undesirable tanning of the
hairs.
The following
chrome tamnng methods are recommended:
(a)

the application
of the chrome
skins only; and

(b)

the immersion

in chrome

liquor

liquor

on the flesh side of the

in a vat or paddle.

The application of chrome liquor on the flesh side is only practiced
The concentration
when the number of skins to be treated is small.
of the chrome liquor is then. 30 to 40 grams of chrome salts (with 25
to 30 percent chromoxide) and 60 to 100 grams of common salt for
each 1 liter of water.
The concentration
of the liquor to be used in a vat or a paddle
should be 4 to 6 grams of chrome salt and 30 to 40 grams of common
salt for each 1 liter of water; and the ratio of skin to liquor is equal
to 1 to 10 or 1 to 20. Paddling should be continuous.
Pickling before chrome tanning is not required, because the fur
skins have not undergone any alkali treatment.
An initial tapming with aluminum
salts, by which process the
skins are brought to a slight acid condition,
is beneficial.
Chrome
salts, which are expensive, can then also be saved.
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Initial alum tanning should always be followed by a reduction
of the moisture cont,ent of the skins; for this facilit.ates the thinuiug
out of the flesh side.
The bleaching of the hairs with hydrogen peroxide cau also be
carried out in a more efficient, way without
damaging
the skius.
This peroxide bleach should be done before t,he chrome t,anning:
otherwise the leather might, be completely
destroyed.
For initial alum tamling a concentration
of 30 grams alum aud
50 grams common salt is used per 1 liter of wat,er.
For chrome retanning,
chrome alum is being used, and about:
15 percent of the shaved initial alum tamled weight is recommended.
For tanneries w&h drum tamling facilities, the following procedure
is recommended :
(a)

to 100 percent
for 15 minutes;

water,

add 5 percent

conm~on

salt and turu

(a)

add 2 percent chrome alum and ‘7.95 percent
on chrome alum weight; turn for an hour;

sodium

carbonate

(c)

add 3 percent chrome alum and 10.6 percent sodium
on chrome alum weight; turn for one hour;

carbouate

(d)

add 5 percent chrome alum and 15.9 percent sodium
on chrome alum weight; turn for one hour:

carbonate’

(e)

add 5 percent chrome alinn and, 15.9 percent sodium
on chrome alum weight; turn for two hours.

carbonate

(In drumming wool skins, the drum should rel-olve slowly -- say,
about twice each minute - and thus avoid any felting of the wool.)
Finally, add p.4 to 0.8 percent sodium carbonate on the initial
tanned weight, dissolve sodium carbonate in 10 to 20 times water,
and turn for a further three hours, or until tanned through.
Tanning time differs.
Light hides or skins are tanned in about
eight hours, while heavy hides take 12 to 24 hours.
On the second day, if a longer tanning Gme is ueeded (l:! to
24 hours), more sodium carbonate is added.
The chrome tanned fur skins should be horsed up o\-eruight for
about 12 hours to ensure a maximum
fixation of the chromium.
Washing removes most
The skins are then washed and neutralized.

a

of the salts and some of the acid preseut in the leather
The removal
of the salts helps to prevent the formatiou of a salt spew later on.
and the removal of free acid mechanically held by the fur and leather
ensures that the neutralizing
agent is uot wast,ed.
Neutralization
of fur skins is carried out in a drum, and the leather
10 to 30 grams
to water ratio should be 1 to 20. For neutralization,
sodium bicarbonate per liter of water are sufficient, and the drumming
Subsequently.
the fur skins are
is for about half to one hour.
thoroughly
washed in running
water for 30 minutes.

Tanning of hair skins with basic aluminium

sulphate

The Central Leather Reseatich Tustitute in Madras recommends
the following process.
Skins which are received in a dry condit,ion are soaked overnight
in a 6 percent solution of commou salt, to which 0.1 percent carbolic
acid, or 1 percent boric acid. on the volume of water is added.
The
skins are left in the soaking bath overnight.
Next day the)- are
rough fleshed, if this is necessary, ami again soaked in a fresh soaking
bath prepared as before.
They are left in the bath overnight until
the skins acquire the desired softness.
They are theu taken out.
and the water is allowed to drip off them.
Next they are pickled with 100 percent wat,er, 10 percent common
salt and 1 percent sulphuric acid: and these percentages are based
on the weight of the soaked skins. They are left in this solution for
one or two days. During this time they are hauled up, well drained
The pH of the pickled pelt is about 3.5 to 3.7.
and put back.
The skins are now piled and tanned in a liquor, which cont,ains
15 percent basic aluminium
sulphate, and this is calculated on t,he
It is
pickled weight. 3 Tanning takes from two to three days.
completed by the addition of soda ash, or hypo, in the quantities
needed to raise the pH of the tanning bath.
The initial pH of the
bath is 3.5 to 3.8, and this is raised to 4.5 towards the end of the
tanning process. The addition of soda, or hypo. makes the tanning
liquor more basic; that is, more powerful for tanning.
To ensure
* For the preparation
on “ Pickling.”

of this

dution.
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see later

section

of this

chaptrl

a complete tanning. the skins are left in this soda bath for allot,1
me or two days.
The completely tanlied skins are washed with water to remove
the adhering tan liquor from them.
The washed skins are horsed
up. or pilhd, for “ samming -* - in order tb remove an excess of
water by a slight drying.
The ” sammed .’ skins are fatliquGred at. a temperature
of 150 C.
lor one hour wit.h a fat liquor of this composition
- sulphouated
neat.s foot oil 1.5 percent: neats foot oil 1.5 percent: cod oil I percent;
castor oil 2 percent and soap flakes 1 percent - or else with any
other suitable fat liquor.
The percentages are on the weight, of the “ sammed .. skins.
The fat liquor is adjusted to a quantity
which does not make the
finished skins too greasy.
In the finishing operatiou the fatliquored
skins are ” sammed ”
b>- drying them in the shade. The dried skins are finally staked
to make them nice and soft to the feel.
Basic aluminium
sulphate is usually prepared the previous day
iq the following way: dissolve, in a tub, 31.8 *kilograms of aluminium
sulphate and 2.3 kilograms of sodium citrate in 68 liters of water.
Dissolve separately,
in another tub, 5.9 kilograms of soda ash in
The soda ash solution is added in two or three
33 liters of water.
The
instalments in the course of an hour and with a good stirring.
The clear solution has a pH of 3.4.
solut,ion is left to age overnight.

Fur skin tam&$.

with vegetable and synthetic

tanning materials

Vegetable f& skin tanning, if practiced alone, will not produce
the same quality leather as th& obtained with other tanning materials.
Lack of softness, stretchability
and suppleness are the main reasons
why this tanning method is seldom practiced in fur skin tanning.
During vegetable tanning, moreover, the hairs of the skin become
more or less colored, while it is also a d&advantage
that the dyeing
of vegetable tanned fur skins can be carried out in dye solutions only
at low temperatures.
The dyeing of chrome tanned skins, however, can be done in
a more efficient way; for they can be dyed at much higher temperatures than can vegetable tanned fur skins.
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Very good results are also obtained by using a combination
of
vegetable a.nd synthetic ta.nning materials. but when a bright and
white fur skin is required. synthetic
tanning materials alone are
This skin should be first, pickled in a solution of sulphuric
preferred.
acid and common salt, followed by diaining
and centrifugation,
ancj finally it should be tanned in a synthetic
tanning solution of
300 to 400 Bkr.
Pickling by immersion. however. is recommended
only if the fur or hairs are unharmed.

PICKLING
Although it is customary t.o pickle fur skins, certain difficulties
8ome fur skins a.re discolored when they come
must be overcome.
into touch wit.11 acids. When, therefore. pickling is applied. care
is needed to avoid wetting the fur side.
Pickling of fur skins differs from tha.t of unhaired skins, for they
are not, immersed in liquor.
Instead. they are swabbed with it,
while they are st.rebched in a frame or spread on a table.
The concentration of tLhe pickle is 3.6 kilograms of common salt and 0.3 kilogram of ‘aulphuric acid (specific gravit.y 1.84) to PO liters of water.
Pickling of fur skins has also been done successfully by using
a mixture of one part sodium bisulphate and four parts of common
salt: and t*he dry pickle is rubbed int,o the wet skin.

TANNING
Synthetic

ta.nning

mateyials

a.re used in the following

(a)’

as an initial ta,nning alone vegetable mat.erial; or

(b)

blended
with
process: or

(c)

alone or blended

vegeta.ble
with

ways:

tha4 is, before the tallning

tanning
vegetable

III

aterials

mat,erials

in

with

t(he tanning

as a. retanning.

To pickled st.ock desbined for drum tanningF the initial tanning
A.bout 4 to 5 percent of a suitable
is normally applied in the drum.
synthetic tanning ma.t,erial: ba,sed on the drsined and pickled weight
of the furs, is used.
1.57

-

The undilut,ed synt,hetic tanning
nlat)erial is added directly to
the stock in the drum, and 30 minutes of drumming
are sufficient
for the complete take-up of tlhe tannius.
The furs are washed in
water to remove excess salt and acid.
The aft&-tanning
in drum, paddle, or pit proceeds rapidly, and
a strong vegetable extract solution of 300 to 400 Bkr. can be used
for very heavy skins.
This type of tanuiug has proved successful
on greasy stocks or on stock hard to penetrate.
Finally.
t.he tanned s&s
are thoroughly
washed. fat liquored
and finished in t.he usual way.

Fat liquoring
If oil is not introduced
during tauuing nor incorporated
in the
alum pasts, fat liquoring
of the fur skins is uecessary.
The fat’
liquoring process also follows chrome tanning. neutralizing,
washing
and draining.
The object, is to restore the natmural fats which were
lost during the tanning, and thus to regain Suppleness and softness.
The fatty matters most suitable for this purpose are generally in
liquid form - that is, fish oils, mineral oils and vegetable oils, such
as are obtained from rape seed. Glycerine is also used, and it is
FJnmixed with oils to facilitate the penetration
of t,he fat liquor.
diluted egg yolk can also be applied by rubbing in evenly on the
flesh side.
To a large extent. sulphonated
oils are now replacing the coilventional oil& for their use results in a bett.er penetration
and in
a more uniform distributOion of the fat. Their emulsions are more
stable in hard water.
Fat liquoring* is ttstdl~
applied to the flesh side, and special
After fat liquoring,
care should be taken not to contaminate the hairs.
the fur skins are piled, flesh on flesh. folded together along the backbone
They are then
line and left in this condition for a couple of hours.
hung for drying over poles in well ventilated rooms, where the temperature should not exceed 300 C. The skins should not be allowed
to dry out domplete?y, for they should retain enough moisture to
facilitate the subsequent. stretching. cleaning, degreasing and softening
It is a good practice during drying to stretch the skins
processes.
in all directions.
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In t,he next operation. the fur skins are cleansed thoroughIto
free t*he hair or wool from dirt and other impediments.
This process
is known as ” scouring ” and it is cariied out with the help of sawdust.
Here the skins are left in moist sawdust for 24 hours, or, still bett.er.
tk sawdust is applied to t,he hair side before the skins are drummed
--‘ a rotating drum for about one hour.
The humid sawdust absorbs
t.he dirt and separates the hairs.
A t.horough scouring effect can be
obtained by raising the t,emperature inside the drum to 350 C’. Wheu
the skins are greasy, the sawdust is damped with a solvent like whibe
spirit.
The skins are degreased by drumming.
When no stibsequent dyeing is anticipated,
it is a good practice
This, in addition to the drumming.
t.o add some kaolin to the sawdust.
has a good softening effect. To condition
skins which have been
overdried. scouring should start wit’h partly wet sawdust followed
by drumming in dry sawdust.
Aft,er scouring, the, adhering sawdust
is removed by drumming in a lat,tice drum or in a wire-mesh drum
or by gently beating the fur skins with sticks, or by brushing them
with a stiff brush.
As a rule, stretching
and drumming
are not enough to obtain
In addition, therefore, the fur skins
the desired degree of softness.
are stretched over a half-moon shaped st,aking knife, or knee staking
apparatus.
In this way? the hide fibers .‘lre separated from each
ot#her, and softness and suppleness are oi)tained.
For preference,
stretching and staking should be carried Gut between wet sawdust
and dry sawdust. drumming, and again immediately
after dry drumming . The skins should be stretched more in t,he lengt,h than in
the width.
The st,retching and stakhlg operation calls for skill and patience;
Special attention
must be paid
otherwise the skin may be torn.
to legs and neck, for they have a tendency to wrinkle during tanning.

XIV.

DYEING AND BLEACHING

OF FURS

The dyeing of furs Pequires skill and knowledge.
They can be
obtained only after marxy- years of practical experience.
The work
involves the use of special techniques and ” developed dyes, ‘* in
which an insoluble colored pigment is formed on the fiber.
Large
dyestuff manufacgurers
supply. precise details on t,he use of their
products.

Killing

of hairs

A special treatment
- the “ killing ” of the hairs - is necessary
before dyeing because hairs which consist of keratin are difficult
Without pretreatment
they have little affinity for dyestuffs.
to swell.
The penetration
of the dyestuff, therefore, should be more than
just a superficial
coloring.
Any natural fat or grease should be
removed to ensure an even and thorough dyeing effect.
The effect of swelling t#he fur or hairs and the emulsification
of
the fat or grease is obtaind
by treatment
with a weak solution of
ammonia, or else of sodium carbonate, which is particularly
suitadle
for soft hair or wool.
For stiff or Lard hairs, sodium carbonate or a mixture of soda
and anilllonia
is recommended,
while caustic soda is only applied
to particularly
hard hairy skins.
If this process is carried out with
the help of a brush, the concentration
of the liquor should be higher
than when the skins are immersed in liquor.
The concentration
of commercial ammonia is normally 22 percent F
and the strength of the working solution should not be more than
The concentration
of
50 cubic centimeters per liter when brushing.
sodium carbonate solution should be about 50 grams in one liter
soda solutions
vary Yrom 70 to ,350 Bkr.
of wat,er. caustic
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By treating the skins in the liqut I=, the following concentrations
are used: (n) 5 to 10 grams of sodium carbonate; or (h) 5 to 10 cubic
centimeters
of ammonia (of 22 percent) in one liter of water.
If
the two chemicals are mixed together, half of the above quantities
should be calculated.
The temperature
of the solution should not
exceed 32*C.
Any concentration
which is too strong is detrimental
to the hairs,
for they will lose their elasticity, suppleness and shape. In extreme
examples, the hair shafts and tips curve or dissolve.
Moreover.
the leather fiber is also affected.
Hard and stiff fur skins with cracky
grain are the result.
Sometimes hydrogen peroxide and ammonia are used for obtaining
a bleaching effect on the hairs.
As an example, the following mixture
is mentioned: 50 parts of hydrogen peroxide (of 40 percent), 25 parts
of ammonia (of f-2 percent) and 80 parts of water.

In this process, use is made of certain salts which help to fix the
dyestuff on the hairs by forming an insoluble product.
Before the
so-called mordanting,
the hairs should be washed out thoroughly.
Any alkali which is left should be removed, or neutralized, by adding
some acid to the liquor.
The most common salts used in this process
are ohrome alum, potassium bichromate,
copper sulphate and iron
sulphate.
These salts produce on the hairs a characteristic
of their
OWll - for example, chrome alum produces a reddish blue: potassium
bichromate,
a dark red-brown
shade; copper sulphate, a very dark
shade; and iron sulphate, a blue-gray shade.
Bx combining these salts, a wider range of shades is obtained.
Iron sulphate and potassium bichromate,
however, should not be
used together; otherwise a preci9tation
follows.
To carry out the process, the fur skins are continuously
moved
in the salt solution.
Its temperature
should not exceed 300 C. The
duration of the movement depends on the desired intensity,
and it
varies from 3 to 15 hours.
The concentration
is variable and it depends on the kind of fut
skins and on the shades which are desired.
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For 1 liter

of water.

the following

examples

are given:

WI

.i to 10 grams of chrome
salt;

alum and 10 to 20 grams of common

(b)

1 to 2 grams of potassium
acetic acid (of 30 percent);

tc)

1 to 4 grams of iron sulphate with 0.5 to 2 grams of acetic acid
(of 30 percent) and 5 to 10 grams of ammonium chloride.

bichromate

and 1 to 1.5 grams of

Wheu these salts are used in a mixture. t,heir quantity
should
be correspondingly
reduced.
After mordanting,
the fur skins are
They
pressed or centrifuged and washed thoroughly
with cold water.
are then ready for dyeing.
If the mordanting
was too short. or if t,he solution used was too
weak. the shades will not be sufficiently
deep. If, however, t,he
fur skins are excessively mordanted, no coloring effect can be obtained
at all. When this happens, the fur skin should be t,reated with acid
to make dyeing possible.
For wool dyeing, the wool must be pretreated
with sodium
Paddles are used, and the wool skins run for five to
hypochlorite.
ten minut8es in water with a temperature
of 200 C. to ensure that
the wool skins are uniformly
soa.ked back.
For every 500 liters
of water, about 1 kilogram of sodium hypochlorite
is used. It is
dissolved separately
and added t,o the paddle over a period of
1.5 minutes.
hfter the last addition,
t-he wool skins are paddled for another
Subsequently,
hydrochloric
acid is added to make the
20 minutes.
solution acid. About
170 cubic centimeters
of hydrochloric
acid
(specific gravity
1.2) are sufficient for every 500 liters of water.
This addition should be done in portions over a period of 15 minutes.
After the last addition
the paddling
is continued
for another
1.5 miriutes.
The wool skins are now taken out and thrown into a new liquor,
which consists of 187 grams of soda ash and 187 grams of sodium
The paddle is again
sulphite crystals for every 500 liters of water.
run for 20 minutes .
for
Gaseous chlorination
- another method very advantageous
wool skins - is also recommended.
lG2

Natural white colored fur skins have generally an uneven and
slighly yellow color. To obt,a.in an even white color they have to
be bleached.
Black hair pigments
can also be removed by bleaching,
so
that nearly white fur skins will result from skins which are dark
A good bleaching effect can be obtained
by
colored by nature.
t.reating the hairs wi-ith hydrogen peroxide or with the fumes of
sulphur dioxide.
Extreme bleaching, however, should be avoided,
for it has a detrimental
effect on the leather properties of the
skins.
C’ert.ain precautions are therefore essent’ial, and it is a good practice
to carry out the fat liquoring process in such a way that, the fatty
matters or oil penetrate through the entire skin.
Au initial treatment
with formaldehyde
also gives a sutficient protection.
Chrome tanned fur skins which are treated with chrome salta
should not be bleached. for the bleaching process may destroy the
Bleaching with hydrogen peroxide
fiber structure
of the leather.
is also practiced, if t#he furs are to be dyed.
Here the bleaching
process should be carried out between the killing, mordanting
and
dyeing processes. The fur skins are immersed in t-he bleach liquor,
which has a temperature
of 320 to 350 CT.: and a bleaching effect is
obtained after an immersion of two to six hours. The bleaching liquor
contains 600 cubic centimeters of hydrogen peroxide (of 3 percent)
and 100 cubic centimeters of water, to which some ammonia is added.
The pH of this liquor should be continuously
checked: for when the
alkalinity
is too high. it reduces the bleaching effect, and when the
pH of the liquor falls below pH 7, no bleaching can be obtained at
all. 4
Sulphur bleaching is a%lsopracticed.
For this purpose the damp
fur skins are hung in an airtight chamber, which is divided into two
The skins are hung in the larger compartment,
compartments.
while sulphur is burned in the other one. Thus the fur skins are
exposed to the sulphur dioxide fumes until the desired degree of
A check must be made, now and then, to
bleaching is obtained.
ensure that the burning of the sulphur is regular.
See Appendix

On .* pH

Value

in
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Tanning.”

The dyeing process can only be carried out successfully if the
pretreatment
- that is, killing and mordanting
- has been satisThe following factors can also greatly influence
factorily
effected.
the dyeing process:
(a)

the concentration.

(a)

the duration

(c)

the temperature

(d)

the acidity

of the dye bath:

of the process;
of the dye bath;

(or alkalinity)

of the dye bath.

Different processes and materials
tioned below.

NAT~AI;

and

which

can be applied

are meu-

DYES

There are a number of natural dyes in use - for instance, haematin,
fustic or yellow wood, leaves of sumac, gallic acid and others.
Only fur skins mordanted
with salts can be dyed with natural
dyes. The dyes form insoluble lakes with the salt on the hairs,
while the final fixation and shade are developed through the combination of oxygen from the air.
The fur skins are either drawn through the dye bath or remain
for some hours in the dye solution at a temperature
which does not
exceed 450 C. Vegetable dyes have a beneficial influence on the
properties of the hairs and the leather, for a certain tanning effect
is obtained on both the hairs and the skin.
Soft hairy or woolly skins, in particular,
benefit by this treatment.
Dyeing with wood dyes is still practiced for high-quality
furs, such
as the so-called Persian fur skins.

cc DEVELOPMENT"

DYES (ALSO CALLED i’ DIAZO ”

There are a number
but no further reference

of dyes,
to their

DYES)

which are known commercially,
application
is made here.
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SYhTHETIC DYES
These dyestuff solutions,
not, discussed in this paper.

which

are commercially

available,

are

COLOR EFFECT WITH SALTS
The principle of producing
color effects with sa1t.s is based on
the use of basic lead acetate.
This salt can be changed into lead
sulphide
by using sodium sulphide,
whereby yellow-, orange or
redbrown shades are obtained.
Special nuances can be effected by
brushing the hair tips with the lead salt.

Dreseing sheepskins for wool rup
It is easy for a rural tanner to make attractive
wool rugs from
sheepskins.
Preferably,
pure white skins should be used.
The best results are obtained from sheepskins which come straight.
from the butcher.
They should be thoroughly
washed on both
sides with soda and soap in warm water until all traces of dirt, and
blood are removed.
If green skins are unobtainable,
the dry skins
should be soaked in the same way as other skins. As the next step3
the fat must, be removed.
This is the most important
operation?
and it should be carried out very carefully.
The skins are first
st,retched on frames similar to those used for the manufacture
of’
parchment
(Figure 72).
The flesh side is treated evenly with a paste which is made of
Fuller’s earth or whiting (calcium carbonate or chalk).
The skins
are then exposed to moderate heat, near a stove or in t,he direct
The fat will soften and pass into the
sunlight, until they are dry.
paste.
This should be scraped off after a day or t,wo. The process
can be repeated when handling very fatty skins.
The
If a snow-white color is required, the skins can be bleached.
skins are removed from the frames and passed through a bath which
contains a weak solution of bleaching powder (chloride of lime):
They are immediately wrung out and returnecl
or hydrogen peroxide.
To have them tanned, alum past,e is applied to the
t,o t#he frame.
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damp skins. on the flesh side OI+-. It must Ilever cxmlt* itt touch
with the wool. The frames are put iuto a dark room: a11d whell
the skins are dry. they are taken out. and t8he pa&e is s~r’apc~l ofi.
The skins are again dampened. and a seconcl application
of past v is
made.
Finally, the skins are finished. according to the met.hocls aI~*+*;z~i.~
described in (‘hapter v T

.

XV.

PREPARATION

AND TANNING OF REPTILE

SKINS

Snakes and lizards
R,ep,tile skins. aucb as crocodile. alligator, lizard and snake, make
very attractive
and durable leather: even East Asian frog skius are
tanned.
Unfortunately.
owing to faulty preparatiou,
reptile skins
often reach the t4anners in too bad a condition to t,an. The usual
blemishes are cuts. gouge marks. bad shape. scale slip and putreDamage due to delayed flaying or dragging over rough
So is damage due to overdrying
or overground is also common.
exposure to the sun, to distortion and overextension, or to the action
of beetles after the skins have been dried.
Damage due to parasites
or ticks may have occurred before death.
These skins should not
be mixed with undamaged skins; they should be handled separately.
If first-class material is to be obtained, the correct methods must
be used to catch a’nd to collect reptile skins.

Preparation of snakes and lhmrds
The catching and killing of snakes and lizards must be done
without damage to the skins.
Spearing a python and battering it,
to death with sticks and stones will not secure a perfect skin.
Flaying should start immediately
before decomposition
can take
place, and proper ripping lines should be used before the removal
of the skin begins. Fleshing and scraping off any loose meat, fat
or tissue and removing blood must start immediately
after the skin
has been taken off.
Lizards and snakes are opened down the belly, from the tip of
the chin to the end of t-he tailr they are not opened on the back.
Only

iguana and chameleons should be opened along the back: and their
legs are cut along the center line on t’he lower side so as t.o get the
full spread.

DRYING
Lizard or snakeskins can be dried either on a frame wire mesh
or on a board or plank.
The frames are prepared from light poles
without the use of nails. They are held together by bark or twines,
so that they can be easily adjusted to the size of the skin. Tiny
holes are made on the edge of the skin at intervals of less than 10 centimeters to take string.
The skin is stretched in the frame, while
care is taken not to apply too much tension.
Drying on a plank
can be done in the following way.
The skin, flesh side up, is nailed to the board or plank wit,h
aluminium
nails.
These are 2 to 3 centimeters long, and they are
allowed to remain projecting above the skin. Then the skin is raised
from the board and eased up to the head of each nail. This makes
a clear space of about a centimeter under the skin, and it allows
the air to circulate beneath.
Care must be taken that a direct sun does not scorch the skin.
On all occasions, therefore, it is better to dry in the shade.

SALTING
Very good results are obtained when salting is used in place of
air-drying.
Only fine salt shou1.d be used for salting lizard and snakeskins, for the crystals of coarse salt can cause damage by piercing
into the corium.
If the skin is to be used within a week, one salting is sufficient.
When it is necessary to preserve skins for a longer period, however,
a further application of salt is sometimes advisable before drying out,.
Salting should start immediately
after the meat has been scraped
from t,he skin; and the salt is rubbed evenly into the flesh side. The
An)
skins are then kept flat, so that the brine can drain off easily.
excess salt can be removed after 24 hours, and t,his avoids blood
contamination,
if the skins were badly washed.
The skins can be
dried after the first salt, has been taken off. They are then said to
be “ dry salted.”

1GS

The second salting of-wet stock starts the next day.
First, the
old salt is shaken out. If it has formed a crust, this can be broken
by gently rubbing the skin. New clean, fine salt is evenly rubbed
into the surface again, and the skin is rolled, flesh side inwards, from
tail to head, so that a neat bundle is formed.
Throughout the salting,
it is essential to keep the stock in a wet condition by covering it
with wet bagging.
Lizard and snakeskins, as will be described later, can also be
preserved and exported after a light tannage.
Vegetable tannins are used only on skins which are not required
to remain white.
-As a rule, an immersion for two days in tanning
liquor made from acacia pods is a sufficient treatment.
Wet salted lizard and python skins are best shipped in wooden
casks packed in a similar way to pickled pelts.
Dried goods in bales must be protected against beetles. Sprinkling
with naphthalene has been used for many years. The use of modern
insecticides in the form of DDT or gammexane powders, however,
assures a full protection.

Few workers realize that crocodile skins must be treated with
greater care than lambskins.
Prolonged and direct exposure to the
sun is injurious to sheep- or goatskins, but even a brief exposure
rapidly damages crocodile skins.
Crocodile bellies are valuable. Yet many factors make them susceptible to damage. FOX this ,reason, a brief description of the methods
used to obtain the best raw material is included in this chapter.
Various methods are employed for capturing
crocodiles.
They
depend on the local conditions and on the skill of the hunter.
Whether
shooting or netting, harpooning or noosing, drowning with a weight
or poisoning, blinding with a torch or pole-axing, trapping or baiting
on a hook is the chosen method, a number of rules must be observed.
They are now described.
1.

The belly part of the skin must suffer no damage. Wounds
caused by spears, harpoons or bullets, or any other injuries which
occur during the killing and securing of the animal, must be
restricted, if possible, to the head and back.
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2.

Ideally the crocodile should be removed
diately,
The carcass should not, be left
than eight hours and certainly not until
to the surface: for the skins from these
they show no sub&antial
damage during
to the tanner.

from the water immein the water for more
it *- blows ” and floats
carcasses, even $hough
flaying. may be useless

3.

The carcass should be dragged out of the water upside down.
so that the back, and not the belly, ‘comes int,o contact, with
the ground.

4.

No time should be wasted between flaying. fleshing and salting.
From the moment the carcass has been landed until the skin
is salted, speed is essential.
This is nob only because there is a
danger of putrefaction,
but also because t-he. skin dries out and
hardens rapidly and will resist the absorption
of salt.

8.

The skin should never be exposed to direct, sunlight:
for the
sun dries too rapidly, and the scales take on anaoily, transparent
appearance.
This condition interferes with tanning.
Only the
belly part 0; the crocodile skin can be converted into leather,
for the back is covered with very hard bony scales and it is horny.
The backs, however, are sometimes used for decorating
such
articles as handbags and cigarette cases.

SKINNING
The
skin (Figure
The
made in

hunter should aim at obtaining
a properly
shaped bells
from the snout to the tip of the tail. including
the legs
73).
basic incisions. which are called “ ripping lines. .’ should be
this way:

Head.
Separate the skin on the neck from the body under the
Cut downwards
inside the jaw,
hard disc on the top of the neck.
near the jawbone and along the lips until the two cuts meet, at the
front (see A on Figure 74).
Body.
Make two long incisions from the back of the head and
These cuts should start at the initial cut and end
along the body.
at the tail fin. Two rows of scutes should be left on each side (see
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B on Figure 74).
sold by t,he width

This is importaut.
because crocodile
across the belly (Figure 75).

skills

are

Hold
Legs. Each leg should be opened iu the following way.
the leg firmly at the “ wrist ” and pull it away from the body: make
an incision in the middIe of the t’op of the leg from the main ripping
line over the point of the elbow tSo the eswrist ” (see C on Figure 74):
cut around the *‘ wrist ” as near as possible to the foot’ (see D on
Figure 74). This produces a piece of skin which has light-colored
scales surrounded
by an even. dark edge. It is most important.
when opening up the legs. to cut through the skin over the point
of the elbow: otherwise a .. pocket *’ is formed.
This defect lowers
the price on grading. ’
Tail.
It is possible to get, the skin off the tail by working downwards from the main rippiy
line. It is better, however, to gain
access by cutting out a triangle: the line between the hind legs is
the base of the triangle, and the tip of the tail is its apex.
Remove
the triangle. and this will facilitate access to the tailpiece.
On large
crocodiles. which are over two meters long, the last 15 to 20 centimeters of the skin from the tail can be pulled off. On smaller specimens, however, the skin must be separated with a knife right, t,o
t,he tip.
When flaying. the skin should be pulled away from the body
with one hand; for the knife is used only to cut through t.he connecting
tissue. This eliminates damage by cuts and scores.

FLESHING
As soon as the skin has been separl.Yled from the carcass, it should
be placed on a completely flat surface.
Any surplus meat, fat OI
tissue should be scraped or cut off.

WASHING
Blood aud dirt interfere with the salting.
The skin, t,herefore,
should be thoroughly
washed - or, preferably,
scrubbed with a
brush - while water from above is poured over it,.
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SALTING

Salting is the most iml~ortant
and intricate
operation,
and it
requires the greatest care. Only fine, clean, dry salt, free from dirt
and blood, should be used; for coarse salt does not facilitate peneand evenly into the
tration . The salt is rubbed very thoroughly
wet skin, on the flesh side only.

DRAINING
By putting the skin in the shade and by draining off the brine,
a great part of the skin moisture can be removed immediately
after
The
skin
can
be
put
over
poles
or
wire,
with
the
t,he first salting.
flesh side uppermost,
until dripping
ceases. Great care must be
taken that no sunlight beats directly on the skin (Figure 76). If,
however, a second salting is anticipated,
no drying effect whatever
should be allowed to take place.
SECOND SALTING
The draining shouId not take more than one or two hours.
The
This is a repetition
of the process
second salting can then begin.
used for the first salting; and the same precautions are taken.
TRANSPORT
After these two preliminary
operations, the skins are taken to
a storehouse for final treatment.
For transportation,
they should
be rolled, scales inwards, and there should be a layer of salt between
each skin.

CURING

In the curing process, the old salt is completely shaken off. It
may be necessary, however, to examine the flesh, and any superfluous salt should be scrawd off. On no account should the skin
be placed on earth; it should be placed on a concrete floor or wooden
platform.
This concrete floor or platform is covered with a layer
of 3 to 6 centimeters. of salt, and the first skin is placed, scale side
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downwards, on the salt; the flesh side is covered with a 6 centimeters
of salt.
Further layers of skins are added in the same way - t,hat
is, a layer of skins, flesh up, covered with a layer of salt.
In this
way a “ p,ack ” not, more than 60 centimeters
high is made. If
this height is exceeded, damage bhrough pressure may result,
It takes about three weeks to cure the skins and to prepare them
for shipment,.
As the bottom layer of skills cures more quickly,
it is advisable to alter their positions after ten days.
This is done
by placing the top skin on the floor beside the first pack and by
building a new pack with the skins in reverse order.
The same salt
can be used. provided
uo red coloring is observed.
This should
not occur if a preservative
has been used.

PACKING FOR SHIPMENT
The skins are first removed from the pack. and the salt is shaken
off without
beating: for beating may damage them.
Each skin is now evenly covered with a 1Xtle fresh salt.
Rubbing
is not necessary because cured skins absorb very little additional salt,.
Each skin is then folded, as shown in the diagram in Figure 77. First,
the sides are folded along the lines A and D: then the head is folded
in along the line B, and finally the tail along the line C. Sufficient
salt should be placed in all tlie folds of the skin.
The skins can now be packed in clean sacks. They are placed
tightly, one on top of the other, until the sack is three-quarters
full.
The sack is then closed and placed in another sack. which is sewn up.
In this way, a double thickness of sacking gives t’he necessary protection
against drying out.
Although
this’method
gives good results, crating. in spite of its
Care should be taken that’ no nails
higher costs, is to be preferred.
penetrate the crate, which should be well lined with sisal-craft or
The rectangular
folded (not. rolled)
any other suitable material.
skins are packed very firmly, so that there is no possibility on any
They should be
movement which might cause damage by friction.
so packed that no spaces are left, either in the corners, or at the top,
Up to 450 kilograms
of crocodile
before the lid is nailed down.
The crate should be
skins can be packed in this way in one crate.
strengthened
with t,hree or four bands of hoop iron.
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Progress of work at tannery

SOAKING
When the goods ieach the tannery, the first step is to inspect
and sort them into bundles of the same animal and origin and size.
It is inadvisable, for example, to tan python skins and small snakeskins, or crocodiles and iguana, together.
Meat, fat and any loose tissue should be removed while the skin

FIGURE

77.

- Proper fold&g

linea for crocodile akina.
Courtesy
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If t,his is delayed until t,he whole skin
is st.ill only partially soaked.
becomes soft, putrefaction
may begin again and damage the skin.
The addition
of 0.3 percent washing soda reduces the danger of
putrefaction
and increases the swelling.
If running water is not available, the goods should be soaked
In the first two changes,
in at least three changes of fresh water.
They can remain in the third
t,hey remain for only a few hours.
change until they are completely
soft.
Skins which are not completely softened after being soaked for
24 hours in a 3 percent solution of washing soda may require careful
mechanical “ kneading ” and further soaking.

LIMING

Only those skins which are completely soaked through, including
At first, they should be placed
their thickest parts, should be limed.
They should then be transin mellow lime and left for half a day.
ferred to a fresh lime which contains 5 percent lime and HO0 to 1,000
percent water, calculated on the dried weight of the skins.
It is advisable, while the liquor is being plunged (mixed), to
pull the skins out of the lime from time to time and to allow them
to drain over the edge of the vat or on draining boards before putting
them back for further liming.

FLESHING

AND SCUDDING

The skins are ready for fleshing and scudding when the transparent
Scudding should be carried
membrane on the scale comes off easily.
out in the direction off the scales, not against them.
Care should
be taken to remeve the membranes completely
- in particular,
from the large squares on the bellies, where they tend to adhere
Fleshing must be complete; for even the smallest amount
strongly.
of meat interferes with the tanning.

RELIMING

.

After scudding and fleshing, the skins should again be immersed
in fresh lime liquor, containing 5 percent lime and 7 percent common
salt, for not less than five days. They are then ready for rescudding .
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These preliminary
operat.ions before tanning must: be carried out
with great care, particularly
to avoid scratching
the grain during
scudding.
WASHING

After liming, the skins, wherever possible, should be washed under
running water.
If small numbers are being treated, each individual
skin should be rubbed and wrung, and again washed.
DELIMING

Ammonium
chloride is a most effective deliming agent.
The
immersion of washed skins in 2 percent borax or boric acid solution
The use of strong acid, such as sulphuric
overnight is also practiced.
or hydrochloric,
is uot advised.
BATING

A pigeon or dog manure bate may be used; but, for a better control,
pancreatic bates should be employed.
It is impossible to state the
time that bating should take, but great, care is necessary to ensure
that the skins are neit,her overbated nor t.aken out before the bating
is complete.
DRENCHING

The immersion of stirs in fermented bran gives a finer leather.
It is worth the extra trouble.
The greatest care is needed to avoid taking
skins out, of the
Any lime left, in the skins makes
drench before deliming is complete.
the finished goods hard and liable to crack.
Thus t,he use of a phenol
phthalein
indicator
is most necessary.

the

Alum tlalmhg
Unlike

crocodile bellies, which are appreciated as leather in many
colors, snake and lizard skins are usually sold in their natural color.
This tanning act,ually accenHere alum tanning can be followed.
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t,uates the difFerence between the white and brown.
the raw skin.
Alum tanning is best divided inbo two operations:
proper: and (b) fat liquoring.

black.

or

((I)

0.’

tanl~il~g

For every 100 kilograms of wet reptile skins. the following ingredient,s are used: 5 kilograms of alum, 3 kilograms of common s&It,
12 kilograms Of flour. 1 kilogram of sulphonat,ed oil, and 5 kilograms
Wa.ter is edded and the ingredients mixed t,ogether
of cllintl
ChY.
until a t.hin paste which has the consist,ency of porridge is obtained.
1f a drum is available, half the amount of this past,e is put in it,
t,oget,her with the skins: and the drum is kept in slow mot.ion for about
Then, from the paste which now remains. a twelfth part
one hollr.
is added after every half hour.
Within six hours, therefore. t&e
whole amount of the paste will have been used. This procedure,
wh;ch is called “strengthening,
esensures that .the ingredients absorbed
by the skins are continually
replenished.
After this operation. t.he
skins are taken out and hung to dry.

FAT LIQUORING

This starts the next day.
A new paste is prepared from the
following
ingredients
for 100 kilograms
of wet skins: 3 kilograms
of flour, 5 kilograms of oil (olive, groundnut
or cott,onseed) and 5
Water is added and constantly stirred until
kilograms of egg yolk.
all the ingredients form a smooth thin paste.
The skins are put, back into the drum, together with all this paste,
and turned for one to two hours. To avoid the drum rubbing which
results in rubbed grain, the skins should not be turned for too long
a period.
After this operation, the skins are ready for ageing - that
is, for hanging in a cool; dark place.
As alum, unlike vegetable tannins, does ,not stain leather when
it is h, contact with iron, a steel drum or a butter churn can be used.
If neither
is available, it is possible to use a simple wooden vat and
to trample the skins and the paste with bare feet for the same length
of time as is recommended
for drumming.
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Vegetabk tanning
If vegetable taming is used. the choice of tannin must be carefully
considered so 6s to obtain the required color for the skim.
Pure
white leather can be obtained !;uly with alum tanning: or with eynt,hetic tannins combined with a bleach: and this process is not easily
mastered by rura1 tanners.
‘Wit,hout bleach it is possible to obtain a whit~ish leather b)F using
gambier. sumac or acacia pods. for these l~oduce a light, colored,
flexible leather.
Verv. light lizard 01 snakeskins cm be tanned quickly by suspension in a barrel of tan liquor.
The initial strengt,h should be
10 Bkr.. a.nd this can be gradually
increased to 30 Bkr. by adding
stock solution to the original liquor.
The skins ca,n be tanned in five days.
If larger numbers are
tanned, it is much bett’er t,o use five different vats which have the
successive strengths of 10 Rkr.. P. 3? 4 and 50 Hkr. The skins are
suspended OII sticks which rest on the edges of t!hr drums.
They
For at least t,he first two days,
are totally immersed in the liquid.
’ they are frequently shaken or lifted up and down. and great care is
taken 40 prevent them from touching each other.
They are transferred daily from one vat to the next, until they reach the fifth and
strongest vat. The surface. e?posed by a cut, through the skin with
a sharp clean knife. shows when tanning is completed.
Heavy crocodile bellies require heavier concentrations
of riquol
and a longer time.
The initial liquor strength should be 20 Bkr.
The strength is gradually increased by 20 t’o 100 Bkr., and the skins
are left immersed for two days in each- liquor,
The four initial
liquors will be used for eight days. After this, the skins should be
As a rule, five to eight
trinsferred
t6 a. 150 Bkr. liquor and kept there.
days are sufficient in the last and strongest
vat (200 Bkr.).
Only
for exceptionally
large and thick crocodile bellies are liquors of
concentration
higher than 250 or 300 Bkr. required.

Fiiiib
Fat liquo&ng of vegetable tanned lizard and crocodile skins does
not differ from the methods described for ofher types of leather.
Any oil mixed with sulphonated
cod liver oil gives good results.
Linseed oil can be used a,s a top finish for brown or dark colored leather.
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The leather should be stretched on a wooden table, fixed by
means of nails or pegs, and brushed with linseed oil. As a general
rule, lizard and snakeskins should be stretched while they are being
dried; they should not be just hung over a wire.
This method of
stretching
ensures a straight undistorted
shape.
The tanned reptile skin can be finished by using any of the finishes
previously
described in Chapters X and XI.
A sharp contrast is
desirable in snake and lizard skins between the white and black of
The finishing materials which are used -such
the natural markings.
and colorless,
as gelatin or blood albumen - must be t’ransparent
so as not to obscure the character of the natural markings.
When slicking reptile skins, the action must be with, and not
against, the lie of the scales; otherwise damage is done. The edges
of- the slickers should be perfectly smooth to avoid scratching.
Some tanneries specialize in the production
of chrome-tanned
This is a highly complicated
process, and one
crocodile leather.
which * rural tanners are not encouraged
to undertake.
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XVI.

PARCHMENT

AND VELLUM

The art of preparing parchment aud vellum is more than a thousaud
years old. Today, in spite of its simplicity.
very few people know
how it is done. In the distant past, it. was kept a secret in families
and in mouast,eries. and the knowledge was handed on from worker
to worker.
The process is simple and cheap; no expensive tool nor machinery
is needed; and as there is always a good market for parchment and
vellum for bookbinding.
lampshades and fancy goods, the art ought
to be revised.
Pwih,ment, as a rule, refers to the flesh split of a sheepskin; vellum
is made from stillborn or very young calves, kids and lambs.
Greater
care, however, is required in the preparation
of vellum, for the raw
material is delicate and easily damaged.
Select only the best quality skins, free from scratches. pimples,
scabies or other irregularities.
The only equipment
needed is a timber frame of 5 x s centiThis frame, which is called the herse. should be approximeters.
mately 1.2 meters wide by .l meter long.
Eight holes of 1 centimeter
in diameter are drilled in each side of the frame.
Thirty-two
wooden
pegs. similar to those used in a violin. are fitted in these holes. They
should be some 12 centimeters long and shaped like a key.
A hole
of 0.6 centimeter
in diameter:
8 centimeters
from the pointed
end, is drilled through each peg to take a string. or a. thin reim
(Figure 78).
Parchment
and vellum can be made on a simple frame without
pegs, by at,taching the string to the frame itself, but the quality of
the finished product will not be do goud as that produced on a frame
fitted with pegs.
l&l
1s
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FIGURE 78. - Frame with
pegs and keys zived for pclrchment rnnki?lg.
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The skins are first thoroughly
washed, soaked and limed.
The
liming is the most important. step in the process. It must be done
carefully and in the following way:
1.

The skins are put in mellow lime - that is, lime through
skins have already passed - for a week.

which

1.

They are then immersed in new lime for another week. It is
advisable to ,stir the skins several times daily and to take them
out for an hour to drain over the edge of the liming vat or cask
before returning
them to the liquor.

. After 15 days of liming, the skins are ready for unhairing
and
fleshing.
This is done on a beam with a scudding and a fleshing
Alternatively,
it can be done
;ther hide or skin.
knife aa with
with a knife on a flat table.
The skins should now be washed repeatedly
in several changes
of water, until they are completely clean and more or less free from
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They should then be wrung out like cloths to
lime on the surface.
remove excessive moisture.
After washing, the skins are ready for lacing and stretching.
Small slits or punch holes - 32 in all - are cut evenly round the
perimeter.
A string or reim is passed through each hole and held
in position with a small piece of wood, which is of pencil thickness
The other end of each string is threaded
and called a “ toggle.”
through the hole in the peg, and the peg is inserted in its hole in
the frame.
The neck and tail are first secured.
Then the skin is
The lacing is done on alternate
stretched
and fastened evenly.
sides to obtain an even tension until each reim is attached to its peg.
It is customary to stretch the skin more in length than in breadth.
By twisting the pegs, the tension can be gradually
increased.

shaving
When the skin has been evenly stretched in the frame, hot water
(800 C.) is thrown on it from buckets, while the lacings are kept at
At the same time, the skin is “ fulled,”
their maximum tightness.
or fleshed, to remove surplus fat and scud, to extend its area and to
compact the fiber structure
so as to render it nonporous.
This
fleshing is done with a semicircular
knife or with a convex, bluntGreat care must be taken to move the
pointed skinning knife.
knife parallel to the surface of the skin to avoid, gouging.
When the work is finished on the flesh side, small hairs, hair
roots and sweat glands on the grain side should be carefully scraped
off with the knife until the surface is completely smooth and clean.

While the flesh side is still wet, it is dusted evenly and liberally
with chalk, talcum or china clay. The powder is rubbed in with
a pumice stone which has previously been made flat and smooth
by rubbing on a hard stone or a cement floor (Figure 79). ?Vhen
the flesh side is complete, the same treatment
is given to the grain
side, which needs little rubbing.
The best results are obtained by
The skin is now left to dry.
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keeping the skin out of the heat alld in a dark room.
On uo account
should the parchment
or vellum be exposed to the sun or to the
wind: for irreparable da.mage can be done by what is termed “ lime
blast. l ’

Fiihiog
When the parchment is bone dry, it is ready for finishing.
While
still in the frame. it is laid flat on a table which has been covered with
a blanket.
For large-scale operations, a table can be padded in the
The parchment is rubbed. in circular
same way as an ironing board.
movements, with the wool side of a sheepskin.
Any unevenness or
spots should be removed by rubbing with a pumice stone.
Grease
spots are due to inadequate
liming, and they can be removed by
rubbil?? in a 5 percent1 borax solution with a stiff brush.
They are
also ‘> rnoved by rubbing in a paste of whiting to the wet skin and
alloTt ulg it to dry out.
If necessary. this operation must be repeated.
If a gloss is needed, the parchment can be coated with the white
of an egg, which is rubbed on it with cotton wool.
The parchment
is now ready to be removed from the frame.
It IS trimm6d by cutting off all the irregular corners and punch holes.
Then it is rolled aud stored in a dark dry pl?ce.
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XVII.

J.XATIiER

DYEING

Leather dyeing. although it has been known since time immeIt requires an intimate knowledge
morial. is difficult and tricky.
of the preparation of leather before dyeing. t,he application of suitable
dyes. the use of mordants
and various kinds of Rfter-treatment.
Dyeing leather is much more difficult tha,n dyeing cott,on because
cotton piece goods or thread always absorb the dye uniformly,
while
the leather dyes differently
on shanks, on shoulders or along the
backbone.
It. is beyond the scope of this Development
Paper to mention
every dyeing metehod: only brief descriptions
of the more common
methods are given in this chapter with the object of helping the
,Some detailed processes
rural tanner, while he is still a beginner.
will be explained later for the benefit of t,he more advanced t,anner.
Dyestuffs used for coloring leat.her are of two types:

(RI natural
(b)

artificial

tha$ is. those derived

-

that

is, those

from

prepared

plants

or animalti:

and

synthetically.

Natural dyes
Coloring matters of natural origin are widely (list ributed.
Every
part of the globe has it.8 own examples.
Natural dyes were the first to be used. Even though artificial
dyes have largely replaced them today, the rural tanner is well advised
to start working with natural dyes before at tempting
esperiment,s
with the synthetic dyes.
Natura$l dyes cannot be used by themselves: .for the?- will Ilot
They must be fised by means of certain chemicals
st,ay on the leather.

which are called “ mordants ” or “ strikers. ”
give diRerent colors, according to t,he mordant
The best-known

natural

The same dye will
which is use&

dyes are:

Logwood - This is the natural dye extracted from campeachy
wood, a large tree (Hematoxylon cumpechianum), which grows in the
West Indies and Mexico.
The dye is extracted
by boiling chips
It is sold as solid or liquid extract
of the red-brown wood in water.
and as wood chips.
Logwood gives different colors if it is used with the following
mordants:
Logwood
..
..
..
7.

and lime tiater
....................
-7 alum
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.
..
. . . . . . . . . . . . .I .
copper sulphate
‘* dichromate
of potash or sodium .
...............
‘* ferrous sulphate

Dark violet
Plum
Dark red
Black
iViolet black

Logwood is generally chosen to produce a black color on vegetable
First-, a 3 pertanned leather when iron salts are used as mordants.
cent solution of logwood is applied to the leather; then a solut.ion
of 3 percent ferrous sulphate and 0.5 percent coppc;r sulphate is brushed
on. If a deeper black is desired, a little amnlonia and 0.5 percent
fustic - a yellow natural dye extractled from t,l.le yellow Brazil wood
of the species MOTZUItinctoria - can be added to the solution of
logwood.
z
Fustic - This is known also as Cuba wood and is extensively
used as a yellow dye. It is obtained from a tree: Chlorophoru tinctoria,
It is sold either
which grows in Brazil, Mexico, Cuba and Jamaica.
as liquid or as solid extract, or as ground wood.
The following
tints are obtained by using fustic wit.h different
mordants:
Fustic
9,
,?
7,

and lime water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7% alum
.........................
” lead acetate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,,
...............
copper sulphate

Orange
Bright
yellow
Yellow
orange
Dark green

Indigo blue - The indigo plant (Zndigofera tinc~oria)
is grown
The
dye is
commercially
in India, China, Japan and Indonesia.
extracted
from both seeds and leaves; the yield from the leaves is
higher than the yield from the seeds. The cut plants are first estracted
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The liquid which contains flakes of
in vats under fermentat,ion.
coloring mat,erial undergoes further treatment
until it is dried and
pressed into cakes.
For dyeing leather, an infusion of indigo wit,h ferrous su1phat.e
and slaked lime is used. Aft,er this application the pieces of leather
are. hung out of doors, where the blue color develops by oxidation,
Cochimsl - This is a scarlet coloring material obtained. from
the dried, ground body of a female insect (COCCUSbacfi) which resembles the ladybird and lives on cacti in Mexico, Vent,ral America and
Java.
Cochineal is used with tin mordants.
There are man)- shrubs,‘ trees and fruits which yield red dyes,
a!ld they are used under a variety of names.
A good example of how a nat,ural dye and plordant can give a
brilliant, red is the age-old art of dyeing Morocco leather.
The process
is as follows:
1.

The skins are softened
flat.

in wat,er and st,ret’ched out completely

a.

Alum,

3.

A cochineal bath is prepared
a little tart,ar emet,ic.

4.

The skins are immersed for half an hour in this bath, with continous handling, at a temperature
of about 430 C.

5.

The skins are then taken out,, rinsed, drained, laid flat on a table,
oiled with linseed oil on the grain side and draitied.

6.

When the skins are dry, a finish prepared in the following way
is applied: 42 grams of shredded soap, 5 grams of lard, and 7 grams
of carbonate of soda are boiled together with sufficient water
to dissolve them.
After the mass has completely
dissolved,
42 grarrks of flax seed decoction
are added.

7.

The finish is applied lightly with a sponge or cotton wool pad
Thekl the skins are rubbed with a
and then allowed to dry.
piece of flannel to produce the desired gloss.

or tin salt, dissolved

in water,
by boiling

is applied

as a morda.nt.

the scales in water with

Further examples of the use of natural dyes are found in Nigeria.
After years of trial and error the Nigerian tanner has learned how
to obtain excellent result*s from local liatural coloring matters.
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Yet,?o.ccis obtained from the tuberous rhizome of a shrub whicih
grows abundantly
in dry areas. Salt from Lake Chad is used as a
The principal
sa.lt responsible for this color is sodium
mordant.
carbonate.
Red is obtainable
from guinea corn leaf sheaths. dried and
powdered.
Lake Chad salt is again used as a mordant. and lime
juice’ provides the necessary acid.
Bhck is obtained by first dyeing the skins red with guinea corn
sheaths and then using as a mordant the smelted and vitrified clay
This \-it.ric
and iron which are obtained from blacksmiths’
hearths.
material is mixed with stigar and water.
i‘he Sudanese tanner uses acid produced by the fermentation
of
Red color is obtained from
dates to obtain a brown or tan color.
red wood which is imported from Turkey and mixed with alum and
some powdered local wood.
Wherever tanning is a4 home industry. the rural tanner can learn
from the cotton dyer or basket and mat worker what local plants
yield dyes. He should then experiment with small pieces of leathel
and use these dyes with different mordante.

Artificial

dyestuffs

The tanner

divides

artificial

dyes into

three

main

groups:

AC&! d;yes are readily soluble in water. and they require no mordant
Such dyes are:
for their vegetable
or chrome-tanned
leather.
Orange (4. Metanil Yellow. Fast Red. Resorcine Brown. Acid Green.
Nigrosine, Acid Black-Brown.
Naphthol Blue-Black and Naphthadene
Leather Yellow. Brown or R,ed and others.
Bkc
&a can be used on vegetable tanned leather.
They a,re
favored because of the rapidity of the covering and absorption power.
It is. however. wential
to give the leather a preliminary
treatment
The leather,
because basic dyes are readily precipitated
by tannin.
therefore. shtiuld be washed. retanned slightly with sumac or any
mild tanning material. washed again and then drummed in a solution
of t&anium potassium
oxalate or other salts. such as tartar emetic
This treatment not only precipitates the remaining
or lead acetate.
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which might diffuse out of the leather and interfere with the
dyeing; it also effects the final combination
of leather and dye stuff
and makes the color faster to washing a,nd to light.
If basic dyes are employed for chrome leather in the neutralized
state, it is necessary to mordant with a sutiface retannage and to use
vegetable tanning materials: syntans or natural dyes which contain
Afterwards
the skins should be washed. drummed
in a
tannin.
salt, such as titanium
potassium oxalate; washed again and then
dyed.
Examples of common basic dyes are: Bismarck Brown. *Magenta,
Safranine. Mebhylene Blue. Ba,sic Bla.ck, Indine Blne and Rhoduline
Yellow,
tannin

Direct dyes can combine directly
with chrome-tanned
leat.her
They can also deepen the color of
without the aid of a mordant.
vegetable-tanned
leather which has been previously
dyed with a
basic dye, but they have little affinity with vegetable-tanned
leather.
They will only produce light sha.des on chrome lenther mordanted
with tannin.
Diazole Chrome Brown. Direct Blue. Direct Fast R#ed anti Direct
Black are examples of direct dyes.
*Vote - Acid and basic dyes must ne\-er be mixed. for they precipitate each ot,her.

Use of dyes
It is impossible to give a comprehensive
list of instructions
on
hoi- to apply dyestuffs to all kinds of leather.
Before attempting
to dye a whole batch bf skins. therefore. the tamer shon!d first try
his skill on a small piece of leather about 10 by 10 centimeters.
The manufacturers
of dyestuffs supply- data on the range of color,
solubility,
penet,ration and the light and wash fastness of their dyes
and on how to use them.
The amount, of dye used depends or1 man)- factors - among
them are the type of dye, the kind of tanning. the quality of the
leather, the method of applica.tion and t,he na.ture of the water but it falls between 0.5 percent and CJpercent of t.he weight of dry
leather.
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The preparation
of leather for dyeing requires patience and skill.
The leather must be well washed to remove any excess soluble tannin.
Uneven or spotted vegetable tanned leather, produced by astringent
tannins such as mimosa, can be dyed more easily if it is first washed
in a mild ( 1 percent) bath of sodium
(or “ stripped “) thoroughly
bicarbonate,
sodium carbonate or borax.
This leather can then be
retanned by using a mellow tannin such as sumac, gambier, or acacia
at a strength of 1 to 2 percent in warm water, calculated on the dry
weight of the leather.
A drum is recommended for these processes.
which should not take more than two to three hours.
After retanning, the leather is washed thoroughly.
Dyestuffs should never-be dissolved in iron vessels, but in wooden.
porcelain, aluminium,
enamelled or glass vessels:. for iron may affect,
The best way t,o dissolve dyes is first to make them
certain colors.
into a paste w&l: cold wa.ter and then to add more water and t.o heat,
to 700 C., while stirring vigorously.
If only hard water is available,
basic dyest,uffs should first be made into a paste wit’11 an equal quantit)
of acet,ic acid (of 30 percent strength) before adding the hot water.
Acid dyes are made up for use by dissoliing 5 to 20 parts of the
d;iestuff in 1,000 parts of warm water at 300 t,o 400 C. The amount
Acetic, formic
of dye used depends on the depth of color desired.
or sulphuric acid is lat,er added to this solution - that is, after the
The amount of acid should
color has been absorbed by the leather.
be slightly less than the weight of dye used - for 2 grams of dye
stuff, 1.5 grams of acid. The solution and acid may also be stirAs soon as the color becomes uniform, it is ready
red together.
for use.
Dyeing takes about 30 minutes.
If a number of skins are being
dyed, the color of the bath will slowly become less intense, because
the dyestuff is Heing absorbed by the leather.
For this reason, it
is advisable to add the dye in two portions to obtain more even shades
before the acid is added.
Vegetable-tanned
leathers are often stored in the crust state
This storage may discolor the grain, spoil
for prolonged periods.
its appearance and make dyeing difficult.
To ensure that the dyestuffs
are evenly assimilated
by these leathers, the following
procedure
should be adopted.
Drum goat and sheep leather first in lukewarm water, or, better
still, draw the leather t.hrough the water; horse up f& about. one

hour and drum in a float of water at 300 C. for 30 minutes; and the11
drain.
This is followed by “ stripping ” in the same drum, or vat, and
using about 1 to 2 percent borax or 0.25 to 0.5 percent soda ash,
based on the drained or “ sammed ” weight for about half an hour.
The leather is washed again before it is retanned with a suitable
light-colored
tanning material.
Basic as well as acid dyes can be used. For delicate and pale
shades, however, acid dyestuffs are preferred.

Methods of application

ONE-TRAY SYSTEM
A wooden t&ray - approximately
1 meter long by 1.4 meters
wide and about 20 centimeters deep - is used. As dyeing is only
necessary on the grain side, the following method is considered to
be sufficient.
Two wet skins of about the same size are “ paired ” - that is,
they are placed flesh to flesh and immersed in the dye. On a small
sca;ie, the skins, instead of being “ paired;” &n be folded along the
backbone, grain side out.
The skins - not more than a dozen - are piled on the right
hand side of the tray and then transferred,
one by one, to the left
side. When the bottom pair has been placed on the top of the left
hand pile, they are once again transferred, one at a time, to the right
hand side. This process is repeated for about 10 to 15 minutes
The skins are then taken
until the desired uniform color is obtained.
out, rinsed in warm water and dried.
The dye must be replenished; for it becomes exhausted, or else
the following batch of skins will be much paler that the first ones,

TWO-TIXAY

SYSTEM

When this method is used, the skins are transfer-red from one
tray to the other, so that those which were on the top in one tray
are on the bottom in the other.
As a rule, ten t,o twelve turns are
required.
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BRUSH COLORING
The easiest method of dyeing is to apply the solution with a
brush or pBd. The skin to be dyed is laid flat on a smooth table,
grain side up. and several applications
of the dye are made with a
soft brush or pad in even. circular movements (Figure 80).
With basic dyes which require a mordar?t, brush dyeing is carried
out in this way:
1.

About a dozen skins are laid. one above the other.
flesh side down and heads towards thz left,.

2.

The skins are moist,ened

3.

The mor(lanf is applied with a soft brush to the top skin. first
a.ronnd the edges and then zig-zag across the center.

4.

This skin is then placed alongside the pile and the others are
t,reated in a, simi1a.r way. so that they are built into a new pile.
The morda,nt should be given time to penetra.te into the skins.

5.

The dye is then a.pplied in a simila,r manner
skin.

f;.

After one coat of (1)-t- hamsbeen applied. the skin is put to one
side. but not piled: a,nd the next skin is similarly dyed.
This
is repeated until all skins ‘have received one coa,t. The prooess
may have to be repea,ted once or twice.

‘1.

The skins are washed in running

H.

They are then stretched out and dried. either
slatted frame or by hanging after slicking.

!I.

The finish

is applied

with

when

on a table,

clean t.epid water.

water

t#o the mordanted

and wrung

out.

by nailing

to a

t.he skins are dried.

,%PRAYING

Dyes. may be applied with a ** flit .’ gun. and then a more concentrated dye solution is used. tireat care must, be taken to apply- the dye
evenly to the whole surface by moving the gun smoothly (Figure 81).
the skin is placed to one side and the
After one applicatioi;.
A second or third coa.t may be necessary.
next skin is trea.ted.
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DRUM DYEING
Dyeing with acid dyes is a very simple operation, if’ a small drum
is available.
The washed skins are put into the drum, which contains
hot water at 420 C. The required amount of dye solution is then
added in two portions, and the drum rotates for ten minutes for
After this, the required amount of acetic or formic
each addition.
acid is poured in, and the drum rotates for a further fifteen minutes.
Then the skins are taken out, rinsed, slicked out and stretched on
a board for dyeing (Figure 82).
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XVIII.

Once the tanner
t,o produce quality
the backyard
and
this alone or he
Choosing a
nery.
thought.

PLANNING

A RURAL

TANNERY

has acquired sufficient knowledge and confidence
leather, the time comes to abandon his shed in
to establish a proper tannery.
Either he does
builds with other tanners a co-operative
tansuitable
location
for a tannery
needs careful

Site

Idezilly, a tannery should have a copious supply of suitable water
and allow easy disposal of waste (effluents).
It should be readily
accessible by road or rail; it should be situated as closely as possible
to permanent, sources of raw materials, such as hides, skins, tannins
and lime; and it should also be in an iarea where skilled labor is available and near a leather-consuming
area.
It is unlikely that one site will offer all these advantages.
Various
factors, therefore,
must be considered.
It is, for instance,
not
absolutely
essential to have a market for the finished products
in the immediate vicinity, for the finished leather is easier to transport
t!lan the raw material.
A new tannery should be so constructed that it allows adequate
space for the planned output; it should be on high ground to allow
for easy drainage and waste disposal; it should be sanitary and provide
good working conditions for the laborers; it should allow the continuous
flow of materials - it should ensure that hides and skins are so
handled through
the tannery
that all unnr?essary
movement
is
avoided.
Finally, it should be easy to enlarge the tannery, if the
volume of trade increases.
19.5
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LEACHING
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Courtesy Mrs. Erice Jlalbll
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Its size depends
There are no standard dimensions for a tannery.
on the output and types of leathers to be produced, the methods of
Once the
tanning and, naturally,
the financial means of the owner.
basic parts of the building are planned and the questions of water
supply, waste disposal and markets are settled, it, is easy to decide
upon t’he size.
-4 very simple tannery
consists of one long building
and two
“ lean-tos. ” The walls are made of stone, brick or timber 1.2 to
The roof should be supported by
1.5 meters above ground level.
stoue. brick or wooden pillal%. The di&ance between the pillars
should be 2.5 to 3 meters, or else they should conform to t,he regulations
which the government of the particular
country may have made for
this indust.ry . In hot climates, the space above the walls, up to the
eaves. sl~oulcl be closed by sheets of metal or by strong wire nett,ing.
In cooler climates, the sides of the building may be walled up: but
sufficient windows or openings must be left for adequate lighting and
ventilation.
Light. is extremely
important
in a tannery - first,’
because most, processes require visual inspection and, second, because
the growth of moulds in a dark ill-ventilated
t,annery can lxesent
very serious problems.
The followiug dimensions are suggested for a rural tannery which
has an output of 10 to 12 hides and 50 to 76 skins per day (Figure 83).
It. should be realized, however, that, details have to be adjusted to
local conditions and needs.
A building Zi met.ers long and i meters wide. dirided into:
.................................

stores

Raamhouse ............................
Tannery .............................
Finishing room and office ...............

.

G.5
6
7.5
6.5

meters
meters
meters
meters

long
long
lnlg
long

l3y working 25 days each month. such a tannery could handle
250 t.o 300 hides and 1,250 to 1,875 skins each month.
This output
could be increased substantially
if, Inter on, suitable machinery were
installed.
The recommended dimensions of t,he “ lean-to” sheds are 6 meters
by 6 meters both for the leaching and drying sheds.
When planning a t’annery, allowance should be made for enlarg.
1
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ing the premises, if and when required, rather t,heu starting with a
building
which is or_lly just large enough.
The leaching pits, for
instance, should be located close to the suspenders, and provisiou
for the crushing of ba.rks, etc., should be made.

Roaf

Corrugated
iron roofs are not entirely
suitable for tanneries,
because iron reacts to the chemicals which are used. The moisture,
condenses during the night or in
always present in the tannery,
cold weather, and dripping from an iron roof will stain the leather
Galvanized
corrugated
iron sheets, however? a,re
and tan liquors.
used in large tanneries.
Certain paints which are available on the
A thatched
market prevent the corrugated iron from getting rusty.
roof is also troublesome;
for the straw and dust which fall from it
contaminate
dyes and interfere with glazing.
Aluminium,
asbestos
or country tile roofs are the best because they are durable and cool,
There are, however, countries where
and they do not spoil the work.
thatched roofs are not made out of straw, but are woven out (plaited)
of different kinds of palm leaves and other strong vegetable material.
In many countries this is an old established small rural industry.
Mats from vegetable material are also woven, and they could be used
as ceilings.
To reduce condensation
and increase ventilation,
it is advisable
to provide a ventilated
ridge along the whole length of the roof
(Egwe
5%).

Floors and drains

Floors may be made of stone, brick or concrete.
Concrete should
be roughened by pressing diamond-shaped
weld mesh, or expanded
metal, into the wet cement mix.
The channels thus constructed
drain off the surface water, while providing
a firm grip for the feet
of the wor;kers.
The efficient removal of liquids from the tannery is essential both
Sooner
for the health of the workers and for the quality of the leather.
or later, slippery and smelly floors, without
slopes leading to the
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FIGURE SP. - A puadle

roo.i ronstrwtiorr.,

showing opt31 ridge for ventilation.
Courtesy Mrs. Erica Mann

drains or without drains at aall, will cause dissatisfactian
or disease
among t,he laborers; they will also cause a lowering in the quality
of the pl.oducts.
Many tanneries have still only one main drain,
which runs along the center line of the building, and which is covered
with an iron grating. . It is better to have two drains which run
parallel to the long walls of the tannery (Figure 85).
Simple grease traps and screens - or, better still. perforated
buckets - should be installed in the drains to trap larger particles
before they leave the tannery premises.
This waste can be added
to a compost heap and thus enrich the fields with nitrogenous
material _

Basic sections

Whether the tjannerv is t,o be small or large, provision
following
a,ssets is e&ntial
(Figure 83):
1.

A store for hides and skins;

2.

A store for tannins

3.

-4 lean-to

4.

A “ beamhouse,” also called -* wethouse,”
tions such as soaking, liming, unhsiring,

(lime, however.

for the

should be stored separ at,ely);

shed for leaching;
for preliminary
operabating and drenching;

FIGURE
85. - Cross section
of tannery floor showing two
dw$ns
running
parallel
to
the long walls,
as recornmended for rural tanneries.

Courtesy

5.

The tannery

6.

A drying

7.

A finishing

8.

A store for finished

Mrs. Erica

Mann

proper;

shed;
room;

and
leather,

to include

an office.

STARE FOR HIDES AND SKINS
The store should he large enough for a two-month
production
It should also provide for storage
of hides and skins to be tanned.
of hides and skins which can sometimes be bought at a low price
The store should be weatherwhen market conditions are favorable.
proof to prevent spoilage by rain, well ventilated and vermin-proof;
it should be fitted with a slatted platform on which the hides and
skins are stored, and it should be provided with a platform scale.

STORE FOR TANNINS
As a rule, t,annin-bearing
materials
are collected
seasonally.
Thus, at certain times of the year, it may be cheaper to buy more
than is necessary for immediate consumption and to store the surplus
until it is required.
Although this store need not be an elaborate building. full protecTannin-containing
materials should
tion from the rain is essential.
be kept on a slatted platform, and the store should be well ventilated
to prevent the growth of moulds.
Lime must not be allowed to contaminate
the tanning material.
It is best kept in a pit or in a large, covered, wooden box, separate
from the tanning
matirial
and preferably
outside but protected
from the rain.
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LEACHING

SHED

This need not be part of the building itself; for a “ lean-to ” shed
It must have a stone or cement floor; otherwise
is quite adequate.
This floor should slope inwards, towards
it will soon become muddy.
the wall of the tannery; it should discharge into the main tannery
drain, but not into the effluent drain.
Provision
should be made for possible expansion
accommodation, for instance, for large slatted floored wooden vessels or
whole batteries of brick: stone or cement vats to produce tanning
liquor.

THE

BEANHOUSE

(ALSO

CALLED

WETHOUSE)

Preliminary
operations, such as soaking, liming, unhairing, scudding, bating and drenching,
take place in the beamhouse.
It is not possible to recommend a standard size for this building,
but there should be enough space for each operation.
As most of the wet work is done in the beamhouse, it is the source
of most of the effluents and solid wastes - for example, hair, fleshings
It is essential, therefore, that the floor is made
and trimmings.
Since the water consumption
in this part
of cement, brick or stone.
of the tannery is very high, there must be provision for an adequate
and quick water supply.
If cattle hides are to be tanned, preference is given to brick or
cement vats. Under rural conditions, vats should be erected above
ground level and not built completely
into the ground; otherwise
draining is difficult.
A hole - about 6 to H centimeters in diameter
and fitted with a wooden tap - should be made at the bottom of
that side of the vat which is nearest the drain.
The bottom of the
tank should slope in the direction of the floor.
The

following

dimensions

are recommended

for

vats:

(a)

two or three soaking tanks, each 1.5 meters long by 0.9 meter
wide and 1 meter deep; and

(b)

three liming
tanks.

tanks

of the

same dimensions
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as the

soaking

FIGI’RE so. - Moving

hides

in suspedcr

C~ourtt~sy Kenya
FIGURE

entarged)

pits.

I~ifom~at ion (IfIke,

Nairot)i

87. - cross .!Wtiim oj vat showing &?opi?q. base (witk slope expesS/jJ
toward drain.
Side in vat is suspended from a wooden slat.

Court,esy Mrs. Erica Mann

THE

TANNERI-

PROPER

of the building where the hides or skins are tanned
must be separate from the beamhouse.
A clear space should always
be left, between the two, although a wall is not necessary.
.The size of the tannery proper depends on the amount and on
t,he nat’are of the material to be treated and also on the number
of hides and skins t,o be taken for each soak. If only skins are to
be t.anned, the tannery need not be a large building.
If, however.
the tanner intends bo handle cattle hides as well, the space must be
much larger. and the following vats will be required:
Eight suspenders and handlers - each 1.5 meters long. 0.9 mete1
wide and 1.5 meters deep (Figures 86 and 87) - and three lay-away
tanks of the same dimensions.
Thcrc must also be enough space
for leaching the bark.
The eight sllspenders and handlers are interconnected
by staggered
drainways,
which are about 15 centimeters in diameter, at the top
of the dividing walls.
These drains allow the tan liquor. which is
always added to the last suspender, to overflow from vat to vat.
They strengthen
each vat in turn by an equal volume of mellow
liquor, * while an equal volume of used liquor is rejected from the
first vat, either by overflowing or by draining.
The diagram shows
how the liquor moves in the opposite direction to the hides (Figure 88).
The number of hides which enter the first vat is identical to the
number which leaves the last. Thus a continuous and steady flow
The

part

MOVEMENT

I

OF

HIDES

FLOW

OF

?IOURE
88. - Sketch. showing that hides and tan liquor move in opposite directions
and that the vats are i?ztermnnected.
..
Com%rsy Mm, Erica Mann
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of goods is maintained.
When tanning skins, it is better to install
paddles, a.nd not hand-driven
drums.
One or two tables are needed for scouring, fatliquoring,
oiling
and stuffing.
Each must be large enough to take a hide or
skin stret,ched out completely
without
any of it hanging
over
the side.

DRYING SHED
The forced drying of leather under direct sun or in hot wind,
as earlier chapters have stressed, is undesirable.
Hence, every
tanner must have a drying shed (Figure 89). This need not be an
elaborate building, but it must protect the leather from rain, direct
The drying shed can be a part of the main
sunlight and heat.
building.
Any shed built of wood or adobe, however, will be
adequate.
A leak-proof thatched or country-tiled
roof is cheap, cool and
satisfactory
if sacking is stretched out below to prevent dust and
other contaminating
particles from falling on the hides. Corrugated
If it is
iron becomes excessively hot under tropical
conditions.
used, it should be covered with mats.
The sides of the sheds should be built in such a way that parts
of it can be opened to increase circulation
of the air. The beams
of the roof should not be too high, and they should be provided with
hooks made of brass or stainless steel, from which leather can be
As there is no effluent or other waste, this part of the tannery
hung.
does not require a permanent floor.

FINISHING ROON
Staking, dyeing, glazing, buffing and compressor and handrolling
for sole leather and sorting are done in the finishing room.
Here
it is necessary to have shelves and cupboards for dyes and chemicals,
as well as several tables and “ horses ” (Figure 90). It is also desirable
to have a box - 1.2 meters long, 1.2 meters wide and 0.3 meter
deep - for clean sawdust.
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STORE FOR FINISHED LEATHER
Finished leather must be kept on racks in a well-ventilated
and
dry store.
There should be a table on which leather can be spread
If sole leather is sold, a weighing scale will be
for measuring.
This dry store should also be the tanner’s office, where
necessary.
he keeps all his records, invoices and books, for it is the cleanest and
driest part of t,he tannery.

Machinery
Throughout
this paper mainly
simple hand tools have been
recommended.
and, in the design for rural tanneries, no provision
has been made for machinery.
When, however, expansion occurs,
when labor becomes more expensive and increased funds are available,
a gradual replacement
of manual labor by machinery
may follow.
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XIX.

WATER

Water has a primary importance
for tameries.
It is essential,
therefore. to see that water is available in abundance and that it
is also suitable for tanning.
It may astonish the rural tanner to
learn that water, though considered pure enough for him to drink,
is not necessarily suitable for tanning.
A suitable water supply must be given the first consideration.
An unsuitable,
or insufficient,
supply of water interferes with the
production
of leather in all basic processes. It affects the leaching,
soaking, deliming, tanning, fat liquoring and dyeing. and it increases
the cost of production
by the loss of tannins and by the loss in hide
It is disastrous, therefore, to start a tannery before the
substance.
availability
and suitability
of the water has been thoroughly
tested.
It is cheaper to brim:. all the tanning materials to suitable water
The main
rather than to bring the water to the tanning materials.
conditions
to avoid are: (a) hardness; (b) presence of iron; and
(c) contamination
with sewage,. factory
wastes, etc.

For the purpose of this paper, water can be divided into two
categories: hard water, which contains certain salts; and soft water,
.
which is free of these salts.
In hard water, soap lathers with difficulty;
but in soft water,
it lathers easily.
The sahs cont,ained in hard water have a very bad effect on several
tanning processes, and, as far as possible, only soft water should be
used. Rain water or neutral stream water are the best.
Hardness, which is generally due to the presence of calcium and
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magnesium salts, may be “ temporary ” - that is, it is removable
On the other hand, it may be “ permanent ” - that is,
by boiling.
it is not removable by boiling.
A simple test can be made to determine whether water is soft
or hard:
Two bowls or plates of equal size are required.
Rain water is
With
put into one, and the water to be tested is put in the other.
a piece of good toilet soap the hands are washed vigorously for half
a minute in one bowl; and the washing is t,hen repeated in the second
If the amount of lather produced in both bowls is more or
bowl.
less the same, the water is soft enough t,o use. When, however,
only a little lather is formed, this water is unsuitable
for certain
processes in tanning.
Soft water, in contact with soap, feels smooth
and soft, whereas hard water, in contact with soap, gives a harsh
rough feeling.
To see whether the hardness is temporary or permanent, auothel
simple test must be made. If, after boiling, hard water throws
down a sediment, it may then lather; and, if so, the hardness was
Permanently
hard water does not lose its harduess
only temporary.
when it is boiled.
None the less, temporary hard water is also unsuitable for a tannery because boiling all the water is out. of the question.
Water can be softened by treatment with lime, lime and soda or
by t.he addition of acids. Patent water softeners can also be used.
All these installations
are, however, too costly for the rural tanner.
III
deiiming by washing with water alone, temporary
hardness
and free carbon dioxide react with lime in the pelt.
This forms a
precipitate
of calcium carbonate on the grain and flesh surfaces, and
This deposit causes uneven bating,
it is known as “ lime blast.”
uneven coloring in the tan liquors, and dullness in glace finishing.
With hard water it is difficult, if not impossible, to make an emulsion
for fat liquors; and certain dyes may not dissolve well in hard water.

Iron

D:ater may be undesirable for reasons other than hardness.
Iron
in water reacts with
vegetable
tannins
and causes black or
bluegreen
stains on leather
because tannin
and iron produce
an ink.
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Iron may be present in water in the form of dissolved iron, or
These bacteria assimilate iron into their bodies;
as “ iron bacteria.”
iron water pipes may be dissolved to obtain the necessary iron.
Iron can be removed from water by several processes. The
cheapest process is lime treatment
or aeration - that is, spraying
water into the atmosphere.
Although
cheap and simple, aeration
Iron
in
water
or
iron stains on leather can
requires expert advice.
be put out of action by acid sodium pyrophosphate,
which is used
in small amounts.
Whenever iron containers are used as storage tanks, they must
be thoroughly
coated with bituminous
paint.

Stagnant water, polluted by sewage and containing large amounts
of decomposed organic matter, is most unsuitable for t,auuing; for
the high bacterial content causes rapid putrefaction
of hides and
Pollution of water with wastes from factories
skins during soaking.
or with mineral oil or paraffin from storage tanks or garages may
cause difficulties at every stage of tanning.
Abnormal amounts of mud interfere with many processes. Muddy
water can be improved by settling and filtering.

Sonrees of water

RAIN WATER
Rain water is ideal for all tannery processes. In many areas
Wherever possible,
however, the supply of rain water is unreliable.
the roof of a house, tannery or other building, should be used to
collect rain water, which should be stored in underground
cement
tanks or else in corrugated iron tanks coated with bituminous
paint.
As impurities
tend to settle, the draw-off tap should be at least
15 centimeters from the bottom of the tank.
In some areas, rain
water is collected in shallow pans built into rocks.
As a rule, this
water is suitable: but, again, it is rarely available in adequate quantities.

PONDS
The quality of water from ponds, lakes and other stagnant sources
depend3 on such -factors as the size and depth of the lake or pond,
and pollution
with factory effluents.
the proxitity
of settlements,
Before it is used, this water should be carefully tested.

RIVERS
Wide variations exist in the quality,, not only from river t,o river,
but, also from point to point in the same river.
As a rule. water should be dra.wn from upStream of any large
town to avoid factory or sewage pollution.
Rivers may contain
undesirable chemicals leached from the soil. This can happen when,
for instance, they flow through
limestone.
Mountain
stream water is usually the finest river water: it is
not polluted and it is as soft, as rain water.

SPRINGS
Contrary to common belief, spring wa.ter is not always suitable
It may be very hard or it may contain iron,
for use in tanneries.
sulphur, or other minerals which can interfere with the taming.

WELLS
Deep well water
Frequently water from shallow wells is polluted.
is usually pure and it needs to be tested only for hardness and for iron.
Rural tanners cannot afford complex purification
equipment.
For this reason, they must be certain of the purity and abundance
of the water supply, before they start a project which is so dependent
upon suitable water.
A large co-operative
tannery
could perhaps aGrd
a private
If these
deep well or draw its water from a tested township supply.
two alternatives
are impossible, the tannery could use water from
a stagnant source - provided the water is soft and free from iron by filtering out the suspended and decomposed orga.nic .matter.

Water can be filtered by passing it through sand. As a rule,
On
this sort of filter is built as a rectangular brick or concrete tank.
the bottom a series of parallel channels support a layer of coarse
gravel, on which the sand rests. The tank must be not less than
2.4 meters deep, so that drains and gravel may be 0.6 meter deep
0.9 meter holds the
and the sand 0.9 meter deep. The remaining
water awaning filtration.
The rate of flow must be adjusted, so
that the amount coming in is equal to the amount flowing out. It
is advisable to have two such sand filters, for periodically they become
clogged and must be cleansed.
Antiseptics,
however. may also have
TO be applied when stagnant water is used.
SO many factors influence the quality of water for tanning that
A yualified persou should be consulted before tanning is started in
R new area. Where the wat,er has already been used successfully
for tanning. uo further tests are necessary.
For testing, which must he done in a well-equipped
laboratory,
two liters of water should be sent for analysis in R cleau bottle with
a closely fitting stopper, which has been thoroughly
rinsed iu the
When taking samples from a. river or a well,
water t,o be analyzed.
the bottles should be immersed below the surface of the water with
the stopper closed. The stopper is then removed, and the bottle
is allowed to fill complet,ely.
The stopper should then be returned
and fastened, and the bot,tle packed for dispatch to the laboratory.
It4 is POW clear that the water problem must be solved before the
site for the tannery is selected.

A quantity
of about 1,350 liters of water is required for each
Hence, every tannery
30 kilograms of .hides or skins to be tanned.
has to dispose of large amounts of effluents which are heavily contaminated with tannins, lime and organic waste, such a.s hair. fleshings,
fat, blood. dung and pieces of hide or skin.
The organic material
will decompose rapidly and produce very unpleasant
odors.
The
hygienic disposal of effluents is as important
as the availability
of
suitable water supplies.
It is most convenient
to divert effluents directly int,o t,he sea,
a large river or an existing sewer.
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In most countries public health legislation prohibits the discharge
of unpurified factory effluents into rivers.
Where there is no legislation concerning effluents, the tanner is still advised to be very
careful about the disposal of sewage: it is unfair to pollut,e other
people’s drinking
or washing water and thus to endanger their
health.
Under rural conditions,
t,annery effluents should be eliminated
as &eaply as possible.
If sewers, rivers or the sea cannot be used,
land treatment
is a good alternabive.
This can be done in three
ways (Figure 9 1):
1.

Direct flooding of the land by small quantities of used water,
which will be lost by evaporation and seepage. As a rule, alternate
square beds surrounded
by low earth ridges are flooded.
This
land should uot incline more tVban 0.3 meter in 3 met.ers.

2.

An excellent method, provided the nat,ure of the soil permits
it, is to divide the land into ridges, bo plant the ridges with crops,
and to discharge the effluent along the furrows.
Thus t,he effluent
irrigates and fertilizes the crops at the same time.
This method
gives the tanner an additional
income and more t’han pays for
the water which he uses in the tannery.

3.

Another method of disposal in light, sandy soils is by subterrrbnean
drains.
These should be 1.5 meters deep, 0.6 meter wide and
filled in to about 15 centimeters below soil level witah stones.
The stones are then covered with grass or old corrugat,ed iron
sheets, and the)- are topped with soil. Alongside the trenches,
eucalyptus
(gum) trees can be planted to assist evaporation.

Before any of t,hese methods are applied, the effluents must first,
be treated.
In t,he first method any sludge in the effluent quickly
clogs the pores in the soil, and seepage stops. In the second method,
cultivation
is rarely successful, because t.he plants are treated with
tannins one da>- and with lime the next.
In the third, the open
spaces between the stones quickly
become filled with sludge.
A good solution is to have t,he material precipit%ated in t,anks,
in which the tannins and lime are mixed and subsequently
settled
These should be built in pairs
as sludge in sedimentation
tanks.
to facilitate cleaning.
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The rural tanner need not be put off by the use of the word
-- tank. ’ At Srst, simple, unlined pits can be used
Later, with
the growth of the tannery, more permanent round or rectangular
tanks of brick, stone or cement should replace them. The size of
bot,h precipitation and sedimentation tanks is directly dependent on
the amount of effluent to be handled.
The sludge, consisting of wet solids, is formed at the bottom of
the ‘pits, and it must be removed petiodica.Jly. The disposal of this
sludge presents a problem. V-shaped trenches - 0.6 meter wide
and 0.3 meter deep - can be dug; the wet sludge can be thrown
into these and covered with earth. The rural tanner is better advised,
however, to use the sludge to make compost for the land.
He can also use his compost heap to dispose of other tannery
waste, such as hair, fleshings and trimmings, household and farm
waste and animal manure or night soil.
The tanner should, in fact, start two compost heaps simultaneously,
and each should me&8ure about 7 square meters with a distance of
approximately 4.8 meters between them. Bricks, stones and any
other coarse m&e&l are placed on the ground to form a base for
the compost heaps and to encourage aeration. Alternate layers of
grass, straw, household waste, tannery sludge and offal are placed
on top of this base until the heap is about 1.5 meters high. To assist
decomposition, the heaps a,re covered with dry grass. After one
month these two heaps are converted into one heap. In the second
month, this compost heap can be turned over agJn. By the third
month decomposition should be complete. At this stage the compost
should be free from offensive odors and ready for use.
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Appendix 1

pH VALUE

IN TANNING

In r’he prelimineg
tamling processes. such 8s sotlking and liming, mainly
ctlk&ine sohltions are used. Solutions of lime, sodium sulphide, caustic soda,
solutions.
Strongly alkaline soluammonia, etc., in water are called nlkahe
hide substance.
tions dimoh
For deliming and actual tanning processes rtcirl solutions 8ri’ used. Solutions in water of oxalic acid, formic acid, ecebic acid, hydrochloric acid, sulphuric 8cid, etc., have acid reactions.
Yt.rong acid solutions destroy hide,
cloth and even metals.
In t’he past, in vegetable tanning processes, the acidity of the solutions
These contain sug8p8, which
was regulated by using raw vegetable materials.
fermented natumlly
to produce the necessary acidity.
Formerly tanniug
liquors were tested wit,h the tongue to discover whether they were stron~lv
or weakly acidic.
More exect, methods of determining whether 8 solution is acid or alkaline 8re now in use, 8nd they enable the modem tanner to regul8te the actual
The degree of alk8linity
or acidity is indicated
tanning process properly.
by means of 8 figure which is called the “ pH value ” (the hydrogen ion
exponent).
By definition, 8 neutral solution - that is, 8 solution which is neither
acidic nor alkaline - hss a pH value of 7.0; and pH values which decre8ee
from 7.0 represent solntions of increasing acidity, while values which increase
from 7.0 represent solutions of increseing 8lkalinit.y.
The scale which is used
is given schematically in Figure 92.
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To determine the pH value of a liquid. indicators 8re used; and this is
t,he calorimetric method.
On the other hand, modem chemicel laboretories
- those, for example, in large-s&e tanneries - use whst are called pH
As 8 rule, the practical fanner
metera; end this is the electrometric method.
finds that indicstore cue accurate enough to measure the pH value. For
this reason, 8 progressive rural tanner, while he is working in his tamery,
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should always carry with him a booklet. of indicator papers to test his soluThis method of measuring the pH is obviously more accutions regularly.
rate with colorless liquids than with colored liquids.

Indicafors are special substancee, soluble in alcohol and/or water. These
solutions change in color according to the pH value of any liquid into which
they are intro&x&
Thus it is possible to use the color of the solution as
a measure of its pH vehle.
An example is the use of phenol phthalein, which has been already described.
Papers soaked in these indic8tOr solutions and dried out are’sold in hook
form. They 8re very helpful for the practical tanner who wants to control
his bate liquors, pickle liquors and other colorless solutions.
Table 1 shows
how the full range of pH values, as used in tannery processes, are covered
by a variety of indicators.
TABLE

x-e

1. -

RANGE

‘OF PH 1’ALWESFOR SO3IE INDgCATORS

of indicator

PH range

Thymol blue
Brom phenol blue
Methylred
Brom cresol purple
Brom thymol bhle
Phenol red
CreESolred
Thymol blue
Cresol phthelein

1.2 - 2.8

3.0
4.4
5.2
6.0
6.8
7.2
8.0
8.2

-

4.6
6.0
6.8
7.6
0.4
8.8
9.6
9.8

It is not necessary for the practical tanner to have all these indicators;
for, as Table 2 shows, the 8pproximate pH v&es of the main processes have
a specific pH renge.
A regular control of the pH value throughout all the processes, it should
be realized, goes far to ensure good results.
The most impor$ant indicator papers for the practical tanner are “ congo ”
per has 8 blue color at 8 pH value of 3.0,
and “ delta ” papers. Congo
a blue--y
color et a pH va rue of 4.0, and it remains red at 8 pH value
of 5.0. Delta peper undergoes the following chan&% in color:
pH
pH
pH
pH
pH

5.0
6.0
7.0
7.2
8.0

. . . ..s......................
............................
(neutre!) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
............................
. . ..I.......................

yellow
grey y3llow

fPY
slight
blue

blue

Indicator dutions’can
be used to determine the pH qf a solution. This
is done by adding a few drops of the solution to a sample of the liquid in
a test-tube 8nd by observing the chenge of color. Pieces of pelt can also
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TABLE 2. - ~PROXLU~E

PH VALUES OF A NUMBER OF TANKING PROCESSES
pH value

So8king

(almost

neutral)

Soaking (alkaline),
soaking
Liming

(strongly

if alkali

Vegetable tanning

- 7.5

9

- 10

approximately

alkaline)

Deliming and bating
the end)
Pickling

is added to assist

5

(almost neutral

(moderate

when at

to weak acid)

(acid)

12.5

725 - z3.5
3

- 3.5

2

-4

approximately
2 at the
start, up to 4.5 towards
the end

Chrome tanning

be tested by ueing Atable indicator solutions - for example, ill t,he deliming and bating process, by using phenol phthalein; and in the pickling proce~, by using congo red OP methyl orange. Meanwhile, the neutralization
of chrome leather can be followed by nsing brom cresol green, or brflrn wed
purple, or blue litmas, paper. Table 3 shows the particulars.
TABLE

3. - PROPERTIES OF A RLNGE OF ISDICATOHS

Snme of indicator

Congo red
Brom phenol blue
Bwm cresol green
Brom cresol purple
Phenol ph thalein

T

C’alor change

.-^_-__

._-_ -----

Fronr

I

blue
yellow
yellow
yellow
coiorlesa

To

pH rnnge tspplicable

-red
blue
blue
purple
red

3.0 - 5.2
3.0 - 4.6
3.8 - 5.4
5.2 - 6.8
Y.2 - 9.8

There are many more indicators in regular use, but, as a rule, .the practical
tanner is s&is&d with the ones already mentioned.
The indicators can be
easily bought, either as dry powders or as solutions already prepared for
tannery use.
Through suitable mixtures of certain indicators, the color change can
exrtend over a large portion of the pH range. These mixt.ures are usually
called UtniveT8ial inC%cdore. One example ie the B. D. H. nni\lersal indicator.
The color changes are: pH up to 3, yellowish green; pH 4. orange-red; pH 5,
orange; pH 6, yellow; pH 7, yellowish green; pH 8, greenish blue; pH 9,
blue; pH 10, violet; and pH 11, reddish violet..
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The only way to control the production. to ensure better quality and to
make 8 profit is to keep records. Leether of high quality is the aim of
every tanner, but it is only too easy to forget what kind of chemicals were
used, the time needed for different processes 8nd even the quality of the raw
material which h8s been obtained.
It is essent.ial,. therefore, for a good
tamer to keep 8dequ8tA3 records.
The record sheet should be pinned on a wooden boerd, and it should
rem&in 8dj8cent to the hides or skins to which it refers a8 they move from
vat to vat. Detaila of every stage of produation which have any bearing
on the hides or &ins should be entered on the record sheet.
The hides or akina must be marked in relation to the record sheet. Paint
or pencil marks are unsatiefactory,
for they will be lost during the various
processes, or they will produce etains. The use of 8n 0.5 to 1 centimeter
punch permifs a whole range of code marks; one, two or three holes in a
row; one shove the other; triangles; squares and so on. The marks should
81~8~s be punched in the same place - for example, on the right fore shank
- 130that they can be found 8t 8 glance. It is actuelly preferable. however.
to merk the hides on both sides of the root of the tail.
The interpretation
of these records will give the tanner much experience
and will prevent him from repeating mistakes.
Teble 4 shows 8 useful example of a t,anning record.

TABLE 4. - EX.~MPLE OF A TANNING RECORD
REMARKS
STARTING DATE ..........

AND OBSERVATIONS
BATCH No. .........
buffalo, etc.)

...........................

TOTAL NUMBER

..........................

TYPE (Goat, sheep, calf, cattle,

WRIGRT

MARKING

..........

(a) Raw hide (6) Soaked weight (c) Limed weight (d) Pelt weight
(e) Wet-leather weight (f) Shaved leather weight (g) Finished leather weight or 81~38.
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QI-ANTITTT 0F CHEMICALSX-~ED

PROCESSINGmr+nz
SOAKING

From

.........

To

.........

LIMING

From

.........

To

.........

BATING

From

.........

To

.........

Remarks and Observations
DRENCHING

From

.........

............................................

T-AXNING, FAT LIQUORING OR STUFFING
From

.........

Remark8 and Observations
DRYING

To

.........

Hemark~ and Observat,ions

OILING.

.............................................

From

.........

,......................a....................

.........

Remarks and Observations

To

To

.........

..... ...............,.....................

F~~ISJXING OPERATION (Dyeing, fat liquoring, setting, drying.
ment finishing. glazing and ironing)
FINI&~INO DATE

...,.....

pip-

.....................................................

QUALITY REPORT (Area or weight)
Date

staking.

Signature

.........

--
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3

Multiply

To concert:

by:

0.3937
3.281
0.1550
10.76
0.06103
35.32
61.03
0.2642
0.2203
0.002205
2.205

Cent~imeters to inches
Meters to feet
Square cent imetelx to square inches
Square meter to square feet,
C!ubic centimeters to cubic inches
Cubic meters to cubic feet
Liters to cubic inches
Liters to U.S.A. gallons
Liter3 to Imperial gallons
Grams to pounds
Kilograms to pounds

Centigrade to Fahrenheit
OC

*F

0
5
*lO

32
41
50
59
68
70
77
80
64.2

2
21.1
20
26.7
29

it
95

ii.2
&
40’
43
45
50
60
70

:z
109.4
113
122
140
158.9
165.2
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GLOSSARY

This glossary is compiled from a series of articles entitled “ Encyclopaedia
of the Leather Trade. *’ by D. Woodroffe which appear regularly in The
Le&er
!htde8’ Review; John Arthur Wilson’s Modern Practice in Leather
Manujacture
and the C-&ssary of Leather Terms, British Standarcl 2780; 1956,
published by the British Standards Institution.
ALUM TASSED LEATHER

Leather prepared oolrly with a mixture of
which the essential active in rodient is an
aluminium
salt. This is o Bten, but not
necessarily, alum - for example, alum, salt,
egg yolk and flour. The natural color of
the leather is white.

..4NIWXE DTED

Leather which has been dyed by immersion
in a dyeb8t.h and has not received any coating of pigmented finish.

ASTRISGESCY

This refers to the property of many vegetable tannins in bringing about a contraction, or drawing together, of the pelt fibers,
and it varies in its intensity with different
materials.
Astringency appears to be associated with a high tan to nontan ratio. low
acid content and very low s8lt content of
the liquor; for an alteration in any of these
factors affects the result.
Mellowneee in a
liquor is the reserve, and it refers to one in
which the combination rate with hide subst,ance is slow and the penetration rapid.

BABY CALF

Calf skin leather made from small, lightweight skins with 8 smooth or finely boarded grain surface, free from any artificial surThe finish is more or less
fface pattern.
glossy, and it is produced by glazing, ironing or plating.

,i BACK
\

The main portion of 8 hide, obtained by
cnt.ting off the two bellies (see Figure 113).
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BAG HIDE

Flexible leather generally embossed with 8
grain pattern; oat grsin is the most. usual.
Made from cattle hide. usually vegetable
tanned, split t.0 a suitable thickness and sometimes hand or machine boarded.

BARKOMETER

An instrument used for measuring the density (“ strength “) of tan liquors.
In the
barkometer scale, one degree specific gravity is divided into 1000 equal subdivisions.
Each of these divisions is called 8 barkometer degree. snd it is expressed as X0
Bkr. To convert berkometer
degree into
specific gravity.
the former is divided by
loo0 and 1 aldded to the quotient.
Degree Barkometer
Specific gr8vity =
+ 1.
loo0
Conversely degrees barkometer = (specific
gravity - 1) x 1000.

BARK

Leather vegetable tanued by means of the
tannins contained in the barks of trees. In
the process the leather comes in contact with
the raw bark.

TANNED

BATE

Materials which’ 8re used for the removal
of nonessential proteins like globular, mucins,
elastins and residues of keratin by chemically reacting with them and dissolving,
They also remove
along with some f&t&
lime from hides and skins. Formerly hen,
pigeon and dog dung were used. With dog
dung the process was known as puering.
Nowadays artificial bates which contain proteolytic and lipatatic enzymes 8nd deliming
These are
chemicals are manufactured.
quite aa efficient as dung bate. and they
Bating renders the fine1
are not obnoxious.
leather soft and supple to the feel and silky
on the surf’e.

BATLNG

To treat skins with a commercially
bate or a bate made from animal
and ammonium chloride.

BEAM

An inclined table with a convex working
Used for fleshing, unhairing and
surface.
scudding.

BEAMHOUSE (NUTHOUSE)

Part of tannery where hides and skins are
soaked, limed, unhaired, scudded, bated and
It is that part of the tannery
drenched.
where hides and skins are prepared for the
actual tanning.
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BELLY

That portion of a hide or skin which co\-em
the underpart of an animal and includes t.he
upper part of the legs (see Figure 18 and
OFFAL).
The tanned outer,
from a belly.

hair or grain

side split

BELLY MIDDLE

The middle part of a cattle hide belly (see
Figure 19).

BELTING BUTT

The butt portion of selected rattle hides
which have been specially tanned, curried
and dressed to produce strong, flexible leather with minimum stretch, suitable for the
manufacture of machine belting.

BEND

Half of a cattle hide butt, obtained by dividing it along the line of the back bone. Usually
applied only to tanned mat.erial (see Figure
18).

BLEACHING LEATHER

For veget,able-tanned leathers this usually
consists of making the color lighter by washing and thus removing t.he oxidized tannins
and insoluble matter from the surface with a
solution of soda ash, and then by treating
with diluted acid, or by using bisulfited
Synthetic
tanning or bleaching extracts.
tanning materials are also used for this purpose. For chrome-tanned leather it umally
consists of making the color lighter by
treatment with syntans and sometimes also
by precipitating
white pigments on the surface nf the leeiher tn @VP it 9 white. qpearante.

BOARDED LEATHER

Leather which has been softened and its surface lightly creased by folding, rain to grain,
and then by working the foI:d across the
leather to and fro by means of hand boarding or a boarding machine.

Box CALF

Black calf skin leather with a surface pat tern of fine box shaped creases formed by
boarding the skin in two dire&ions - neck
Full-chrome
tzmt:
and belly to belly.

Box SIDES

Black leather dressed in the same way as
box calf, but made from cattle hides cut
The tannage may be
down the backbone.
full-chrome, semichrome or vegetable.
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BRAN DRENCH

A warm infusion of bran, in which the puered
or bated skins are immersed.
The bran
contains starch which is converted into organic acids and gras in the skin. The gases,
separate the pelt, fibers, inflate the pelt
and cause it t.o rise to the surface of the
drench liquor; the acids complete the deliming of the pelt,, bring about slight acid swelling and effectively
check furt.her bating
a&ion by acidificat,ion.
The bran particles
help to scour the pelt and remove the scud,
leaving the pelt white and clean.

BRIDLE LEATHER

Strong flexible leather of reasonably uniform t.hickness with a plain finish and a
close shaved flesh. Made from ox or cow
hide, vegetable tanned and curried.

BUFF LEATHER

Flexible dry leat.her with a cream or white
surface and finished on the grain side with
a velvet-like nap. Made from cattle hides,
from which the whole of the grain has been
removed, and oil tanned.

B1:FFAI.O

Leather made from the hides of buffalo
cattle, excluding the Sorth American buffalo.

BUFFED LEATHER

Leather from which the top surface of the
grain has been removed by an abrasive or
bladed cylinder or, less generally, by hand.
\Vith upholstery
leather known as “ hand
buffed, ” the buffing process is invariably
tiarried out by means of an abrasive or bladet1 cylinder.

BUTT

That part of the hide which is left after
the bellies and shoulder have been removed
(see Figure 18).

BUTT SPLIT

The underlayer
cat,tle hide.

CALF

In its wides sense, this is leather made from
the skins of young or immature bovine animals. In a more limited sense, it is leather
made from the skins of t,hose animals of the
bovine species which had not been weaned
nr had only been fed upon milk and which
do riot exceed a certain weight in the green
state; t#hihislimit may be 6.8 kilograms, or
The heavier skins of immaeven higher.
ture milk-fed animals up to 11.3 to 13.6
kilograms in green weight are often termed
VdS.
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split

from

the butt

of a

CASE HIDE

The skin of a fully
bovine species.

CHAMOIS

(a) Suede-finished leather made from the
flesh of sheep- or lambskins. or from sheepor lambskins from which the grain has been
removed by frizzing.
It is tanned by processes involving
the oxidation
of fish or
marine animal oils in the skins. They make
use either of these oils solely (full oil chamois) or, first, formaldehyde and then these
oils (combination chamois). The U.S. Federal
Trade Commission restricts the term “ chamois,“ without
any qualifications,
to the
flesh splits of sheepskins tanned solely with
oils.
(b) Leather made from the mountain antelope or chamois. This leather is rare.

CHEEK

Leather

#RoME

grown

animal

of the

from the cheeks of cattle hides.

Leather which has been, first, chrome tanned
throughout
its thickness and. second, further treated or tanned with vegetable and/or
synthetic tanning agents. These retanning
agents penetrate markedly, but not necessarily completely, into the int.erior.

RETAN

Leather .tanned either solely with chromium
salts or with chromium salts, together with
quite small amounti of some other tanning
This other tanning agent is used
agent.
merely t.o assist the chrome tanning process,
and not in sufficient amount to alter the
essential chrome character of the leather.

CHROME TANNED

CIRCULATORS
*

Circulators, or a circulator round, consist.of
a series of tan pits which are interconnected.
The leathers, or partly tanned butts, are
suspended in these pits.
As a rule, there
are seven pits in a round, and butts are
suspended in six of the pits, leaving one to
contain t.an liquor only. The butt,8 remain
suspended in the pits, and the tan liquor
is circulated through all seven pits.
Additions of extract, acid or salts are made to
the liquor in the sp.are pit. - that is, the
one in which no leather is suspended. The
temperature
of the whole tan liquor in
the circulator
round can be adjusted by
controlling
that of the tan liquor in the
spare pit. The advantages are: (i) Frequent
handling before strengthening and adjusting
the liquors is avoided; there is less hauling
of the leather; thus labor is saved and labor
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costs are reduced. (ii) The tmmin penetrates
more rapidly. (iii) There are no hook scratches
caused by too frequent ha.ndling of the
lest-her.
~OMBIX4TIOS OIL

-4 tannage. or a process of tannage, in which
the skin is first tanned with formaldehyde
and subsequently treated by the oil process
(set? CHAMOIS).

COMBINATION TANNED

Leather tanned by two or more tanning
agents - for example, chrome followed by
vegetable (chrome retan); vegetable followed
by chrome (semichrome); formaldehyde followed by oil (see COMBINATION OIL).

CORRECTED GRUN

Leather frc>rn which the surfme of the grain
has been partially removed by buffing to a
depth governed by the condition of the raw
material.
Upon this leather, a new surface
has been built by various finishes (see BUFFED
LEATHER),

COW HIDE

Strictly, this is .leather made from unsplit,
cow hides or their grain split, but the term
is sometimes applied to similar leathers from
any hides of the bovine species. The term
must not be applied t,o leathers from flesh
splits.

CURRIED LEATHER

Leather
currying

cURRYIN

A series of dressing and finishing processes
which are applied to leather after tanning.
During these processes appropriate amounts
of oils and greases are incorporated in the
leather to give it increased tensile strength,
flexibility
and water-resisting properties.

DELIMING

1

which has been subjected
process.

t,o the

The partial or complete: removal of the lime
or other alkali from lime pelts, by immersioQ in water, a weak solution of an acid or
an acid salt. Not more than 60 percent of
the lime can be removed by prolonged washing of the pelts in running water only. The
remainder of the lime is chemically combined
with the pelt and can only be removed by
treatment
with an acid or an acid salt.
Hydrochloric,
lactic, boric and acetic acid
and sodium bisulphite or ammonium salte
are commonly used. Treatment with acids
can be dangerous due to the phenomenon
called acid or overewelling,
especially if
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strong acids+ such as hydrochloric
or sdphuric. are used. To avoid this and to
economize in the use of boric acid, it has
become a common practice to delime t.he
surface of pelts or butts with a mixture
of bo&x and sulphuric acid. A pit is filled
with a 0.23 percent solution of borax; the
limed butte are suspended in this, and
diluted sulphuric acid is added from time
to time until the grain surface has been
completely delimed.
DRAWN GRAIN

-4 grain showing an irregu!ar pattern of
creases or narrow grooves. It is produced
by tanning the skin so that the main thickness has contracted relatively to the gram
layer, which is then fixed in a puckered or
“ drawn together ” condition.

DRENCH

f’;nxted

DRENCHING

Soaking skins in a fermented infusion
bran or flour and warm water.

DRESSING HIDE

Unsplit
tanned
strength
sing for

DUBBIN

Stuffing material -used for heavy leather.
This is usually a mixture of fish oil (preferably cod oil) and tallow in suit,able proport.ion.

DYES (1) hKlTFICIAL

Dyes prepared synthetically.

DYES (2) NATURAL

Coloring

E. I.

An abbrek-ation of East India.
A descriptive term applied to crust, vegetable-tanned
cowhide (kip), buffalo hide and calf, sheep
originating
in the Indian
and goatskin,
subcontinent
and tanned in India, mainly
in the south, and especially around Madras
(f= -1.

EMBOSSED LEATHER

Leather embossed or printed with a raised
pattern, either imitating
or resembling the
grain pattern of some animal or being quite
unrelated to a natural grain pattern.

EWJLSIFYING AGENT

A substance which
sion.
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bran or flour used for deliming
of

rough tanned cattle hide, vegetable
in a manner giving good tensile
and mellow feel. Suitable for dresharness and straps.

matters

of natural

origin.

helps to form an emul-

EXULWOX

A suspension of tiny droplets of fat in a
liquid in which it is not soluble.

ENZYMES

An enzyme is a soluble, colloidal, organic
catalyst, produced by a living organism.
They are not themselves alive. When present, they can increase the speed of certain
specific reactions
wit.hout being affected
themselves; only very small amounts are
required to bring about these ‘changes. The
most important enzyme encountered in leather manufacture
is trypsin, which is the
active principle in the dog dung bacteria
responsible for puering action. Trypsin also
occurs in certain plants and moulds. Another
source of trypein is cattle and pig pancreas,
which contains some other enzymes besides
trypsin.
Trypsin is, the chief ingredient of
tryptic
bates, which are enzyme b8ting
materials.
Trypsin is also the active principle in the enzyme unhairing
process.
Epidermis is digested by trypsin. An enzyme
papain has also been used for bating purPuering and bating bacteria are
%zive
owing to the enzymes which they
form and contein.
Enzymes are poisoned
by some products but stimulated by others
- for example, by ammonium salts. Enzymes are destroyed by heat.

FACE

Leather made from the face of cattle hide
- that is, a triangular-shaped
portion from
between the ears and eyes to the nose,
excluding the cheek (see Figure 18).

FALL (OR FILLLEN)

To deplete or to remove the swelling of limed
It is one of the effects of puering
pelts.
The bated pelts are soft. silky
or bating.
on the grain and flaccid. This is the condition known as ‘I fallen, *’ and the production
of this effect is termed ‘. to fall.”

FAT LIQUOR

Is an emulsion of oil or fat. in water, and
the oil or fat globules in t,he emulsion are
absorbed evenlv bv leather which is treatSed
with it. The -fib&s of the leather become
coated with the oil or fat, so that the leather is thereby rendered soft.

FAT LIQUORI~VG

The process of applying
light leather.

FINISHING

All operations, such as oiling, dyeing and
rolling, which are meant, to improve the
quality and appearance of t.he leather.
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emulsified

fat t,o

FILL

CER~ME (TANNED)

The adjective “ full ” is sometimes added to
chrome tanned to emphasize the fact that
the leather is neither semichrome nor combination chrome.

FvLL GRAIN

Leather bearing the original grain surface,
as exposed by’ removal of the epidermis, and
with none of the surface removed by bufhng,
snufiing or splitting (see CORRECTEDGRAIN).

FUR

The skin of a recognized fur-bcaring animal
dressed and finished w&h the hair on.

GLAZING

The operation of producing a bright, glossy
or glass-like finish on the gram surface of
leather by subjecting it to the action of a
inachine which rapidly draws, under pressure, a tool of glass, agate or other suitable
material across the suitably prepared surface
of the leather.

GRAIN

(o) The outer, or hair side, layer of a hide
or skin which has been split into two or
more layers.
(b) The pattern visible on the out,er surface
of a hide or skin after the hair or wool has
been removed.

GRAIN-LAYER

The portion of a hide or skin ext,ending from
the surface exposed by removal of the hair
or wool and epidermis down to about the
level of the hair or wool root,s.

GRAIN LEATHER

Leather which has the grain layer substantially intact and finished on the grain side.

GRAIN SPLIT

The outer, woo! or hair side, layer of a
hide or skin which has been split into two
or more layers.

HANDLER

The vegetable tanning process for sole leat.her consisted of suspender liquors, handler
liquors and layers. The first develo ment of
modern sole leat.her t,annage inclu i ee these
The handlers
same three types of liquors.
or handler liquors comprised those tan liquors
The
which followed the suspender liquors.
handler liquors are stronger than the suspender liquors, and they vary between 15
The
to 45 degrees Barkometer strength.
butts were hung or suspended in the auspender liquors, but. they were laid flat, in
On alternate days, the
the handler liquors.
butts were hauled, and piled to allow for
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16 -

Rural

Taming

Teehmiqwer

the strengthening of the liquors with extracts
or stronger tan liquor. These liquors derived
t,heir name from this frequent handling.
Nowadays, the handlers have been replaced
in modern tanneries by rotors in which the
butts are enclosed in a lattice drum, which
is half immersed in the pit (see also LAYIXCE
DRUM), or by circulators.
HEESE

A wooden frame used for stretching skins
for parchment or vellum manufacture.

HORSE

A portable wooden vehicle on which leather,
hides and skins are piled for draining or for
transporting from one department to another.

HOT PITS

A series of circulator
pits in which very
strong tannin extract liquors of about 130
degrees Barkometer are used at 41W. to
430C. The leather remains in these liquors
for up to one week. It becomes filled with
the strong extract liquor, and even crude
quebracho extract liquors can be used beceuse
of the temperature.
They are used to increase the amOunt of tannin fixed by the
The hot
leather and also to fill the butts.
liquors 81-e contained in 8 set of circulator
pits. These comprise six pits in which the
leather is suspended 8nd one pit which
contains tanning extract liquor only.
This
one pit is provided with a alosed steam coil
for nuaint8ining the temperature.
All seven
pits are interconnected,
so th8t by controlling the strength, temperature and pH value
of the liquor in the seventh pit, these properties 81-e da0 controlled
for 811 the tan
liquors.

HYDRAULIC LEATHER

Leather made from cattle hide which has
been so dressed with soft grease that it
becomes virtually waterproof.

HYPODERMIS

Loose connective tissue mixed with
tissue, joining the skin to the body.

fatty

Substances soluble in alcohol and water
which undergo 8 change in color according
to the pH value of any solution into which
they are introduced, thus making it possible
to use the color of the solution 8s 8 measure
These mdic8tor solutions
of its pH value.
can be used to control the pH value of bate
liquors, pickle liquors end other colorless
solutions.
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INSOLE BELLY

Vegetable-tanned
hide
insoles for footwear.

KBRATIN

The basic substance (proteins) in all horny
structures such 8s the epidermis, hair, nails,
horns, claws.
They 8re characterized by
great resistance to fermentation
(enzymes)
acids and 8lk8lies. They are extremely sensitive to reducing agents
- for example,
sodium sulphide 8nd hydrosulphide
- for
they are speedily disintegrated
by them.
Hair is completely dissolved 8fter one hour
in a 10 percent solution of sodium sulphide.
They are only slightly swollen by acids or
alkalies. Thus if any epidermis is left adhering to the pelt after unhairing, it impedes
the swelling and plumping of the pelt collagen, and this c&uses the production of thin,
flat leather.

KICKER

Receptacle apperatus used for fur skins
processing. Fur skins are pickled 8nd rubbed on the pelt side with cod oil or similar
fish oil. They are hung up in 8 warm drying room to oxidize and dry. The dry pelts
8re softened in the “ kicker, ” which is 8
box-like receptacle containing sawdust. Into
this box dips a foot-like projection which is
capable of being moved to and fro mechanically, whereby any dry pelts ten be softened. The movement of the fur skin in the
sawdust cleans the hair 8nd gives it a polish.

KILLING

-4 process applied to wool or fur skins in
order to make dyeing of the wool or fur
more easy. Killing is often done with sod8
ash (sodium carbonate), ammonia, or ammonia and hydrogen peroxide.

KIP

Smaller type of cattle hide. They are:
(a) Hides of fully meture cattle, other th8n
buffaloes, native to the Indian subcontinent;
for these 8re smaller then those of Europe
and Americ’a.
(b) Hides derived from immature E::ropean
and Americrtn snimals of the bovin,: +..%cies
which have been grass fed and h8~ e s .zes
intermediate between those of cal! and full
grown cettle.
(c) As an 8bbreviafion
of the full t:rm
‘&East India Tenned Kip ” - or “ E. I.
Kip ” - crust, vegetable-tanned
leather,
made from cow or buffalo hide originating
in the Indi8n subcontinent
8nd tanned in
Indi8, mainly in the south and especially
&round Madras.
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belly,

suitable

for

KISS SPOT

A light stain or lightly colored portion on
vegetable tanned hides or skins c&used by
the pelts touching esch other in the early
stages of the tar+ng
process. Movement,
of pelts in the first ten liquors is designed
to avoid this staining.
Staining may occur
above the kiss mark through the settlement
of heavy particles in the tan liquor on
to the two grain surfaces. The kiss itself
is not 8 discdloration;
for it is the portion which touching has prevented from
being colored.

%‘IEE STAKER

A metal blade set upright on a wooden support, which may be 8 rigid upright portion
of the stand or an upright stake. The skins
for staking are worked over the blade. Both
hands and knee are used for giving the
necessary pressure on the skin. Staking pulls
apart the fibers of the skin, which should
remain quite soft on drying out.

LATTICE DRUM

L8ttice
drums 81‘8 usuelly
designed to
For washing only, lattice
rotate in 8 pit.
doore are used in an ordinary drum. Rotors
are lattice drums with the butt,8 fixed t.o
slats inside.

LAYAWAYS,LAYERSOR
LAYER VATS

A vat containing relatively strong vegetable
tan liquor into which sole leather hides are
l8yed flat after preliminary
initial tanning
in pits or rocker vats.

LAYING AWAY

Storing hides in layer vats for a long time
to ensure that they are t8nned through;
where only weak liquors are &V&ilable, the
hides 81~3dusted with grotmd raw vegetabletanning
materials to provide 8 sufficient
amount of tannin.

LEACHING

Extracting
the tannins from
bearing material by immersion

LEATHER

A general term for hide or skin, which still
retains its original fibrous structure more or
less intact, but from which the hair or wool
may, or may not, have been removed and
hwich has been treated so 8s no: to be putreacible, even after treatment with water.
Certain skins, similarly treated, or dressed,
without
removal of the hair 8re termed
“ fur. ” No product can be described 8s
leather if its manufacture
involves breaking down the original skin structure into
fibers, powder or other fragments by cheand
methods
and /or mechanical
mical
reconstituting
these fragments into sheets or
other forms.
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the tanninin water.

LIME, FRESH

Slacked lime freshly

&ME, MELLOW

Fresh lime in which some hides have already
been limed.

LIME, OLD

Lime used meny times.

LIMB, CALCIUM OXIDE, BURNT
LIME

Is produced by “ burning ” limestone or calcium carbon&t&.
By this process carbon
dioxide is driven off, and the burnt lime or
calcium oxide remains. It is usually in the
form of white lumps, which react violently
with water to form slaked lime or calcium
hydroxide.

LIME LIQUOR, LIMING

As slaked lime is very slightly soluble: in
water, excess gives a milky liq11or - usually
called 8 lime liquor - in which the raw
hides are immersed to loosen the hair or
wool and to swell end plump the collagen
Lime liquors slso exerfibers of the pelt.
cise 8 degree of saponificetion of the grease
in the pelts 8nd loosen some of the “ scud ”
or undesirable ingredients in the pelt.

LIMB PAINT

Sodium s11lphide solution is mixed with slaked lime, hydrated lime or chin8 clay to form
8 thin paint which can be appl$d to the
flesh side of sheep, goat or calf skins. Alternatively, one can slake 8 mixture of burnt
lime and red arsenic to yield 8 paint.
The
mixtures 8re so called because they 81’8
11sually “ painted ” on the flesh side of the
hide or skin. After treetment, the skins are
folded down the backbone, or they ten be
placed, flesh to flesh, in pairs and left overnight.
As 8 rule, the heir or wool is loose
next morning snd it can be pushed .off.

~LL~WNBSS

Nee ASTRINGENCY.

MoRDaN’r

Ree STRIKER.

MUCILAGE

A soft jelly-like
meteriel, such 8s linseed
by soaking
mucil8ge, which is obtained
Next
whole linseed in water overnight.
morning, the water is raised bo the boil,
simmered for a few minutes and allowed
to cool; and the co8rse particles strained
The thin jelly
off through coarse muslin.
obtained forms the basis of many “binders”
for use in finishing leather. Gum tregacanth
and many other substances also yield mucilages.
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dissolved in water.

NONTANS

Substances present in a tanning liquor which
do not tan, such as sugary matter, gallic
acid, solnble mineral salts and other acids.

OAK BARK TANNEE

Leather conforming to the minimum requirements of the Oak Bark Tanners’ Association Ltd. - that is, an unadulterated,
unbleached leather, pit tanned for not less
than five to six months by a process which
embodies layering for not less than three
months and employs oak bark as a basis of
tannage.

OFFAL

The bellies, shoulders and head portions of
cattle hide, which are cut away to isolate
the butt (see Figulre 18).

OILING

OFE

A process of tanning which involves the
incorporation
of fish or marine animal oils
into prepared skins. These oils are subsequently induced to undergo oxidation and
other chemical changes in contact with the
skin fibers, leading to chemical combination
of oil derivatives with the-skin.

OIL T-G

P.¶MI\P’*
- .------*II--

Black chrome leathers, in particular,
are
sometimes “ oiled off ” - that is, they are
given a light coat of mineral oil on the
grain side before they are hung up for drying. The oil prevents the grain of the leather from becoming too hard and bone dry.
As a rule, warm light mineral oil is employed,
but other oils can also be ap lied.
Sole
leather is also oiled off for a soFt grain and
to prevent the vegetable tanning materials
from drying on the surface.

l --=J

PARCHMENT

I.-..
Any enzyme prods-? .T-._ i.%l*.-0- I-... & r-”
creatic glands of mammals.
Cattle and pig
pancreas is the largest source; the pancreas
is dried, ground to powder and then added
to ammonium chloride and wood flour to
give a substitute bating product.
Pancreatin contains enzymes, the chief of which for
the leather trade is trypsin, a proteolytic
enzyme which functions best at pH 8.5 and
35%. Substitute bates containing pancreatin are often described as “ pancreatic ”
bates, and they have proved entirely satisfactory in bating hides, calf skins and sheep
pelts.
.
Transhlcent or opaque material with a smooth
surface, suitable for writing, bookbinding and
other purposes, made from the flesh split of
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sheep, goat or ass skin, by drying out the
limed material without applying any tannage;
the material
is thoroughly
cleansed and
degreased and smoothed during the process.
As a rule! parchment refers to the flesh
split, of a sheep skin.
PASTING OR PAINTING

The application
to the flesh side of raw
hides and skins of a lime paint, a mixture
of slaked lime, water and sodium or arsenic
sulphide or sodium hydrosulphide.
The term
“ pasting ” is applied also in drying dyed
and fatliquored leather over glass or other
suitable plates in the drying chamber.

PELT

In the leather -trade, as opposed to the fur
trade, pelt commonly means the hide and
skin prepared for tanning by the hair or
wool, epidermis and flesh.

PHENOLPHTIULEIN

A white powder soluble in ethyl alcohol,
used as an indicator.
Its range of color
change is from the pH value 8.3 (colorless)
to pH value 10.0 (deep pink, red).
It is
useful in indicating the extent of the deliming of limed pelts. A drop of phenol phthalein in a 1 percent soluGon applied to the
cut edge of a partly delimed pelt indicates
the presence of lime by a deep pink color
(see also PH VALUE).

PHVALUE

A measure of the strength of the acid or
alkaline reaction of a solution, where 7.0
represents a neutral solution. Values decreasing from 7.0 represent solutions df increasing
acidity and values increasing from 7.0 represent solutions of increasing alkalinity.

PICKLING

The treatment of bated skins or drenched
skins with a solutiolr of salt and acid (sulphuric, hydrochloric or formic) to preserve them,
or as a preparation for the tanning operaPickling increases the rate of penetion.
tration of the tanning so aa to prevent
drawn grain.
Pickling brings the pelt to a
nonswollen
acid condition
which is very
to chrome tannecessary as a preliminary
nage; commonly used before throne tanning,
but not generally in vegetable tanning.

PIGMENT FINISHED

Leather to the surface of which a finish
containing
fine pigment particles in suspension has been applied. Sometimes called
“ doped.”

hr

A method in which hides and skins are
limed in rectangular brick or concrete pits,
varying in size, according to the class of
goods to be processed. The smaller pits are
used for skins, the larger pits for liming
hides. The pits may be sunk from ground
level, or they may be built above ground.
The raw hides and skins are immersed in
lime liquor in the pits for three days. Then
the liquor may be strengthened with freshly
slaked lime paste (one-pit system) or the
goods may be transferred to a pit containing
After a further
a once-used lime liquor.
three days, the goods are transferred to a
new lime liquor prepared in the same pit
(one-pit system) or to a fresh pit containing
a new lime liquor (three-pit system).
The
pits must be provided with waste exits, or
the liquor must be removed by pumping
Pit liming is laborious
it out of the pits.
because the goods must be frequently hauled
from the pits “to, permit the plunging of the
liquor in them; for this is necessary to agitate the lime sediment and so to maintrain
Mechanthe saturation of the lime liquor.
ical devices have been designed for agit,ating pit lime liquors.

LIMING

bYERING

The treatment
of fleshed, limed pelts or
grains with a warm infusion of dog dung
for I?/2 to 5 hours, according to the type of
pelt, in order to remove traces of epidermis tissue, short hairs, lime soaps and
“ cementing substance, ” to loosen the scud,
to deplete the pelt,6 and to complete t.he
deliming, and to increase the stretch and
pliability
of the finished leather.

PULLING

A term applied to the removal of the wool
The wool is
loosened in fe!lmongering.
actually pushed tiff by hand and sorted as
Tha operators are called
it is removed.
“ pullers.”

R4iwHl~E

BELTING

.a

LEATHER

A leather suitable for the manufacture of
It is made
high-speed machine belting.
from dehaired and fleshed cattle hide by
treating it, either as such or after alum tawink (tanning), with vegetable tanning agents
so as to leave a central layer untanned. The
product is subsequently curried.

?i%HlMLEAl’HEFt

A kind of leather for the strap of a bridle
obtained from oil-tanned hides.

ROTORS

See LATTICE DRUM.
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ROUGH TANNED LEATHER

Leather, usually vegetable tanned, which
has not been further processed after tanning,
but has been merely dried out. The term
“ rough tanned ” is used chiefiy in relation
to hide leather - for example, tanned strap
butts.

KQUNDING

Trimming and cutting the hide into different parts according to the quality and the
use to which the leather is to be put.

8AMM @AMMY)

When wet leather is allowed to dry, it passes
through a stage at which it is still damp,
but no water can be squeezed out. At t,his
stage, the leather is said to be in a Hammed
condition.
The process of producing this
condition
in the leather is described as
.‘ samming ” or “ sammying.”
Sammed leather is in an ideal condition for absorbing
grease or fat liquor. LMost leather is Hammed
before it is treated with gre~e. “ Sammed ”
is, in fact, a contraction
for “ semidried.”
Removing the scud from unhaired hides and
skins; remnants of epithehal tissues, hair
pigment, lime soap, etc., left in the grain
layer.

SCUDDING

.ijEYICHROME LEATHER

Leather which has beeu tanned first
vegetable tannin and then retenned
chromium salts.

SETTING 0uT OR SRJKJNG OUT

To smootheu out creases and squeeze out
liquor by means of a slicker.

aHAVING

Reducing the thickness of hides after they
have been tanned.
Reducing the thickness
before tannirig is called splitting (see SPLIT,
*SPLIT HIDE).

SHEEP SKIN RUG

A rug made from a woolled sheepskin which
has been tanned and dressed,

SHOULDER

That portion of a hide or skin covering the
shoulders and neck of the animal, and the
leather made therefrom (see Figure 18).

SIDE

Half of a whole hide with offal (head, shoulder and belly) attached.
It is, obtained by
tiovJig
the hide along the line of the back.

SIDE LEATHER

Shw upper leather
sides.
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made from

;attle

with
wlt,h

hide

SLICKER

A hand tool used to squeeze out moisture
and to smooth the leather.

SOAKING

Immersing
liming.

SOLE LRATHER BEND

Leather made from the bend region of cattle
hides, tanned and finished to be suitable for
the outer soles of footwear (see BEND).

hides and skins in water before

The underlayer of a hide or skin, or part
of a hide or skin separated by splitting, or
If the name of
leather made therefrom.
the animal from which it originates, or the
word “ hide ” or “ skin,” or the part of the
animal from which it comes is included in
the description’, tOhenthe word “ split ” must
be used as a noun - for example, pig split,
hide split, butt split - and not as an adjective - for example, split pigskin (see SPLIT
HIDE).
SPLIT HIDE

The outer
or grain layer of a hide from
which the nnder, or flesh side has been split
to give it a reasonably uniform thickness,
or leather made therefrom.

To soften light leather
a vertical slicker.

by rubbing

it over

The name often given to a tannin mordant
used on leather to develop a partkular color.
Besides vegetable tannin mordants there are
also some metallic salts which are used to
“ strike ” or to develop a articular color.
Thus, if tanned leathers are Prst treated with
a vegetable tannin or with fustic, they can
fjes;~~;~~ently
treated with a metallic salt
.
- for example, potash alum to
strike a rich ellow shade. If other metallic
salts are use CKas “ strikers, ” differont colors
are produced.
SWFMG

The process of applying
leather.

rsYNTAN (SYNTHETIC TANNING
AGENT)

Nay be defined as any synthetic high mcrlecular organic compound or a mixture of
compounds, which is capable of converting
animal hide or skin into leather.

TAN

The p;zzis or method used to convert raw
hides and skins into leather (see LEATHER).
There are many different ways of tanning
238

hot fats to heavy

and a large variety of materials which possess
the property of being able to “ tan.”
The
process is called “ tanning ” and the person
responsible for it, or in charge of it, is known
as8 “ tanner.”
TANNAW. DECUUSEOF

The proportion
of combined tannin in a
leather expressed as s percentage of the
hide substance in that leather.

TANNIB

Normally, the substance or substances in a
vegetable tanning
material by means of
which raw hides or skins can be converted
intd leather.
The process of treating skins or hides with
tanning agents, such as vegetable tannins,
chromium salts, formaldehyde and fish oils,
to produce leather.

TAN LIQUOR

A liquid

containing tannins prepared either
by leaching or by dissolving concentrated
tannin extracta or any vegetable tanning
materiel, such as barks, leaves and fruits.

tiNSXLE STRENGTH

The force required to pull apart a piece of
the lerrther which has a specific square
cross section.

TRYPSIN

See ENZYMES.

U-G

The removal of the hair or w&l from hides
or skins which have been treated to loosen
the heir or wool. The hsir or wool can be
loosened by a so-called “ timing ” process,
in which the hides or skins are immersed in
an alkaline
liquor prepared from slaked
lime and water, or from slaked lime, sodium
sulphide or hydrosulphide and water. These
alkaline liquors hydrolyse and destroy the
epidermis. thus loosening the .hair or wool.
Wool on sheepskins is sometimes loosened
by sweating - thnt is, the epidermis is
destroyed by means of a controlled putrefaction procees in which the raw skins are
hung in damp semi-underground chambers at
8 temperature of 1OOC. to 15OC. After 48
hours in these chambers, t.he wool is loose
and can be pulled off. This is usually called
Another process makes use of
“ pulling.”
The
an enzyme to attack the epidermis.
soaksd skins are first. swollen by soaking
them for 48 hours in a weak solution of
caustic soda. This treatment is followed by
the enzyme process - that is, using 1.5 to
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2 percent of the enzyme on the dry weight
of the skins in the heir. The enzyme treetThe
ment should be 8t 24%. to 29.5%.
epidermis will be loosened and the hair or
wool can be removed in 24 hours. The hair
The process
or wool is quite undemag+d.
hes proved to be popuiar’with
glazed goat
tanners and with producers of gloving sheep.

UWHAIHING KNIFE

s

A curved knife with 8 blunt edge on the
inner side. The knife is used to push or
scrape off the hair which hes been loosened
on hides and skins after the liming (8nd
unhsiring) process. The knife is also used
to scrape the grein of unhaired hides and
skins and to work out the scud. The knife
is tilted 8w8y from the operator and worked
on the blunt edge.

VATS

Wooden, brick or stone tanka used for litning, wtanning, etc.

VAT, CIRCULATORS

Vats fill1 of strong tan liquor
culated by pump.

VAT, HANDLERS

Vats in which butts 8re laid horizontall>..
immersed in tan iiquor.

VAT LAYERS OR LAY-AWAYS

Vats, similar

VAT RUSPENDERS

Vet,s fit!1 of tsn liquor, in which heavy hides
we suspended from wooden slats.

VEGETABLE TANNED

Leather tanned exclusively
table-tanning
material.

VELLUM

Trenslucent
or opaque material
with II
smooth surface snd suit8ble for writing.
It is
bookbinding
and other purposes.
m&de from unsplit calf, sheep and other
skins, by drying out the limed skin without
The material is
applying
any tannage.
thoroughly cleansed end degreased, snd the
grain surface is smoothed during the process.
The best vellum is made from c&If (See
PARCHMENT).

WHITING

Calcium

NOTE: See also the glossary iat FAO -Qricultural
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to hendlers.

cerbonate

and Curinp ot Hidea und Skiua as a Rum1 Induei~%

which is cir-

with

any vege-

or ch8lk.
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On Trade Products
A number of technic81 publications are invariably
made available
b>
the manufacturers of particular tannery chemicals, vegetable-tauning extracts.
dyes and so on. which can be very helpful to the practical man.
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